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Chapter 1

Introduction

Time travel is a phenomenon which has been attracting interest both in fiction and
general discussions for a long time. However, only after a formulation of the theory of
relativity could such considerations be investigated on a more scientific and solid basis.

Already, the special relativity shows that different observers experience different
times and one of them can “travel” to the future of the other one by means of his
relative motion (e.g., an astronaut returning from a trip to the centre of our galaxy
after spending 40 years in a spaceship comes to the Earth where more than 50,000
years have elapsed). Obviously, traveling (communicating) back in time is equivalent
to exceeding the speed of light in special relativity as clearly illustrated, e.g., in [1].

Thanks to the general theory of relativity a possibility opens that an observer could
travel even to his own past – his worldline could pass through a geometrically or topo-
logically nontrivial area to a region where the worldline originally started [2, 3]. World-
lines which even cross themselves are called closed timelike curves (CTCs) and it is
customary to say that spacetimes with CTCs contain time machines[4, 5].

1.1 The principle of self-consistency

Spacetimes with time machines are causally nontrivial – in such spacetimes one can
send a signal to one’s own past or even try to influence the past – which immediately
opens a question of consistency of standard physical laws as we know them. On a
formal level, it is the question of the existence of solutions of physical equations of
motion and the question of whether the initial value problem is well-possessed. On
a less formal level, these problems can be phrased as the well-known “grandfather
paradox,” suggested, e.g., in [6, 7, 8]: in spacetimes with time machines, one has to
face a logical riddle of what happens if one travels to his own past and kills his grand-
father. Consequently, one would never be born, and therefore, one could not travel to
the past.

This is a clearly inconsistent situation which suggests that spacetimes with CTCs are
pathological and they should be excluded from serious scientific consideration. However,
a system containing live beings is too complicated by too many unknown physical laws,
and therefore, one cannot be sure that the inconsistency of the grand-father paradox
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

is really inescapable. Hence, there have been attempts to reinterpret this paradox as a
badly formulated problem, since the initial conditions are affected by the outcome of
the experiment. A consistent solution of this problem could be an existence of a law
which always prevents the grandson from killing his grandfather [9, 10].

To formulate this point (for much simpler systems) more precisely new terms have
to be introduced. Let us consider a spacetime containing a time machine and we
want to study a system with well-known local physical laws (e.g.,a point particle, or
electromagnetic field). We do not change these local laws, i.e. we require that they
hold locally in any small spacetime domain (by the principle of correspondence any
sufficiently small spacetime domain resembles spacetime of special relativity where we
know the local physics). However, in addition to the local laws we also require the so-
called principle of self-consistency [11, 12, 13]. Namely, a globally consistent solution
of local laws must exist. It means, that we allow the system to propagate itself to its
own past; however, it must be done in a consistent way with the original evolution in
the past.

The key question of studies of time machines is whether such globally consistent
evolutions exist for given local laws and whether these global evolutions are sufficiently
generic. More accurately, it is questioned if there exist consistent solutions for all, or, at
least, for almost all standard initial data. Otherwise, if the local laws have no globally
consistent solution, the spacetime would be clearly pathological and we could rule it out
from our consideration. Similarly, the pathology would be serious if the local physical
laws had only few globally consistent solutions.

This point could be stated more clearly if one considers a spacetime which is causally
nice up to some moment (formally: globally hyperbolic up to some Cauchy hypersur-
face) and a time machine forms only after this moment. The spacetime thus contains
CTCs, however they are bounded and one cannot travel to an arbitrary far past. In
such a spacetime one would like to have a globally consistent solution of local laws
for any standard initial conditions formulated in causally nice past (i.e., before the
time machine was formed). In other words, it should not influence or restrict us now
(when, let’s assume, time machines do not exist) if somebody in a far future invents
and constructs a time machine. On other hand, if the existence of a time machine in a
future would restrict initial condition in causally regular past we would consider such
a spacetime pathological.

In the last two decades physicists have considered various spacetimes with CTCs and
studied the consistency of different physical systems in these spacetimes. Surprisingly,
such studies have shown that for a simple physical system pathology of spacetimes is
not so severe and the equations of motion can be consistently solved. Let us mention the
results for a system of interacting particles [14, 11, 15] or the scalar field theory [12, 16]
where it was shown that standard local laws have globally consistent solutions even in
the presence of CTCs. Another surprising result of such studies is that the existence
of time machines does not usually restrict a number of consistent solution, but on the
contrary, it leads to a possibility of more than one globally consistent solution for given
initial values. In spacetimes with time machines, we thus usually lose the uniqueness
of the evolution [14].

As an example, especially in [14], the system of the billiard balls in spacetime with
wormholes has been studied. This system allows a straightforward reformulation of the
grandfather paradox: the ball could be sent through the time machine in such a way
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that it hits itself and thus prevents itself to enter the time machine. Although it seems
that such “paradoxical” initial conditions do not lead to a consistent evolution of the
system, it was shown that such solution(s) really exist(s).

1.2 Wormholes-based time machines

Let us shortly review basic knowledge on wormholes since we will use it to define the
time machine spacetime. The simplest way how to construct relativistic spacetimes with
CTCs is to consider a wormhole which can be then deformed to a time machine – such
a procedure is described in detail, e.g., in reference [4]. The wormhole can be viewed as
a shortcut between two spatial places which could be very distant in the surrounding
space. The entries into the wormhole are called mouths of the wormhole. A simple
spatial wormhole can be obtained by cutting out two spheres in a three dimensional
space and gluing the surfaces of these holes together, cf. figure 2.1a. We thus obtain a
topologically and geometrically nontrivial space which is not a simply connected space,
and the geometry on the glued surface is not flat.

Spacetimes with nontrivial topology contain curves noncontractible into a point, i.e.
curves passing through the (traversable) wormhole. However, the topological censorship
theorem states that in any asymptotically flat, globally hyperbolic spacetime such that
every inextendible null geodesics satisfies the ANEC (Averaged Null Energy Condition),
every causal curve from past null infinity to future null infinity is contractible into a
causal curve that lies in a topologically trivial neighbourhood of infinity, i.e., it lies
entirely in asymptotically flat region and does not pass through the nontrivial topology,
[17, 18]. In other words, it prohibits causal curves passing through the wormhole
and leaving it any time in future, i.e., any active probing of the topology of space is
forbidden.

Loosely rephrased, any asymptotically flat, globally hyperbolic spacetime containing
a traversable wormhole and satisfying the Einstein field equations must violate the
ANEC (for at least one inextendible null geodesics). It has been shown, in [4], that
there has to be present enough “exotic” matter, which violates the ANEC (also the
AWEC – Averaged Weak Energy Condition), to maintain the traversable wormhole.
Because the wormhole is made of the “exotic” matter the traveller moving through
it at very high speed measures negative energy density accompanied by violation of
the weak energy condition (also by the other energy conditions, [19]) which causes the
wormhole to act like a diverging lens. The precise conditions under which traversable
wormholes spacetimes would be permitted are mainly subject of quantum field theory
and have not been resolved yet [6].

In order to turn wormhole into time machine a time shift between the mouths
has to be induced. It can be done, for example, by placing the mouths into different
gravitational potentials [20], or by accelerating one mouth of the wormhole relative
to the other [4]. Immediately as the time shift between the mouths becomes greater
than their spatial distance in the outer spacetime the connected regions turn out to be
causally connected through the wormhole (CTCs form).

Commonly, two kinds of time machine spacetimes are distinguished: Either CTCs
emerge at some time (for example, the Morris-Thorne-Yurtsever time machine space-
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time [19]), or CTCs are always present (the eternal time machine spacetime). The first
case implies that the spacetime is divided by the Cauchy horizon into region without the
CTCs (before the first CTC forms) and with the CTCs (after the first CTC emerges).
This null hypersurface divides spacetime into globally hyperbolic part where we can
uniquely predict outcomes of our experiments and into non-globally hyperbolic where
outcomes of experiments could be influenced by information from the future. The sec-
ond case implies that CTCs can be chosen through each spacetime point, and so there
is no spacelike Cauchy hypersurface where initial values used to be defined. Hence, it is
not possible to pose the initial problem in the usual manner. Though in some cases we
can pose the initial value problem at past null infinity if we can suppose that spacetime
is asymptotically flat [16].

1.3 Plan of the work

In this work, we will consider the system of a self-interacting particle in non-
relativistic spacetime with the time machine. Thanks to a special time machine config-
uration which significantly simplifies the analysis we will be able to solve the equations
of motion explicitly. This allow us show that any initial conditions, even such that lead
to an apparently inconsistent solution which mimics discussed grandfather paradox,
have globally consistent evolutions, and that such solutions of local laws are not, in
general, unique. After we present the time machine spacetime and determine possible
self-interactions, we will discuss by turns one collision of the point-particle, one collision
of the finite ball, and multiple collisions of the point-particle.1 For easier understanding
and possibility of formulation of a particular issue we will occasionally vary from the
billiard ball to the limit of point-particle in the text. Let us outline contents of all
chapters as follow one after another.

In the next chapter we will introduce a conical space which will serve as an arena
for particles’ trajectories. Then we will establish time shift on the space by identifying
the mouths of the wormhole with different (external) times. This will provide us the
desired time machine configuration to study particles’ trajectories.

The third chapter will be devoted to rules of motion. Notions of self-intersections
and self-collisions will be introduced. Then we will describe dangerous initial conditions
which could lead to paradoxical situations. Next, rules of self-collisions will be analyzed
and possible types of self-collisions will be found. Finally, we will specify the geometry
of self-collisions and investigate another symmetry resulting from the conical geometry.

In the fourth chapter we will introduce parameters for initial trajectories and define
quantities to describe self-collisions on these trajectories. We will neglect radius of the
particle and concentrate on trajectories and self-collisions of point-like particles. In this
case, the discussion simplifies considerably since particle’s motion turns out to be scale
invariant. Later, in chapter 5, we will include into consideration the nonzero radius
to gain full account of self-collisions for billiard ball-like particles. First, we will study
collision-free trajectories. Next, we will specify the conditions for self-collisions and
formulate equations of motion for the point particle with one self-collision. Thus, we

1The first two cases have been summarized within articles [21, 22], attached as appendices H and
I, while publication concerning the multiple collisions is being prepared.
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will consider at most one self-collision though there can occur multiple self-collisions
which will be subject of the chapter 6. Then, we will find and discuss globally consistent
solutions of equations of motion. Finally, a non-uniqueness of the evolutions in the
presence of time machines will be demonstrated for the point particle model.

In the fifth chapter the discussion will be extended to the case of a non-relativistic,
freely moving solid ball with finite radius. We will concentrate on the self-collision
occurring closest to the vertex and assume the same range of the apex angle as in the
previous chapter. We will show that the free trajectories given by the dangerous initial
conditions can be replaced by the trajectories possessing self-collisions to avoid the
paradoxical situations. This will result into the conservation of the number of solutions
for given initial data, i.e., it will be shown that their number is the same for dangerous
initial data as for generic ones. Finally, we will express geometrical restrictions imposing
constraints on initial values which guarantee that the ball fits in the conical space.

In the last chapter we will give a comprehensive explanation of multiple self-collisions
interspaced by multiple self-intersections. In other words, a point particle coming from
a distant region of the conical space passes many times through the wormhole and self-
collides repeatedly before leaving to the distant region again. Because of the complex-
ity of corresponding expressions increases considerably we will consider only the case
of point-like particles. The possibility of multiple self-collisions and self-intersections
enlarges a number of solutions for given initial data and more complicated methods will
be employed to describe and interpret corresponding solutions.





Chapter 2

Conical spacetime with time
machine

In this chapter we will introduce a conical space which will serve as the arena for
particles’ trajectories. Then we will identify the mouths of the wormhole with a time
shift whereby we will obtain the conical space with a time machine. This will provide
us the background to study trajectories in presence of the time machine.

2.1 The non-relativistic case

In the spacetime picture, we have to specify also the moments of time when both
mouths are identified. It seems natural to assume that they are identified at the same
time, but it is not necessary. In the relativistic setup, it is even not clear what “at the
same moment” means. The times of identification of both mouths must be specified
explicitly on both sides. Of course, we have the restriction, that time must run con-
tinuously through the wormhole, i.e., locally, for the observer sitting in the wormhole,
clocks on both sides must tick at the same rate without any jumps.

Let us assume as an example two mouths in the Minkowski spacetime which are at
rest with respect to the same inertial frame, but they are identified with a time shift Δt
equal, say, to one hour. Time on both sides of the wormhole runs in the same rate, so
going through the wormhole does not affect an observer in any specific way. However,
going through the wormhole, the observer arrives one hour to the future (or to the past,
depending on the direction) with respect to the global inertial frame. Depending on the
distance of both mouths in the surrounding space such a configuration may form the
time machine: if the observer traveling through the wormhole one hour into the past is
able to return through the surrounding space to his original position in less than one
hour, he can form CTC, i.e., he can return to his own past and meet himself.

However, we will restrict ourselves to non-relativistic situation in this work as we
will study elastic collisions of finite rigid spherical balls. Thus, we will assume that the
speed of light is infinite, and it determines a unique notion of simultaneity and thus it
allows us to define a global time – at least, before introducing a time machine. We also
assume that the space is locally Euclidean.

7
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identified

(a)

identified

identified

(b)

Figure 2.1: Spatial representation of two simple wormholes. (a) A wormhole formed
by identification of two spherical holes in the surrounding Euclidean space. Surfaces of both
spheres are isometrically identified. Since the external curvature of these surfaces is non-
vanishing, the geometry near the glued spherical surface is not flat. (b) A wormhole obtained
by gluing two planar sections (which, could be obtained from (a) by squeezing the spheres into
very thin planes). The external curvature is vanishing with the exception of the boundary of
the planar sections and the geometry through the wormhole is thus flat.

To construct the wormhole two space regions must be identified again. However,
because the proposed spacetime is non-relativistic the “twin paradox” effect cannot be
used to induce time shift between two mouths as discussed above. On the other hand,
in this case, thanks to the global simultaneity, we uniquely know what it means when
both mouths of the wormhole are identified at the same time. If we identify them
with any nonvanishing time shift Δt we immediately obtain the time machine, since
the passage through the wormhole takes us to a different moment of time with respect
to the global time of the surrounding spacetime. Of course, it destroys the standard
causal structure of the non-relativistic spacetime (a clear distinction between future
and past), but despite this we will keep using and referring to the original notion of the
simultaneity and to the global time of the surrounding space.

2.2 Conical space

In this work, we consider an even simpler situation of the wormhole with planar
mouths instead of spherical ones, cf. fig. 2.1(a). Namely, we cut out from the space two
planar sections which we identify as in figure 2.1(b). Since we use flat planar sections,
their identification is geometrically trivial, i.e., spacetime in them is flat everywhere,
the space is locally Euclidean, without matter. Here we have ignored problematic
boundaries of our planar sections. The whole curvature of the mouths is squeezed to
the borders of the planar sections which can be understood as a kind of solid frames
on which the traversable parts of the wormhole are spanned.

To avoid a discussion of the wormhole boundary we assume that the planar sections
are much larger than the scales of our experiments. In this approximation we can
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even assume that the planar sections are infinite. As an idealization, we consider the
mouths of our wormhole to be two half-planes with a common boundary line, called
the axis. These two half-planes form an angle γ. If we identify them (first, say, at
the same moment of time) the space between them becomes a locally Euclidean space
with a conical singularity localized on the axis. Indeed, if we restrict ourselves to the
two-dimensional picture and ignore the direction parallel to the axis, our space forms
a cone with the vertex angle γ.

Notice that only such a trajectory can intersect itself which closes a loop situated
in a plane perpendicular to the axis. Such a loop can be always superposed to the
outer trajectories (the initial and final trajectory) lying also in a plane. Let us assume
that both the loop and outer trajectories are bound to the same plane as momentum
is not changed by rotation of the outer trajectories. Thus, we will restrict our study
to particles moving perpendicularly to the axis, i.e., we will consider motion within the
two-dimensional cone.

Of course, this is a over idealized situation. We should keep in mind that the mouths
of the wormhole are large but finite, so somewhere very far from the axis, the conical
part of the space ends and goes over to the full Euclidean space. But in most of our
discussion, we restrict ourselves only to the part of the space between the mouths of
the wormhole. We thus effectively work in the conical space with angle γ around the
axis.

Let us stress that in our original construction the mouths of the wormhole are special
and privileged – given by the position of the wormhole. However, after enlarging them
to the semi-infinite size and restricting ourselves only to the conical space between
mouths, we can no longer localize the position of the mouths by local experiments.
The geometry through the mouths is locally Euclidean, as it is anywhere else. We thus
obtained a space which is axially symmetric with respect to the rotation around the
axis (it has also translation symmetry along the axis and it is static). The position
of the wormhole can be identified only on scales larger than the wormhole, from the
surrounding globally Euclidean space – however, this region is very far and we do not
consider it.

Finally, we assume that the vertex angle γ of the cone is smaller than π since only
for such angles we obtain interesting situations when the straight trajectory of a free
particle intersects itself. Indeed, on the cone with γ < π a straight line intersects itself
at least once. To be specific, for γ ∈ [ π

n+1
, π

n
), the straight line intersects itself n-times

alternately on two opposite radial lines, i.e. separated by the half of the vertex angle
γ/2, thanks to the conical geometry. In figure 2.2 we can see the straight trajectory
within the conical space for two different values of the vertex angle: For γ ∈ (π/2, π),
fig. 2.2(a,b), the trajectory intersects itself just once, while for γ ∈ (π/5, π/4], 2.2(c,d),
it intersects itself four times. In the next chapters it will be explained why the angle in
each intersection is equal to π− jγ (for j ∈ [1,Quotient(π, γ)]) and decreases by γ as it
recedes from the vertex. Notice also that we have employed two distinct representations
which will be used throughout the text: First, we can unfold the cone into an angle in a
plane within which are straight trajectories represented by straight lines, cf. fig. 2.2(a,c).
However, we can rescale angular coordinates bounded in the interval [−γ/2, γ/2] by the
factor 2π/γ in such a way that it cover full range [−π, π], cf. fig. 2.2(b,d). In such a
case, which we call “bird’s eye view” case, straight trajectories are represented as loops
winding around the vertex and escaping the cone eventually.
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Figure 2.2: Straight line on the cone. We assume that the angle γ around the vertex of
the cone is smaller than π since only for such angles we obtain interesting situations when the
straight trajectory of a free particle intersects itself. To be specific, for γ ∈ [ π

n+1 ,
π
n) the straight

line intersects itself n-times alternately on two opposite radial lines, i.e., separated by the half
of the vertex angle γ/2, thanks to the conical geometry. We can see the straight trajectory
within the conical space for two different values of the vertex angle: (a,b) For γ ∈ (π/2, π) the
trajectory intersects itself just once, while (c,d) for γ ∈ (π/5, π/4] it intersects itself four times.
In the next chapters it will be explained why the angle in each intersection is equal to π− jγ
(for j ∈ [1,Quotient(π, γ)]) and decreases by γ as it recedes from the vertex. Notice also that
we have employed two distinct representations which will be used throughout the text: In
(a,c) we have unfolded the cone into an angle in a plane within which are straight trajectories
represented by straight lines. In (b,d) we have rescaled angular coordinates bounded in the
interval [−γ/2, γ/2] by the factor 2π/γ in such a way that it cover full range [−π, π]. In this
case of “bird’s eye view”, straight trajectories are represented as loops winding around the
vertex and escaping the cone eventually.
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2.3 Conical time machine

In the previous paragraph we have assumed the identification of both mouths at
the same moment of a global time. Since we want to study a conical space with a
time machine, we have to identify the two planar mouths with a time difference Δt.
After such an identification the spacetime is still locally Euclidian, even through the
wormhole, (except the axis, of course), but endowed with a strange causal structure.
Hypersurfaces of simultaneity (visualized in the standard spacetime diagram as hor-
izontal planes) propagate through the wormhole and form ”helical” surfaces winding
around the vertex. This indicates that the spacetime contains CTCs. The particle
moving toward the wormhole reads that the external time t increases continuously un-
til it enters the wormhole mouth. But by crossing one of the mouths the external time
t either increases by Δt into t+ Δt > t, or decreases by −Δt into t− Δt < t.

t
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γ

t  = t  - ∆t

wormhole mouth
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t2
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1 2

t  = t  + ∆t2 1

Figure 2.3: A spacetime diagram of the conical time machine. The vertical direction
is temporal, horizontal planes correspond to the hypersurface of simultaneity of the original
spacetime (the third spatial direction is suppressed). Two half-planes forming the boundary
of the conical spacetime represent the history of the mouths of the wormhole, and they are
identified with a time shift Δt.

This can be visualized in the non-relativistic spacetime diagram in figure 2.3. Here,
two spatial directions perpendicular to the axis are represented by horizontal directions;
the direction parallel to the axis is suppressed. The vertical direction corresponds
to time. Semi-planar mouths of the wormhole at one moment are thus depicted as
horizontal semi-lines, their time evolution as vertical half-planes. The identification of
two such half-planes is not on the same vertical level, but with the vertical shift Δt. We
assume that going through the wormhole in counterclockwise direction takes us time
Δt > 0 to the past, in clockwise direction to the future.





Chapter 3

Rules of motion in the conical space

In the just described non-relativistic conical spacetime with the time machine where
γ < π a trajectory of a free particle must intersect itself if it moves along a straight line.
If the trajectory crosses itself in different times we will speak about self-intersection. If
the particle intersects its trajectory exactly at the same time, which is allowed thanks
to time shift Δt gained in the wormhole, it hits itself and we speak about self-collision.
In this case, two versions of the same particle collide: the younger version of the ball
coming from infinity hits the older version coming from the wormhole; after the collision,
the younger version flies to the wormhole and the older one flies away to infinity.

The particle could be sent through the time machine in such a way that it hits itself,
and thus prevents itself to enter the time machine, cf. fig. 3.1. Obviously, this is physical
representation of the grandfather paradox described above, cf. section 1.1. Thus, the
paradoxical situation is represented by the particle which occurs twice at the same
time at the same place, i.e., at the point of self-intersection of the initial (collision-
free) trajectory. However, the particle moving along the same initial trajectory can
collide with itself consistently as it was shown in [14]. Search for such (self-colliding)
solutions – superseding paradoxical ones – will be considerable task of this work. The
initial conditions, respectively initial trajectories, which can, but need not, lead to
the paradoxical situations will be called the dangerous initial conditions, respectively
dangerous trajectories. Only if we want to indicate such initial conditions which would
result into the inconsistent, i.e., paradoxical, situations we will call them the paradoxical
initial conditions, respectively the paradoxical initial trajectory. Accordingly, we will
use the term the paradoxical self-intersection.

However, it turns out that for these dangerous initial conditions we can find a
consistent solution with a self-collision which is fine-tuned in such a way that the self-
interacting particle consistently moves through the time machine. To convince ourselves
that it is really true we first investigate a general particle motion with one self-collision
and later also with multiple self-collisions. In the following we analyze rules of self-
collisions of such a particle and determine possible types of self-collisions. Then we
specify the geometry of self-collisions and we investigate another symmetry resulting
from the conical geometry.

13
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Figure 3.1: The ball self-colliding inconsistently in the conical space with time
shift Δt. The (gray version of) ball comes from a distant region and enters the wormhole
(in a distance L from the axis of the cone) without any self-collision. It leaves (now in white)
the time machine (in the distance L from the axis again) in such a way that it hits itself
inconsistently. Thus, this situation represents an inconsistent evolution which is the direct
analogue of the well-known grandfather paradox.

3.1 Self-collision types

First, we will investigate a motion of a particle which can interact with a similar
particle by the elastic collision described by the standard non-relativistic local laws.
Namely, we assume the validity of the local conservation of energy and momentum. To
study elastic collisions we consider finite rigid spherical balls of radius R (this is also the
main reason for the restriction to the non-relativistic case). Then, we realize that the
velocity of the particle remains fixed as it passes through the time machine. We receive
that there exist two types of self-collisions. Next, we employ conical geometry which
forbids one of these types. Finally, we separate physical from spurious self-collisions for
the allowed type.

Let us examine self-collisions within the center of mass system: incoming younger
version of the particle with velocity �U collides with its older version with velocity �V ,
which came from the wormhole, whereby they acquire velocities �U ′ and �V ′ respectively.
In the center of mass system velocities must satisfy

�U + �V = 0 and �U ′ + �V ′ = 0.

In this system we introduce the counterclockwise orthogonal basis of vectors �e‖ and �e⊥
at the moment of collision on which �U , �V and �U ′, �V ′ can be spanned. The first vector �e‖
goes through centers of balls and the origin is located at the contact point, see fig. 3.2.
Moreover, the parallel basis vector �e‖ is correlated with regard to the wormhole in such
a way that it points in the counterclockwise direction, i.e., if extended it would intersect
the “right” mouth through which objects travel to the past. If we project velocities
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into these two directions we obtain

�U = −U‖�e‖ + U⊥�e⊥ , �V = U‖�e‖ − U⊥�e⊥,

and

�U ′ = U‖�e‖ + U⊥�e⊥ , �V ′ = −U‖�e‖ − U⊥�e⊥.

┴

→
U'

→
U

→
V

→
V'

e→
║

e→

Figure 3.2: The self-collision of two versions of the ball in the center of mass
system. The counterclockwise orthogonal basis of vectors �e‖ and �e⊥ at the moment of
collision where the first vector �e‖ goes through centers of balls and the origin is located at the
contact point. The parallel basis vector �e‖ is correlated with regard to the wormhole in such
a way that it points in the counterclockwise direction, i.e., if extended it would intersect the
“right” mouth through which objects travel to the past.

After we express the velocity of the center of mass with respect of wormhole frame
in the basis of vectors �e‖ and �e⊥

�w = w‖�e‖ + w⊥�e⊥,

we can add it to velocities in the center of mass frame,

�u = �U + �w , �u′ = �U ′ + �w,

�v = �V + �w , �v′ = �V ′ + �w,

to receive velocities in the wormhole system. Since the magnitude of velocity is not
changed by passage through the wormhole, u′ = v, we receive also u = v′ due to energy
conservation law. Then we can write

(�U + �w)2 = (�V ′ + �w)2,

which implies that (after we split velocities into directions �e‖ and �e⊥)

w⊥U⊥ = 0.

It leads to the two alternatives: Either w⊥ = 0 and then

�w = w‖�e‖, �U arbitrary, (3.1)

or U⊥ = 0 and then

�U = U‖�e‖, �w arbitrary. (3.2)
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3.1.1 Mirror exchange self-collision

Let us to analyze the first alternative (3.1). We can write out velocities in compo-
nents as

�u = (−U‖ + w‖)�e‖ + U⊥�e⊥ , �v = (U‖ + w‖)�e‖ − U⊥�e⊥,

�u′ = (U‖ + w‖)�e‖ + U⊥�e⊥ , �v′ = (−U‖ + w‖)�e‖ − U⊥�e⊥.

Summing velocity vectors �u and �v we find that

 u + v

→w = u + v

e→
║

→→

→v

→v

→u
→ →

→u'

→v'

Figure 3.3: The self-collision with exchange of mirror reflected velocities. Since the
axes of the center of mass frame coincide with the axes of the wormhole frame with the origin
at the contact point at the moment of self-collision we can depict the self-collision within the
“same” axes �e‖ and �e⊥ using the wormhole frame velocities. The centers of both versions of
the particle lie along the line given by �u + �v in the instant of self-collision, eq. (3.4). The
mirror exchange self-collision is characterized by the exchange of mirror reflected directions of
velocities: The younger version with velocity �u acquires mirror reflected component of �v along
the direction �e‖ while the older version with velocity �v acquires mirror reflected �e‖-component
of �u.

�u+ �v = 2w‖�e‖, (3.4)

i.e., centers of both versions of the particle lie along the line given by �u+�v at the instant
of self-collision. Notice that axes of the center of mass frame coincide with axes of the
wormhole frame with the origin at the contact point at the moment of self-collision.
Thus we can depict the self-collision within the “same” axes �e‖ and �e⊥, see figure 3.3,
using wormhole frame velocities.

From expressions (3.3) and (3.4) we can infer that the corresponding self-collision
causes exchange of magnitudes of velocities between the two versions of the particle
while they acquire mirror reflected component of the velocity of the other particle
along the direction �e‖ given by the vector �u+ �v. We will call this type of self-collision
the mirror exchange self-collision in accord with [14], see fig. 3.3: The younger version
with velocity �u acquires mirror reflected component of �v along the direction �e‖ while
the older version with velocity �v acquires mirror reflected �e‖-component of �u.
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3.1.2 Velocity exchange self-collision

According to the condition (3.2) we formulate analogical relations

�u = (−U‖ + w‖)�e‖ + w⊥�e⊥ , �v = (U‖ + w‖)�e‖ + w⊥�e⊥,

�u′ = (U‖ + w‖)�e‖ + w⊥�e⊥ , �v′ = (−U‖ + w‖)�e‖ + w⊥�e⊥.

In this case, the two versions of the particle exchange both directions and magnitudes
of their velocities and we will call it the velocity exchange self-collision. The centers of

 u – v

→w = u + v

e→
║

→→

→v

→-v

→u

→ →

→u'

→v'

Figure 3.4: Velocity exchange self-collision. In the case of velocity exchange self-
collisions, the two versions of the particle exchange both directions and magnitudes of their
velocities. The centers of both versions of the particle are now located along the line given by
the vector �u− �v.

both versions of the particle are now located along the line given by the vector

�u− �v = 2U‖�e‖.

The corresponding situation illustrating velocity exchange self-collisions is visualized in
figure 3.4.

However, velocity exchange self-collisions cannot take place within the conical space
because of the conservation of momentum between the self-collision (i.e., that the parti-
cle moves along straight trajectory within the conical geometry). Indeed, from (3.5) we
can see that initial and final velocities of the particle moving between the self-collision
through the wormhole are equal, �v = �u′. However, the transfer through the worm-
hole changes direction of the particle by the angle γ. Only within the cylinder space
which represents the degenerated case of the conical space for γ = 0 velocity exchange
self-collisions could occur, see figure 3.5
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Figure 3.5: Velocity exchange self-collision within the unfolded cylinder, γ = 0. Ve-
locity exchange self-collisions cannot take place within the conical space because conservation
of momentum between the self-collision (i.e., that the particle moves along straight trajectory
within the conical geometry) does not allow it. The particle traveling through the wormhole
changes the direction by the angle γ which is inconsistent with �v = �u′. Only within the
cylinder space which represents the degenerated case of the conical space for γ = 0 velocity
exchange self-collisions can occur.

3.2 Symmetry of inner trajectories

Let us consider mirror exchange self-collisions within the conical space with time
shift and for simplicity we suppose that radius of the particle vanishes. We will show
that self-collisions are symmetrical with respect to corresponding radial lines, see fig-
ure 3.6(a). Notice, however, that investigated symmetries hold for particles with finite
radius, R > 0, as well.

The particle must enter and leave the wormhole in the same distance L from the ver-
tex of the cone. In order to preserve straightness of the trajectory the angle α (between
the inner incoming trajectory and the wormhole) has to be complement of the angle
β = π − α (between the inner outgoing trajectory and the wormhole). Moreover, we
notice that points A (axis of the cone), E (location where the particle enters wormhole),
C (location of the self-collision) and X (location where the particle quits wormhole)
determine tetragon and all four points lie on the same circle (thanks to the complemen-
tarity of opposite angles α+ β = π, γ + (Ξ + Θ) = π). Next, |XV | = |V E| = L, which
implies

L

sin Ξ
=

r

sin β
=

r

sinα
=

L

sin Θ
,

see figure 3.6(a). Angles Ξ,Θ ∈ [0, π/2], and thus we receive equality of angles

sin Ξ = sin Θ ⇒ Ξ = Θ =
π − γ

2
,
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again using the complementarity Ξ+Θ = π−γ. Thus trajectory of the particle between
the self-collision – defined by the velocities �u′ and �v – must be symmetrical with respect
to the radial line. Here, the symmetry is understood in the conical space which neglects
a position of the wormhole.
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Figure 3.6: Self-collisions are symmetric with respect to the radial line. (a) The
conical space is illustrated as an angle, boundary of which represent mouthes of the wormhole
and should be identified. The self-collision is symmetrical with respect to the radial line.
Projections of inner velocities and outer velocities are equal, uin = uout. (b) The trajectory
between the self-collision is a straight line, which can be clearly demonstrated if we cut the
conical space not along the wormhole but along the radial line going through the self-collision.
The wormhole is than depicted as another radial line. Since the particle passes the wormhole
freely, its trajectory must be straight across the wormhole line. It starts and ends at the
self-collision which is represented as two points on the boundary semi-lines at the distance r
from the vertex.

Symmetry of the inner trajectory between the self-collision can be also shown due
to the triangle which arises by different unfolding of the conical space into the plane,
see figure 3.6(b). The trajectory between the self-collision is a straight line, which can
be clearly demonstrated if we cut the conical space not along the wormhole but along
the radial line going through the self-collision. The original wormhole is than depicted
as another radial line. Since the particle passes the wormhole freely, its trajectory must
be straight across the wormhole line at the distance L from the vertex. It starts and
ends at the self-collision which is represented as two points on the boundary semi-lines
at the distance r from the vertex. The same geometry applies also for a segment of the
collision-free trajectory between its self-intersection. Thus the triangle is isosceles with
two angles equal to π−γ

2
.

3.2.1 Equality of projections of inner and outer velocities

Let us show also that the radial projection vector �uin of the inner velocities �u′, �v has
the same magnitude as the radial projection vector �uout of the outer velocities �u,�v′, see
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figure 3.6(a). Since the particle preserves its velocity while passing wormhole, u′ = v,
and �u′ a �v are symmetrical with respect to the radial line, their projections are identical
and equal to uin. Due to energy conservation law, u = v′, and momentum conservation
law, �u + �v = �u′ + �v′, also velocities �u a �v′ are symmetrical and determine identical
projection uout. After we rearrange terms in conservation of momentum law we find
that

2�uin = �u′ − �v = −(�v′ − �u) = −2�uout. (3.6)

Thus, we have determined the geometry of self-collisions: Due to the conical geometry
self-collisions are symmetrical with respect to the radial line.

3.3 Two types of mirror exchange self-collisions

Finally, we will distinguish two subtypes of mirror exchange self-collisions for finite
balls. Remind that the direction of the vector �e‖ is fixed with respect to the wormhole,
i.e., it points to the “right” mouth of the wormhole, and thus it can be used to define
the left-hand side and the right-hand side within the wormhole frame. The first type
represents the situation when the older version of the ball touches the younger one by
its rear part, i.e., the younger version must collide from the left side, �ru − �rv = −2R�e‖.
Let us denote such a case as the self-collision of the type I – the configuration of type I
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Figure 3.7: Self-collisions of type I. The configuration of type I represents a situation in
which the younger version (in gray) is on the left side while the older version (in white) is on
the right side with respect to the radial line. (a) The physical self-collision. The momentum
transfer is positive and the trajectory of the particle is deflected leftward. (b) The spurious
self-collision. The momentum transfer is negative and the trajectory of the particle is deflected
rightward. However, the spurious self-collision cannot occur, otherwise the ball would self-
collide before it would reach the illustrated position. In other words, even if we allowed
spurious self-collisions (negative momentum transfer) they would have not been acceptable
geometrically.

is illustrated in figure 3.7(a). The second type represents the situation when the older
version touches the younger version by its frontal part, i.e., the younger version of the
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particle must occupy the right side, �ru − �rv = +2R�e‖. We will denote this case as the
self-collision of the type II – the configuration of type II is illustrated in figure 3.8(a).

Let us mention that the momentum transfer �u′ − �u (happening along the line of
centers of balls) is positive, if it points to the direction �ru − �rv = −2R�e‖ at the moment
of the self-collision. For example, if the younger version of the ball settles on the left
of the older version (type I) then the momentum transfer �u′ − �u must point to the left
(since balls bounce off one another instead of attracting mutually). Oppositely, if the
younger version is on the right (type II) then the momentum transfer must point to the
right.

In the case of self-collisions of type I, the positive momentum transfer means that
sign[(�u′ − �u) · �e‖] = −1. The trajectory of the particle after the self-collision is di-
rected to the wormhole closer to the vertex than if it followed the collision-free tra-
jectory, i.e. it is deflected leftward, figure 3.7(a). We will say that the particle un-
dergoes the physical self-collision of type I. If the momentum transfer is negative, i.e.,
sign[(�u′ − �u) · �e‖] = +1, the trajectory is deflected rightward, figure 3.7(b), and we say
that the self-collision of type I is spurious. However, even if we allowed spurious self-
collisions (negative momentum transfer) they would not been acceptable geometrically.
As can be seen from figures 3.7(b) and 3.8(b) balls would collide before they would
reach anticipated positions, and thus spurious self-collisions can not occur.
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Figure 3.8: Self-collisions of type II. The configuration of type II represents a situation
in which the older version is on the left side while the younger version is on the right side
with respect to the radial line. (a) The physical self-collision. The momentum transfer
is positive and the trajectory of the particle is deflected rightward. (b) The spurious self-
collision. The momentum transfer is negative and the trajectory of the particle is deflected
leftward. Analogously to type I, the spurious self-collision can not occur, otherwise the ball
would self-collide before it would reach the illustrated position.

If the momentum transfer �u′ − �u is positive for self-collisions of type II, i.e.,
sign[(�u′ − �u) · �e‖] = +1, then the trajectory of the particle is directed to the wormhole
further from the vertex than if it moved along the collision-free trajectory. In this case,
the particle is deflected rightward, figure 3.8(a), and thus the corresponding self-collision
of type II is physical. If the momentum transfer is negative, i.e., sign[(�u′ − �u) · �e‖] = −1,
and the trajectory is deflected leftward, the self-collision of type II is spurious, fig-
ure 3.8(b).





Chapter 4

Point particle: one self-collision

Let us introduce parameters for initial trajectories and define quantities to describe
self-collisions on these trajectories. We will neglect radius R of the particle for now, and
concentrate on trajectories and self-collisions of point-like particles, i.e., R→ 0.1 In this
case, the discussion simplifies considerably since it turns out to be scale invariant. Later,
in chapter 5, we will include into consideration the radius R to gain full account of self-
collisions for billiard ball-like particles. First, we will study collision-free trajectories.
Next, we will specify the conditions for self-collisions and find consistent solutions for
motion of the point-particle with one self-collision. More accurately, we will consider
the innermost self-collision only, though there can occur multiple self-collisions which
will be subject of the chapter 6. For the angle γ lies in the interval (π/2, π) there is
allowed only one self-intersection along the collision-free trajectory, cf. section 2.2, and
hence we will consider only conical spaces with the vertex angle within this range.

4.1 Model parameters

Let us suppose that a particle incomes along an initial trajectory from the Euclidean
space outside the cone. The trajectory of the particle can be determined by two initial
parameters: the impact parameter ρ, which gives the distance of the initial trajectory
from the vertex of the cone, and the magnitude of initial velocity u > 0, see figure 4.1.
We adopt the convention that the impact parameter ρ is positive if the particle circles
the cone in the counterclockwise direction (with respect to the vertex of the cone) and
it is negative if it circles the cone in the clockwise direction.

Of course, the parameters u and ρ do not determine the initial trajectory uniquely
since they do not specify its angular location around the axis and its temporal location.
Hence, we have to define two additional parameters which ensure the desired unique-
ness. However, the conical space is symmetrical under rotations and it is static, so the
character of the motion is not affected by its angular and temporal location. Thus, the
geometry of the self-collision does not depend on these additional parameters which
will be subject of paragraph 4.6.

1Such a system has been the main subject of [22] (appendix I).

23
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Figure 4.1: Parameters of the initial trajectory. Diagram illustrates the typical situation
when the particle starts from a distant Euclidean region, approaches the conical space, circles
it without self-collision and leaves it for the distant Euclidean region. The trajectory of
the particle can be determined by two initial parameters aside from the angular parameter
ϕi encoding its orientation with respect to the wormhole, respectively the null direction:
the impact parameter ρ which gives the distance of the initial trajectory from the vertex of
the cone, and the magnitude of initial velocity u > 0. More specifically, figure shows two
collision-free trajectories given by different values of the impact parameter, ρ1 �= ρ2, starting
from one point, passing through the wormhole under different angles ϕ1

i �= ϕ2
i , intersecting

themselves on two different radial lines, given by angles ϕ1 �= ϕ2 (between the lines and the
null direction), and diverging mutually as approaching infinity. Also we can see that holding
fixed ρ1,2 and varying position of the angle ϕ1,2 corresponds to the rotating of the starting
point, i.e. rotating the Euclidean space around the conical space, or rotating of the cone with
respect to the Euclidean space. Notice that both couples of pairs ϕ1

i and ϕ2
i , respectively

angles ϕ1 and ϕ2, are used to determine initial trajectories uniquely. (a) The cone is unfolded
into the plane angle. (b) The cone from the “bird’s eye view”.
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For a special choice of initial data the particle moving along the initial trajectory
may self-interact. A typical self-colliding trajectory in the conical space with a time
machine is illustrated in fig. 4.3. A point-particle is approaching the wormhole from
the infinity with a velocity u, it collides with the version of itself which already passed
through the time machine, and with a velocity v moves toward the wormhole. After
passing it and self-colliding with itself, it moves with the velocity u back to the infinity.

The self-collision can be parametrized by its radial distance r from the axis and by
the orientated scattering angle ω ∈ [−π/2, π/2] between the outgoing trajectory and
the radial direction. Thanks to the symmetry of the self-collision with respect to the
radial direction, the angle ω also determines the direction of the incoming trajectory,
and it is thus a half of the angle between incoming and outgoing trajectories. From the
same reasons, the outgoing particle also has the velocity u and the impact parameter
ρ. The domain of the angle ω is constrained by rules of motion in the conical space.
Namely, the particle moving along the initial trajectory with the velocity u > 0 must
be approaching the vertex, while the particle moving along the final trajectory with the
same velocity must be receding from the vertex.

The collision parameters ω and r encode the same information as the initial param-
eters ρ and u. The sign of the angle ω corresponds to the sign of the initial impact
parameter ρ, while quantities u and r are both positive. Therefore, we can relate couples
of these parameters(

ρ
u

)
↔
(
ω
r

)
, or

(
ω
u

)
↔
(
ρ
r

)
, (4.1)

where the first assignment relates the parameters of the incoming trajectory u, ρ and
parameters of the self-collision r, ω, while the second map binds together length param-
eters r, ρ and the parameters ω, u which will be useful when we analyze self-colliding
solutions. To keep orientation of the trajectory the first parameter should be the ori-
entated quantity (ρ or ω), while the second should be the positive quantity (u or r).

4.2 Collision-free trajectories

The initial trajectory, described above, represents a generic physical solution if it
does not self-interact, i.e., it passes along the collision-free trajectory. The collision-
free trajectory can take the particle to the past, or to the future, according to the
direction in which it passes the wormhole. If the collision-free trajectory has a negative
impact parameter, ρ < 0, the time machine takes the particle to the future, while if
the collision-free trajectory is defined by positive impact parameter, ρ > 0, it takes the
particle back in time by −Δt.

There are two ways in which the particle can travel back in time without self-
collision, see figure 4.2. From obvious reason the particle is depicted with a finite
radius. Either the movement around the cone takes shorter time than the time thus
gained, namely Δt > s/u, in which case the older version of the particle (i.e., the one
that already passed the wormhole) moves through the point of intersection as the first,
figure 4.2(a). This case we will call of type I. Or, the orbit around the cone takes longer
time than time thus gained, Δt < s/u, in which case the older version of the particle
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Figure 4.2: Two types of collision-free trajectories passing the time machine to
the past. (a) If time s/v spent by the ball between the self-collision is smaller than the
time shift Δt, i.e., s/u < Δt, then the younger version of the ball goes through the point of
intersection later than the older version. Such a collision-free trajectory to the past is of type
I. (b) On the contrary, if s/u > Δt, then the older version of the ball goes through the point
of intersection later than the younger version of the ball. Such a collision-free trajectory to
the past is of type II.

gets late with respect to the younger version of the particle which moves through the
point of intersection as the first, figure 4.2(b). This case we will call of type II.

For the collision-free trajectory we can define analogous quantities r and ω which
refer to the point of self-intersection instead of self-collision. In this case, the impact
parameter of the inner trajectory between the self-intersection, or the self-collision,
denoted by ρin, equals to the initial value, ρin = ρ, and the angle ω is fully given by the
conical geometry

ω = ωfree ≡ π − γ

2
,

cf. section 3.2. Obviously, the direction of the collision-free trajectory to the future is
determined by the additive inverse value ω = −ωfree ≡ γ−π

2
. The length s of the straight

trajectory between its self-intersection is given also by the conical geometry as can be
seen in figure 4.3,

s = 2ρ tan
γ

2
.

The time needed to circle the cone is thus s
u

= 2ρ tan γ/2
u

.

4.3 Trajectories with self-collisions

From the definitions of parameters ρ, r, ω we immediately see that, for both self-
interacting and collision-free trajectories, ρ in terms of r and ω is given by the simple
geometry

ρ = r sinω , (4.2)
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and hence also
ρin = r sinωfree = r cos

γ

2
.

For a trajectory between the self-collision the inner velocity v is given by the condition
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Figure 4.3: Geometry of self-colliding trajectory and its parameters. (a) A typical
self-colliding trajectory in the conical space with time machine. A point-particle is approach-
ing the wormhole from infinity with a velocity u and impact parameter ρ; it collides with
the version of itself which has already passed through the time machine, and with a velocity
v moves toward the wormhole. After passing the wormhole and self-colliding with itself, it
moves with the velocity u back to infinity. The self-collision occurs at the distance r from
the axis, and the outgoing trajectory forms with the radial direction the orientated angle
ω. Thanks to symmetry of the self-collision with respect to the radial direction, the angle
ω is half of the angle between the incoming and outgoing trajectory. The domain of the
angle ω is constrained by the rules of motion in the conical space. The radial distance r of
self-collision is related to ω by constraint (4.2). (b) The same situation depicted in a map
which cuts the conical space not along the wormhole but along the radial direction through
the self-collision. The length s of the straight trajectory between its self-intersection is given
by s = 2ρin tan γ

2 = 2r sin γ
2 .

that the particle has to travel the distance s in time Δt, i.e.,

v =
s

Δt
=

2r sin γ
2

Δt
=

2ρ

Δt

sin γ
2

sinω
, (4.3)

where we expressed the length s using the radial distance r, see figure 4.3, which is
given in terms of ρ and ω by equation (4.2).

The remaining relation between parameters ρ, u, and r, ω follows from the equation
for the self-collision, namely from the momentum and energy conservation during the
self-collision. It turns to be equivalent to the conservation of the radial momentum
during the self-collision, cf. eq. (3.6). Comparing the radial momentum of the particle
between the self-collision given by v sin γ

2
and the radial momentum of the incoming

trajectory u cosω we receive equation

u cosω = v sin
γ

2
, (4.4)

which relates the incoming velocity u to the inner velocity v along the trajectory between
the self-collision. Notice that for ω ∈ (γ−π

2
, π−γ

2
) the younger version is accelerated up
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by the self-collision, while for ω ∈ [−π
2
, γ−π

2
) ∪ (π−γ

2
, π

2
] the younger version is slowed

down.
Substituting expression (4.3) into (4.4) we obtain ω in terms of ρ and u

sin(2ω) =
4ρ sin2 γ

2

uΔt
. (4.5)

If we retype the above equation as

cosω =
2r sin2 γ

2

u	t ,

and compare with modified geometric constraint (4.2)

cos2 ω = 1 − ρ2

r2
,

we receive the quartic equation for r

4r4 sin4 γ

2
− r2(	tu)2 + ρ2(	tu)2 = 0,

with two positive roots

r =
	tu

2
√

2 sin2 γ
2

√√√√
1 ±

√
1 − 16ρ2 sin4 γ

2

(	tu)2
, (4.6)

i.e., we have also r in terms of ρ and u.
Oppositely, equation (4.2) along with expression of the initial velocity

u =
2r sin2 γ

2

Δt cosω
,

employing eqs. (4.3), (4.4), gives ρ and u in terms of r and ω, i.e., the first relation in
(4.1). Moreover, we can also rewrite equations (4.2) and (4.5) as functions of the angle
ω and the velocity u as

ρ =
uΔt sinω cosω

2 sin2 γ
2

, (4.7)

and

r =
uΔt cosω

2 sin2 γ
2

, (4.8)

which represent the second relation in (4.1), i.e., r and ρ in terms of u and ω. Notice
that both functions are periodical in the angle ω.

Dividing these equations by uΔt we obtain relations for dimensionless quantities
(distances measured in units of uΔt) which do not depend on the velocity u anymore.
It means that point-particle configurations with different initial velocities u are related
just by a simple rescaling. Hence, we will fix u and concentrate on the relation between
ρ, r, and ω. In figures 4.4 and 4.5 we can see the function ρ = ρ(ω) and the parametric
curve [ρ(ω), r(ω)] in the plane r-ρ for ω ∈ [−π, π]. From these graphs we can easily
read the desired dependencies ω(ρ) and r(ρ).
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Figure 4.4: The ρ-ω diagram of solutions for a point-particle. Each point of the graph
in the ρ-ω plane for ω ∈ [−π, π] represents a consistent solution for a point-particle with at
most one self-collision, cf. eq. (4.7). The initial velocity u is fixed (it changes only a scale
of the solutions) except for its sign. The sign of u defines two different parametrizations.
The part of graph with ω ∈ [−π/2, π/2] (depicted by solid lines) corresponds to the positive
initial velocity parametrization, u > 0. The collision-free solutions are represented by the
straight vertical lines ω = ±ωfree. The line ω = ωfree corresponds to collision-free trajectories
to the past and the line ω = −ωfree (in green) corresponds to collision-free trajectories to the
future. The collision-free solutions with ρ < ρdg (in red) are of type I while the solutions
with ρ > ρdg (in blue) are of type II. The sinusoidal part of the graph represents the solutions
with one self-collisions. The part with ω > ωfree (in red) represents self-collisions of type
I while the part with ω < ωfree (in blue) represents self-collisions of type II. We can see
how collision-free solution of type I (II) changes into self-colliding solution of type I (II) for
dangerous values ω = ωfree and ρ = ρdg. The point (ρ = ρdg, ω = ωfree) represents both the
paradoxical self-intersection and the (geometrically indistinguishable) consistent self-collision.
In the (following) discussion of finite ball we will find that the paradoxical self-intersection is
superseded by the self-colliding solution at this point. The (red) point (ρdg, γ/2) represents
regular trajectory though starting with the dangerous value (ρdg. Notice that self-collisions
are possible only for |ρ| < ρmax and that points (ρ, ω) = (0,−π/2), (0, π/2) are taken out
of the graph since they represent self-collisions with vanishing projections of velocities which
take place vanishingly close to the axis. The union of intervals ω ∈ [−π,−π/2) ∪ (π/2, π]
corresponds to the negative initial velocity parametrization, u < 0, with curves depicted by
dashed lines, cf. paragraph 4.7. Clearly, all considered phenomena have their images in this
parametrization.
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Figure 4.5: The r-ρ diagram of solutions for a point-particle. Each point of the
graph in the r-ρ plane represents a consistent solution for a point-particle with at most one
self-collision. The scattering angle ω ∈ [−π, π] represents the parameter of the curves defined
by eqs. (4.7) and (4.8). The radial lines ω = ±ωfree represent the collision-free solutions.
The self-colliding solutions are depicted by the parametric curves [ρ(ω), r(ω)]. The type
of the (collision-free, self-colliding) solutions is indicated in a similar manner as in fig. 4.4.
The sign of the velocity u defines two different parametrizations represented by mirror re-
flected graphs. (a) The positive initial velocity parametrization with ω ∈ (−π/2, π/2) where
curves are depicted by solid lines. (b) The negative initial velocity parametrization with
ω ∈ [−π,−π/2) ∪ (π/2, π] where curves are drawn by dashed lines.

The equation (4.7) also determines the interval of the impact parameter ρ for which
the self-interaction is possible. Clearly, ρ ∈ [−ρmax, ρmax] with

ρmax ≡ Δtu

4 sin2 γ/2
, (4.9)

which we get by substitution ω = π
4
. Similarly, from eq. (4.8) for the radial distance

of the self-collision r we find r ∈ [0, Δtu
2 sin2 γ/2

]. Trajectories outside this region cross

themselves too far from the axis with the time shift too short to self-interact. Notice
that equation (4.4) implies that solutions (ρ, ω) = (0,−π/2), (0, π/2) represent self-
collisions with vanishing projections of velocities which take place with zero distance
from the axis, r = 0, cf. fig. 4.5, and hence we consider such solutions as singular.
This is why we take these two cases out of the set of solutions, see corresponding white
points in figs. 4.4 and 4.5.

4.4 Dangerous trajectories

Let us turn attention to the dangerous initial conditions mentioned earlier, cf. sec-
tion 3. Clearly, the dangerous initial parameters would be those for which the self-
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intersection becomes the self-collision. It means that ω = ωfree and v = u. Thus, in-
equality Δt �= s/u for collision-free trajectories is replaced by equality Δt = s/u.
Substituting ω = ωfree and v = u into (4.3) leads to

udgΔt = 2ρdg tan
γ

2
,

where udg, ρdg denotes the dangerous values of the initial parameters.

For such initial parameters the collision-free trajectory degenerates to the paradox-
ical situation, when the particle would have to pass through itself, which is, moreover,
indistinguishable from the self-colliding solution, when the particle would self-interact
without exchange of any momentum, cf. points (ρdg, ωfree) in diagrams 4.4 and 4.5. In
other words, geometry of the paradoxical self-intersection and dangerous self-collision,
i.e., consistent self-collision for the dangerous parameters, is identical in the case of the
point-like particle. Therefore, the exact behavior of the particle, in this case, cannot
be solved on the level of a point-particle model but can be found by investigating finite
balls as we will do in the next section 5. It will be shown that paradoxical collision-free
trajectories are replaced by consistent self-colliding solutions and that the number of
solutions within the impact parameter interval [−ρmax, ρmax] is conserved. Notice, how-
ever, that there exists one regular solution for the dangerous parameters depicted by
(red) points (ρdg,

γ
2
) in figures 4.4 and 4.5.

4.5 Number of solutions

Inspecting figures 4.4 and 4.5 we find that for any ρ ∈ (−∞,+∞) there is al-
ways one collision-free trajectory – except the value ρdg. Two self-colliding solu-
tions exist within ρ ∈ [−ρmax, ρmax] except the case of maximal (minimal) value of
the impact parameter, ρ = ±ρmax, when two self-colliding solutions coincide. Thus,
for ρ ∈ (−ρmax, ρmax) − {ρdg} there are three solutions – one of them corresponding to
the collision-free trajectory, and two of them corresponding to self-colliding trajecto-
ries. The two self-colliding solutions add up to ±π

2
and represent completely different

evolutions of the system. All three situations are depicted in figure 4.6. We can see
that the first solution represents the self-collision nearer the vertex where the particle
self-collides with larger ω, while the second solution represents self-collision farther from
the vertex where the particle self-collides with smaller ω.

We can observe that the point (ρdg, ωfree) separates two types I and II of collision-
free trajectories to the past discussed in paragraph 4.2. Moreover, the direction ωfree

represents the boundary value between self-collisions of type I and II, cf. section 3.3.
Thus, for self-collisions of type I, for which trajectories get deflected leftward with
respect to the collision-free trajectory, is

ω > ωfree ,

while for self-collisions of type II, for which trajectories get deflected rightward, holds

ω < ωfree .
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Figure 4.6: Three possible solutions for given initial conditions of a point-like
particle. For ρ ∈ (−ρmax, ρmax), ρ �= ρdg there are three solutions – one of them corresponding
to the collision-free trajectory, and two of them corresponding to self-colliding trajectories.
Here two self-colliding solutions with ω > 0 (red and blue trajectories) and one collision-free
solution to the past with ω = ωfree (the black trajectory) are plotted. One of the self-colliding
trajectories is close to the free trajectory (it coincides in the limit ρ→ ρdg); another is rather
different. (a) The cone unfolded into a plane angle. (b) Bird’s eye view of the cone.

Hence, in the limit R → 0 of the point-particle, the point (ρdg, ωfree) represents transi-
tion between (collision-free, self-colliding) solutions of type I and II. This can be seen
in figs. 4.4 and 4.5 where collision-free solution of type I (II) changes continuously into
self-colliding solution of type I (II) varying the impact parameter ρ through the value
ρdg. Self-colliding (collision-free) solutions of type I are depicted as red lines, while
self-colliding (collision-free) solutions of type II are depicted as blue lines.

We can summarize that the point-particle model documents a non-uniqueness of
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the evolutions in the presence of time machines. Since this model is not rich enough to
investigate structure of trajectories corresponding to dangerous initial values we extend
discussion to the case of finite balls in the following chapter.

4.6 Asymptotic behavior of the outer trajectories

The asymptotic behavior of the incoming and outgoing trajectories determines how
many times the outer trajectories pass through the wormhole. For the case of one self-
collision, the number of wormhole passages differs depending on if inequality |ω| < γ

2
,

or if |ω| > γ
2

holds. However, this number may vary with the angle between the self-
collision and wormhole which is considered bellow.

4.6.1 Orientation of the wormhole

Till now we have concentrated on the local geometry of self-collision in which case we
have ignored its angular position with respect to the wormhole. Thus, the self-collisions
determined by the same parameters ω and r but rotated differently with respect to the
axis have not been distinguished, cf. pars. 2.2 and 4.1. However, when discussing the
asymptotic behavior of the incoming and outgoing trajectories, the angular position
with respect to the wormhole must be taken into account since it affects the number of
wormhole passages, and consequently the total time contribution of the trajectory.

The angular position of self-collision can be defined by choosing the orientation ϕ
of the wormhole mouths (keeping the angular position ϕi of the incoming trajectory
fixed), where we measure with respect to the null radial direction which is opposite
to the wormhole, and making the identification of points with ϕ differing by an inte-
ger multiple of γ. The typical orientation given by ϕ = ±γ

2
can be varied by adding

the angle ψ ∈ (−γ
2
, γ

2
) whereby ϕ = ±γ

2
+ ψ. Examples of different orientations of the

wormhole mouths can be seen in fig. 4.8. Alternatively, we could fix the orientation of
the wormhole mouths, for example ψ = 0, and vary the orientation ϕi of the incoming
trajectory.

4.6.2 Covering space

However, we first describe the motion without a reference to the wormhole mouths.
It can be done in the simplest way employing the totally covering space for the conical
space. Namely, instead of the conical space with angular coordinate ϕ ∈ (−γ

2
, γ

2
) we use

the space without any restriction on ϕ, i.e., a helical surface winding around the axis
infinitely. The original conical space is then obtained by the identification of points
which differ in coordinate ϕ by an integer multiple of γ.

In this covering space, the trajectory can be described as follows. Let us assume a
particle incoming along the null direction, ϕi = 0, with the impact parameter ρ and the
initial velocity u. The self-collision C for such a trajectory always happens on the circle
which we call the collision circle. It has the center S on the radial line ϕ = 0, it passes
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Figure 4.7: Self-colliding trajectory in the totally covering space. The particle in-
coming along the direction ϕi = 0 with the impact parameter ρ is deflected at the point of
self-collision C. The point C must lie on the collision circle with the center S on the radial
line ϕ = 0, it passes through the axis A, and its radius is ρmax. The trajectory continues
toward the point C ′, which is obtained by a counterclockwise rotation of the point C around
A by angle γ. In the original conical space, points C and C ′ are identified and correspond to
the point of self-collision. From C ′, the trajectory continues in the direction which aims from
the center S′ of the rotated collision circle. The direction of the inner trajectory goes through
the focusing point F . The diagram shows only a part of the totally covering space.

through the axis, and its radius is ρmax, cf. fig. 4.7. For ρ ∈ (−ρmax, ρmax), the incoming
trajectory intersects this circle twice, which corresponds to two possible self-colliding
solutions, cf. par. 4.5. The angular coordinate ϕ of self-collision is given exactly by the
scattering angle ω. At the point of self-collision C the trajectory is deflected, and it
continues toward the point C ′, which can be obtained by a counterclockwise rotation of
the point C around the axis by angle γ, cf. fig. 4.7. In the covering space, C and C ′ are
different points; however, in the original conical space these points are identified as the
point of self-collision – of course, the particle must pass the point of self-collision twice.
Finally, from C ′ the particle continues through the covering space in the direction which
aims from the center S ′ of the rotated collision circle, cf. fig. 4.7. Thus, the angular
parameter of the outgoing trajectory is given by

ϕf = ϕi + 2ω + γ,

in the covering space.

4.6.3 Total time contribution

The typical quantity, which depends on the angular position of self-collision, is the
total time ΔT gained in the wormhole during the whole scattering process. It can be
read out in the covering space from the angular coordinate ϕf of the outgoing trajectory
– if it belongs to n-th copy of the wormhole in the covering space, n ∈ Z, the particle
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Figure 4.8: Examples of the self-colliding trajectories Diagrams show trajectories with
various choices of the impact parameter ρ, or, equivalently, with a different scattering angle
ω. The angle ω also parameterizes the position of the self-collision on the collision circle. Di-
agrams (a,b,c) represent typical cases ω ∈ (0, π

4 ), ω ∈ (γ
2 ,

π
2 ), and ω ∈ (−π

2 ,−γ
2 ), respectively.

The diagram in the first column depicts the trajectory in the totally covering space, the second
column shows the trajectory in the conical space with the wormhole centered on the direction
of the incoming trajectory (ψ = 0), and the third and the fourth columns correspond to other
orientations of the wormhole. The diagrams (d,e,f,g) depict special choices of the trajectory,
namely, those with ω = γ

2 , ω = ωfree, ω = −ωfree, and ω = −γ
2 , respectively, in all of them with

the wormhole centered on the incoming trajectory. The arrows indicate passages through the
wormhole; however, they do not count the time shift, since the particle can travel through
the time machine in both directions. We can observe that the structure of the trajectory
can change substantially with various choices of the impact parameter and of the incoming
direction with respect to the wormhole. For example, the particle can self-collide after passing
through the wormhole, both into the past and future, or it can move through the wormhole
after the self-collision.
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gains the time shift ΔT = −nΔt:

ϕf ∈
(
−γ

2
+ ψ + nγ,

γ

2
+ ψ + nγ

)
⇒ ΔT = −nΔt . (4.10)

Taking into account the restrictions on γ, ψ and ω, the total time shift can be −3Δt ≤ ΔT ≤ Δt.
Some of the representative trajectories are depicted in fig. 4.8.

The total time shift ΔT can be similarly calculated for the collision-free trajectories.
In this case, the direction of the outgoing trajectory in the covering space is ϕf = π for
the trajectories passing the wormhole to the past, and ϕf = −π for the trajectories pass-
ing the wormhole to the future. The condition (4.10) gives that the trajectory traveling
to the past, ρ > 0, gains the time shift ΔT = −Δt for ψ ∈ (−γ

2
, 3

2
γ − π), or it can pass

the wormhole twice, ΔT = −2Δt, if ψ ∈ (3
2
γ − π, γ

2
). Similarly, for ρ < 0, the particle

gains the time shift ΔT = Δt for ψ ∈ (π − 3
2
γ, γ

2
) and ΔT = 2Δt for ψ ∈ (−γ

2
, π − 3

2
γ).

4.6.4 Congruence

Those particles which approach the time machine along the null direction ϕi = 0
(with various ρ ∈ (−ρmax, ρmax), thus forming congruence with “plane-wave” wavefront)
self-collide on the common colliding circle and, in the end, leave in the directions which
point out from the common point S ′, cf. fig. 4.9. In the covering space, the original
plane-wave congruence of particles scatters to the circular-wave congruence, but the
particles are phase shifted. They fly in radial directions, but the wavefront of the
congruence at one moment does not form a circle since the particles start to move in
the radial directions in various times. Indeed, the incoming particles reach the collision
circle in various times and, therefore, their self-collisions do not occur simultaneously.
However, for large final times the wavefront after scattering approaches the circle.

Let us mention an interesting feature of the trajectories of the discussed congruence:
all inner trajectories (between the self-collisions) have a direction going through one
focusing point F , cf. fig. 4.9. For ω ∈ (−γ

2
, γ

2
) they even pass through this point.

The congruence (between the self-collisions) thus focuses in this point. However, the
particles do not pass the focusing point at the same moment as can be verified by
writing down this time explicitly

t(ω) =
Δt

2 sin γ
2

(
sin2 ω

sin γ
2

+
sin(γ

2
− ω)

cosω

)
,

depending on the scattering angle ω. At least, times t are maximal, respectively mini-
mal, for limiting values of ω, i.e.,

t
ω→±π/2−−−−−→ ±∞ ,

which guarantees that particles with different ρ do not “traverse” each other. Notice
also that the focusing point and the collision point coincide for the dangerous initial
conditions determined by udg and ρdg.
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S'

F

Figure 4.9: Scattering of the plane-wave congruence of particles in the totally
covering space Congruence of particles coming along ϕi = 0 direction in “plane-wave” con-
figuration (i.e., aligned at an initial moment on a planar “wavefront” perpendicular to the
direction of motion) approaches the time machine. The particles scatter on the collision circle
and move toward the corresponding points on the rotated collision circle. Here, they are de-
flected in the directions coming from the center S′ of the rotated collision circle. The dotted
curve depicts the wavefront after the scattering in the totally covering space. The particles
do not scatter on the collision circle at the same time; however, for large final times the
wavefront after scattering approaches the circle. The real wavefront projected back to the
conical space is drawn as dashed curves. Segments projected from various sheets of the totally
covering space gain additional time shift thanks to the passage through the time machine.
Therefore, these parts of the wavefront are larger since the particle had more time for their
motion. Inner trajectories focus at one focusing point; for ω ∈ (−γ

2 ,
γ
2 ), they pass through

this point. The diagram shows only part of the totally covering space, given approximately
by ϕ ∈ (−γ

2 , 2π − γ
2 ).

4.7 Negative velocity parametrization

Let us mention an equivalent parametrization which differs by the sign of the initial
velocity u, i.e., the particle moves along initial trajectories with negative velocity u < 0.
This results into transformation of the initial parameters ρ and ϕi on one hand, and
the parameters of self-collision ω and r on the other hand. This transformation can be
formulated as ⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

u
ρ
ϕi

ω
r

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠↔

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
−u
−ρ

ϕi ± π
ω ± π
r

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (4.11)

Both parametrizations are illustrated in figures 4.4 and 4.5: Solutions corresponding to
u > 0 and ω ∈ (−π/2, π/2) are drawn by solid lines while solutions corresponding to
u < 0 and ω ∈ [−π,−π/2) ∪ (π/2, π] are depicted by dashed lines.

This transformation can be interpreted as change from the incoming ϕi > 0 (ϕi < 0)
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counterclockwise ρ > 0 (clockwise ρ < 0) trajectory along which the particle moves
with the initial positive velocity u > 0 into the outgoing clockwise (counterclockwise)
trajectory along which the particle moves with negative initial velocity u < 0. In other
words, to say that the particle gets nearer the vertex with positive velocity u > 0 along
the initial trajectory characterized by parameters ρ and ϕi is the same as to say that
the particle recedes the vertex with negative velocity u < 0 along the initial trajectory
characterized by parameters −ρ and ϕi ± π.

Remind relation (4.4) which expresses momentum (or velocity) conservation law
after the projection of inner and outer velocities into the radial line. Clearly, if the par-
ticle moves with positive velocity v > 0 along the inner trajectory and −π < ω < −π/2
or π/2 < ω > π then the outer velocity u must be negative, u < 0, in order to satisfy
equation (4.4). Therefore, a trajectory given by u < 0 and ω ∈ [−π,−π/2) ∪ (π/2, π]
can be interpreted as identical to the trajectory determined by ω ∈ (−π/2, π/2) and
u > 0. Accordingly, we can find interpretation for any real value of ω which enter peri-
odic functions (4.7) and (4.8). However, henceforward we will consider parametrization
with the positive magnitude of the initial velocity u > 0, if not said otherwise.

Notice that the sign of the radial distance r of the self-collision from the vertex is
not affected by the change of the parametrization, i.e., it remains positive r > 0, as
can be verified by substitution of corresponding values of u, ρ and ω into eqs. (4.2) and
(4.8). However, looking at figures 4.5(a) and 4.5(b), which illustrate the parametric
curve [ρ(ω), r(ω)] in both parametrizations, we can see that corresponding graphs are
mirror reflected. Although positiveness of the radial distance r seems to be natural, in
the chapter concerning finite billiard balls we will see that there are domains where the
radial distance r is negative.



Chapter 5

Finite ball: one self-collision

In this chapter we will consider non-relativistic, freely moving billiard ball with
finite diameter, R > 0. Since we study the self-intersection, or self-collision, following
the only innermost loop, the range of the vertex angle γ is confined within the interval
(π/2, π) again.1 Derivation and analysis of relations for one self-collision will follow.
Subsequently, we will proceed in interpretation of the set of dangerous trajectories,
and then we will discuss the number and types of solutions. Finally, we will express
geometrical restrictions which impose constraints on the initial values and guarantee
that the ball fits in the conical space.

5.1 Derivation of equations for self-collisions

Let us derive relations for self-collisions in analogy with the point-like case. However,
in the case of finite ball, we have to account for finite radius R of balls: the collision
occurs not at the moment when the trajectories of the center of the ball intersect but
when the ball touches itself by its surface.

Hence, we have to introduce other quantities characterizing the radial distance of
self-collisions. First, we distinguish the radius r̃ from the radius r to take into account
the difference between the self-intersection of the inner trajectory and the intersection
of outer trajectories (incoming from and outgoing to infinity) of the center of the ball.
Thus, r measures the radial distance of the intersection of outer trajectories from the
axis, while r̃ gives the radial distance of the self-intersection of the inner trajectory
from the axis, cf. figs. 5.1. By ρ̃ we denote the corresponding impact parameter.

Further on, let us introduce the difference 	r between radial distances r and r̃. We
distinguish two positions of the self-colliding particle which correspond to two types I
and II: Either the point of impact occurs further from the axis than r̃

	rI = r − r̃, (5.1)

and hence the difference is denoted by 	rI, cf. figs. 5.1(a) and 5.3. Or the touch point

1This system has been considered mainly in [21] (appendix H).

39
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Figure 5.1: Three situations illustrating two types of self-collisions. (a) The older
version of the ball touches the younger one by its rare part – type I. (b) and (c) The older
version touches the younger version by its frontal part – type II. In the case (b) the ball comes
from positive direction ω > 0 and r < r̃ while in the case (c) the ball comes from negative
direction ω < 0 and r > r̃. The older version is white while the younger one is gray.
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is located closer to the axis than r̃

	rII = r̃ − r,

and then 	rII corresponds to the self-collision of type II, see figs. 5.1(b,c) and 5.3.
The geometry of the inner trajectory of a finite ball is identical to that of a point-

particle with the modified impact parameter ρ̃ and radial distance r̃: ρ̃ = r̃ sinω. The
path s travelled during time Δt gained in the time machine must be corrected due to
finite radius of the ball

s = s̃± 2	s,

where, analogously to the point-like case, s̃ = 2r̃ sin γ/2 is the length of the inner
trajectory between its self-collision. The upper sign corresponds to type I and the
lower sign to type II. The correction is given by 	s = R

cos γ/2
as can be verified in figs.

5.1.
Thus, to determine the inner path s, we need to add/subtract the correction 2Δs,

and to compute the path s̃ we have to assign the radial distance r̃. Obviously, both
quantities differ according to the concerned type of the self-collision, so we will treat
the two cases separately. This will result into two different equations for types I and
II, cf. also section 3.1.1.

5.1.1 Equation for self-collisions of type I

From the geometry depicted in figures 5.1(a) and 5.3, we express the quantity 	rI
as

	rI(ρ, u) = R(tan
γ

2
− cotωI(ρ, u)), (5.2)

where we indicated dependence on initial parameters u, ρ and we denoted the solution
for the collision angle by ωI. With the help of the constraint (4.2) we obtain final
expression for the radius r̃I for type I by combination of equations (5.1) and (5.2)

r̃I(ρ, u) =
ρ

sinωI(ρ, u)
−R(tan

γ

2
− cotωI(ρ, u)). (5.3)

Now, we can complete expression for the path sI

sI(ρ, u) = s̃I + 2	s = 2r̃I(ρ, u) sin
γ

2
+

2R

cos γ
2

,

thereby we can write formula for the velocity on the inner path

vI(ρ, u) =
2

	t
(
r̃I(ρ, u) sin

γ

2
+

R

cos γ
2

)
.

Analogously to the point-like case, we compare the projection of the inner velocity
onto the radial line (on which the ball self-interacts), uin = vI(ρ, u) sin γ

2
, with the

projection of the outer velocity uout = u cosωI(ρ, u) and we obtain relation

u	t cosωI(ρ, u) = 2r̃I(ρ, u) sin2 γ

2
+ 2R tan

γ

2
, (5.4)
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cf. eqs. (3.6) and (4.4). Finally, from equations (5.3) and (5.4) we get equation for
self-collisions of type I

u	t sin 2ωI(ρ, u) = 4ρ sin2 γ

2
+ 4R sin

γ

2
sin(

γ

2
+ ωI(ρ, u)), (5.5)

which determines ωI in terms of initial parameters ρ and u.

5.1.2 Equation for self-collisions of type II

The difference 	r is expressed in the same form as in the case of type I

	rII(ρ, u) = R(tan
γ

2
− cotωII(ρ, u)),

where we denote the solution by ωII figures 5.1(b,c) and 5.3. In analogy with the case
I, we substitute equations (5.1) and (5.1.2) into the constraint (4.2) and express the
radius r̃II for type II

r̃II =
ρ

sinωII(ρ, u)
+R(tan

γ

2
− cotωII(ρ, u)), (5.6)

in terms of ρ and u. We complete expressions for the path sII = s̃II − 2	s and for the
velocity on the inner path vII = sII

�t
we get

vII(ρ, u) =
2

	t(r̃II(ρ, u) sin
γ

2
− R

cos γ
2

). (5.7)

Next, we relate the projection of the inner velocity onto the radial line, uin = vII(ρ, u) sin γ
2
,

to the projection of the outer velocity, uout = u cosωII(ρ, u), whereby we obtain equation

u	t cosωII(ρ, u) = 2r̃II(ρ, u) sin2 γ

2
− 2R tan

γ

2
, (5.8)

for eq. (3.6). From equations (5.6) and (5.8) we gain the equation of self-collisions of
type II

u	t sin 2ωII(ρ, u) = 4ρ sin2 γ

2
− 4R sin

γ

2
sin(

γ

2
+ ωII(ρ, u)), (5.9)

which determines ωII in terms of initial parameters ρ and u.

5.1.3 Notes to just derived equations

Having the scattering angle ωI,II defined by u and ρ the position of self-collision –
determined by the radius r – is given by eq. (4.2). Notice, moreover, that both just
derived equations reduce to the same equation of self-collision (4.5)

uΔt sin 2ω = 4ρ sin2 γ

2
.

for the point-like particle as the ball’s radius approaches zero, R → 0.
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Note also that equations (5.5) and (5.9) can be reformulated in such a way that the
impact parameter ρ and the radial distance r depend on the initial velocity u and the
angle ω

ρI,II(u, ω) =
1

4 sin2 γ
2

(u	t sin 2ω ∓ 4R sin
γ

2
sin(

γ

2
+ ω)), (5.10)

and

rI,II(u, ω) =
1

2 sin2 γ
2

(u	t cosω ∓ 2R tan
γ

2
) ±R(tan

γ

2
− cotω), (5.11)

and thus form single-valued functions.
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Figure 5.2: Dependence ρI,II = ρI,II(u, ω) for ω ∈ (−π, π). The diagram depicts the depen-
dence ρI,II = ρI,II(u, ω), with ω ∈ (−π, π) and u is fixed. The red graph represents the solution
of type I and the blue graph represents the solution of type II. Obviously, both dependencies
are periodical with the period 2π. Moreover, the graph of the solution I is identical with the
graph of the solution II but shifted by π along the ω-axis. In order to interpret solutions on
the extended domain (−π, π) we realize that the solution of type I within ω ∈ (−π,−π/2),
and ω ∈ (π/2, π) respectively, with the negative initial velocity u < 0 determines the same
velocity vectors as the solution of type II within (0, π/2), and (−π/2, 0) respectively, with the
positive initial velocity u > 0 (and analogically for the solution of type II). Notice that there
are subintervals of ω ∈ [−π/2, π/2] violating equality sign(ρ) = sign(ω) which causes that the
radial distance r is negative. These intervals are located in the neighborhood of values −π/2,
0 and π/2, and they are emphasized by colored “triangles”.

Clearly, we cannot eliminate the dependence on u, just by dividing by uΔt as
it was possible for a point-like particle, since the radius R of the ball represents an
additional length scale in the system. Although various quantities depend on u in a
more complicated way than just a rescaling we will fix the value of the initial velocity to
discuss the structure of the corresponding solutions. Thus, we can draw diagrams of the
dependencies ρI,II = ρI,II(u, ω), figure 5.2, with the help of equations (5.10), analogous
to those used in the point-like case, see figs. 4.4 and 4.5.
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5.1.4 Polynomial form of equations for types I and II

Let us transform equations (5.5) and (5.9) into polynomial form setting t = sinω

t4 + a1t
3 + a2t

2 + a3t+ a4 = 0.

It has just four roots for both types and the coefficients differ only by signs

a1 = ∓ 4R

u	t sin2 γ

2
a2 =

4R2

(u	t)2
sin2 γ

2
− 1

a3 = ± 4R

u	t sin2 γ

2
(1 +

ρ

u	t sin γ) a4 =
4 sin4 γ

2

(u	t)2
(ρ2 − R2) .

If we eliminate the angle ω from equations (5.4) and (5.8) we receive polynomial
equation for radius r

b0r
4 + b1r

3 + b2r
2 + b3r + b4 = 0,

with coefficients

b0 = 4 sin4 γ

2
(R2 − ρ2) b1 = ∓4Rρ sin

γ

2
(u	t− ρ sin γ)

b2 = ρ2[(u	t)2−4R2 sin2 γ

2
] b3 = ±4Rρ3u	t sin2 γ

2
b4 = −ρ4(u	t)2.

5.2 Physical versus spurious self-collisions

Solutions of equations (5.5) and (5.9) can be divided into physical and non-physical
solutions. By physical solutions we mean self-collisions in which the particle exchanges
positive momentum, while by spurious (non-physical) solutions we mean self-collisions
in which the particle exchanges negative momentum.

Physical self-collisions of type I or II are restricted by the conditions

ω > ωfree for physical solutions of type I ,

ω < ωfree for physical solutions of type II ,

otherwise the ball would deflect to a wrong side of the free trajectory and the mo-
mentum transfer from the younger to older version of the ball would be negative. The
corresponding difference 	rI determined by eq. (5.2), respective 	rII determined by
eq. (5.1.2), is bounded within the interval (0, R tan γ

2
), fig. 5.3(a,b,c), respective within

the interval (−∞, 0) ∪ (R tan γ
2
,+∞), fig. 5.3(e’,f’,g’). Intervals for the difference Δr

corresponding to physical self-collisions of both types can be read from graphs 5.4 – red
and blue curves.

Consequently, spurious solutions correspond to the complement range of the scat-
tering angle ω: ωI ∈ (−π/2, π/2 − γ/2) and ωII ∈ (π/2− γ/2, π/2). The corresponding
difference 	rI, respective 	rII is bounded within the interval (−∞, 0)∪ (R tan γ

2
,+∞),

fig. 5.3(d,e,f,g), respective within the interval (0, R tan γ
2
), fig. 5.3(a’,b’,c’,d’). Intervals
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Figure 5.3: Local structure of self-collisions.
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Figure 5.3: Legend of figure 5.3. Diagrams of all interesting collision configurations
depending on values of ω from the interval [−π/2, π/2]. On the left there are situations
corresponding to type I, while on the right there are situations corresponding to type
II. Physical solutions of type I are represented by situations (a), (b) and (c) for which
ωI ∈ (π/2 − γ/2, π/2) and 	rI ∈ (0, R tan γ

2 ) (red curve in figure 5.4(a)). Spurious solutions of
type I are represented by configurations (d), (e), (f) and (g) for which ωI ∈ (−π/2, π/2−γ/2)
and 	rI ∈ (−∞, 0) ∪ (R tan γ

2 ,+∞) (gray curve in fig. 5.4(a)). Physical situations of
type II are represented by situations (e’), (f’) and (g’) for which ωII ∈ (−π/2, π/2 − γ/2)
and 	rII ∈ (−∞, 0) ∪ (R tan γ

2 ,+∞) (blue curve in figure 5.4(b)). Spurious solutions are
represented by positions (a’), (b’), (c’) and (d’) for which ωII ∈ (π/2 − γ/2, π/2) and
	rII ∈ (0, R tan γ

2 ) (gray curve in fig. 5.4(b)). To distinguish local geometries of both types
(regardless to physicality or spuriousity of solutions) we notice that self-collisions (the point
where the ball touch itself) of type I take place farther from the vertex (of the cone) with
respect to the radius r̃I while self-collisions of type II occur nearer to the vertex with respect
to the radius r̃II.
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Figure 5.4: Graphs for differences Δr. (a) Graph for the difference ΔrI is determined by
equation (5.2): Physical solutions are bound within domain 	rI ∈ (0, R tan γ

2 ) (red part of the
curve) while spurious solutions are limited to 	rI ∈ (−∞, 0)∪(R tan γ

2 ,+∞) (gray dashed part
of the curve). (b) Graph for the difference ΔrII is determined by equation (5.1.2): Physical
solutions are bound within domain 	rII ∈ (−∞, 0) ∪ (R tan γ

2 ,+∞) (blue part of the curve)
while spurious solutions are restricted to 	rII ∈ (0, R tan γ

2 ) (gray dashed part of the curve).
If both graphs were merged together we would see three physical self-colliding solutions within
the interval ρ ∈ (ρdgI

, ρdgII
) represented by intersections of vertical lines with colored parts of

graphs.
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for the difference Δr corresponding to spurious self-collisions of both types can be read
from graphs 5.4 – gray curves.

Using relations (5.10) and (5.11) we can draw graphs for ρI,II(u, ω) and rI,II(u, ω),
cf. figs. 5.5 and 5.6, which represent the solutions with at most one self-collision where
the initial velocity u is fixed and ω ∈ [−π

2
, π

2
]. The physical solutions (in red and blue)

lie on the solid lines while the spurious ones (in gray) on the dashed lines.
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Figure 5.5: Physical solutions in the ρ-ω plane. The solutions with at most one self-
collision in the ρ-ω plane, analogously to fig. 4.4. The initial velocity u is fixed and ω ∈ [−π

2 ,
π
2 ].

The physical solutions (in red and blue) lie on the solid lines while the spurious ones (in gray)
on the dashed lines. The straight vertical lines ω = ±ωfree represent the collision-free solutions.
The line ω = ωfree corresponds to collision-free trajectories to the past and the line ω = −ωfree

(in green) corresponds to collision-free trajectories to the future. The collision-free solutions
with ρ < ρdg (in red) are of type I while the solutions with ρ > ρdg (in blue) are of type II.
The sinusoidal curves, given by eq. (5.10), correspond to the solution with one self-collision.
The part with ω > ωfree (in red) represents physical self-collisions of type I while the part with
ω < ωfree (in blue) represents physical self-collisions of type II. We can see how the collision-
free solution of type I changes into the self-colliding one of type I at the point (ρdgI

, ωfree)
and the collision-free solution of type II changes into self-colliding one of type II at the point
(ρdgII

, ωfree). The values ρ = ±R and ρ = ±R cot γ
2 correspond to the situation with small ρ

when the ball aims toward the axis.

In figure 5.5 we can see physical solutions in the ρ-ω plane. The straight vertical
lines ω = ±ωfree represent the collision-free solutions. The line ω = ωfree corresponds to
collision-free trajectories to the past and the line ω = −ωfree (in green) corresponds to
collision-free trajectories to the future. The collision-free solutions with ρ < ρdg (in red)
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are of type I while the solutions with ρ > ρdg (in blue) are of type II. The sinusoidal
curves, given by eq. (5.10), correspond to the solution with one self-collision. The part
with ω > ωfree (in red) represents physical self-collisions of type I while the part with
ω < ωfree (in blue) represents physical self-collisions of type II. The values ρ = ±R and
ρ = ±R cot γ

2
correspond to the situation with small ρ when the ball aims toward the

axis.
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Figure 5.6: Physical solutions in the r-ρ plane. The solutions with at most one self-
collision in the r-ρ plane, analogously to fig. 4.5. The scattering angle ω ∈ [−π/2, π/2] repre-
sents the parameter of the curves defined by eqs. (5.10) and (5.11). The initial velocity u is
fixed. The physical solutions (in red and blue) lie on the solid lines while the spurious ones (in
gray) on the dashed lines. The radial lines ω = ±ωfree represent the collision-free solutions.
The self-colliding solutions are depicted by the parametric curves [ρ(ω), r(ω)]. The type of
the solutions is indicated in a similar way as in fig. 5.5. The infinities in the direction of the
r-axis and the boundary points near the origin are given by geometrical constraints for a ball
directed very closely toward the axis, see paragraphs 5.2.2 and 5.6 for details.

In figure 5.6 we can see physical solutions in the r-ρ plane. The radial lines
ω = ±ωfree represent the collision-free solutions. The self-colliding solutions are de-
picted by the parametric curves [ρ(ω), r(ω)] with the parameter ω, cf. eqs. (5.10) and
(5.11). The type of the solutions is indicated in a similar way as in fig. 5.5. The infini-
ties in the direction of the r-axis and the boundary points near the origin correspond to
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the situation when the ball is directed very closely toward the axis. The infinite peaks
are interpreted as regular self-colliding solutions in paragraph 5.2.2. The end-points
near the origin correspond to geometrical restrictions on motion of the particle. These
restrictions concern the problem of fitting of the ball into the conical space and pre-
venting it from hitting the axis, see section 5.6. Clearly, the two mentioned phenomena
are consequences of a finite size of the ball.

5.2.1 Limits of the impact parameter interval

We can see that each type of self-collisions is represented by its own graph, cf.
fig. 5.5. Hence, there are two maximal (minimal) values which determine two impact
parameter intervals allowing self-collisions. In order to compute these limits we look
for extremals of equation (5.10) with respect to ω

dρ

dω
= 0.

Thus, we obtain the relations

	tu cos 2ω = 2R sin
γ

2
cos(

γ

2
+ ω) , (5.12a)

for type I, and

	tu cos 2ω = −2R sin
γ

2
cos(

γ

2
+ ω) , (5.12b)

for type II. Solving these equations and substituting ω’s back into equations (5.10)
we obtain two maximums ρmaxI,II

(minimums ρminI,II
). However, only one of them cor-

responds to a physical solution. It is obvious that the minimal value of the impact
parameter must correspond to the solution of type II since type I is always spurious for
ω < 0. In contrast, the maximal value of ρ (corresponding to the physical self-collision)
can be of both types I and II depending on the vertex angle γ: The maximal impact
parameter is of type I for γ > π/2, and type II for γ < π/2. Since we have restricted to
the vertex angle γ ∈ (γ/2, π/2) in this chapter, we will employ only the maximal limit
of type I, i.e., ρmaxI

.
Notice that just derived maximums (minimums) approach values of the point-like

case given by relation (4.9). More accurately, from equations (5.10) we can infer that
for ρ � R is ωmax ∼ π

4
and ωmin ∼ −π

4
. For R → 0 is ω → π/4, and hence also

|ρmaxI,II
| → uΔt

4 sin2 γ/2
.

5.2.2 Solutions with negative radius r

Notice that there are subintervals of ω ∈ [−π/2, π/2] where the radial distance r is
negative or diverges. These intervals are located in the neighborhood of values −π/2,
0 and π/2, figure 5.2.

The first such subinterval −δ < ωII < 0 corresponds to ρ ∈ (0, R) and it is empha-
sized by the blue “triangle” in the neighborhood of the origin in diagram 5.2. However,
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we can project it on the opposite semi-line, and thus we obtain the physical self-collision,
cf. figure 5.7(a).

Even the limit situation ρ→ R, for which the radial distance diverges, we can inter-
pret as the physical self-collision, depicted in figs. 5.7(b) and 5.3(e’). More accurately,
as ρ approaches R from the left, ρ → R−, and ω tend to zero from the left, ωII → 0−,
the difference 	rII → ∞ and the radial distance rII → −∞, situation (f’) in figure 5.3.
And as ρ approaches R from the right, ρ → R+, and ω tend to zero from the right,
ωII → 0+, the difference 	rII → −∞ and the radial distance rII → ∞, situation (d’)
in figure 5.3. However, the radius r̃II = rII + 	rII remains finite since both infinities
cancel each other.

In contrast, the subinterval δ > ωI > 0 corresponding to ρ ∈ (−R, 0) (highlighted
by the black “triangle” in the neighborhood of the origin in fig. 5.2) represents the
self-collisions with exchange of negative momentum, i.e., spurious solutions.
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Figure 5.7: Interpretation of the negative, respectively diverging, radius r. Al-
though the radial distance r of the self-collision is negative, fig. (a), or diverging, fig. (b),
both situations represent regular self-collisions. Specifically, the radial distance r can be pro-
jected on the opposite semi-line to obtain interpretation of physical self-collisions. In the case
of the limit situation, ρ→ R, the radius r̃II(= rII +	rII) remains finite because both infinite
quantities rII(→ ∞) and 	rII(→ −∞) cancel each other.

Interpretation of subintervals in the neighborhood of values −π/2 and π/2 will
be given in paragraph 5.6 concerning geometrical restrictions on initial parameters.
The corresponding intervals ωI ∈ [π/2 − ε, π/2] and ρ ∈ (−R cot γ

2
, 0) represent self-

collisions with exchange of positive momentum, respective ωI ∈ [−π/2,−π/2 + ε] and
ρ ∈ [0, R cot γ

2
] represent self-collisions with exchange of negative momentum, see the
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red, respective black, “triangle” in figure 5.2.

5.3 Dangerous trajectories

Now we want to show that there exist consistent self-collisions along so called danger-
ous incoming trajectories which supersede paradoxical self-intersections, cf. discussion
in chapter 3. Dangerous trajectories are determined by special values of initial param-
eters u and ρ given by the condition of arrival under the collision-free angle ω = ωfree,
cf. section 4.4. Substituting this value into equations (5.11) we obtain two values of ρ
(for given initial velocity u)

ρdgI,II
=

u	t
2 tan γ

2

∓ R

sin γ
2

, (5.13)

corresponding to each type of self-collisions. These two values define the interval of the
impact parameter ρ for which the collision-free trajectories would become paradoxical,
i.e., the ball would self-collide inconsistently. Such a paradoxical situation is illustrated
in figure 3.1 where ρdg =

ρdgI
+ρdgII

2
= uΔt

2 tan γ/2
which represents the value into which

degenerates the above interval in the case of the point-like particle.
Therefore, the ball cannot follow a collision-free trajectory to the past for ρ ∈ [ρdgI

, ρdgII
],

in contrast to the only value ρdg in the point-like case. This interval can be used to
separate two types I and II of free trajectories to the past: Collision-free trajectories
of type I for ρ < ρdgI

, and collision-free trajectories of type II for ρ > ρdgII
, cf. para-

graph 4.2. In diagrams 5.5 and 5.6 collision-free solutions to the past are represented
by straight (red for type I, and blue for type II) lines, while collision-free trajectories
to the future drawn as green straight lines (for which ω = −ωfree).

Notice that self-collisions of either type change continuously into collision-free tra-
jectories at the angle ωfree, cf. figs. figures 5.5 and 5.6. Namely, the self-colliding solution
of type I changes continuously into the collision-free solution of type I (red curves) at
ρdgI

, and the self-collision of type II turns continuously into the self-intersection of type
II (blue curves) at ρdgII

. Clearly, values ρdgI,II
represent two limiting solutions when the

ball just touches itself but it does not exchanges any momentum. Thus, local geometry
of the self-collision changes continuously as we vary the impact parameter through the
interval [ρdgI

, ρdgII
].

However, the self-collision of type I does not change continuously into the self-
collision of type II which is illustrated, e.g., in fig. 5.5, but by the jump from ρdgI

to
ρdgII

for the angle ωfree. In other words, in the point of transition, ω = ωfree, the physical
solution of one type is replaced by the physical solution of the other type.

5.4 Number of solutions

In figure 5.5 we can see that for the initial conditions with ρ �∈ (−ρmaxII
, ρmaxI

) there
exists just one consistent solution. It is typically a collision-free trajectory, however,
for certain values of parameters it can also be a self-colliding solution, cf. fig. 5.8(b).
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Specifically, for ρmaxI
> ρdgII

it is the collision-free solution, while for the reversed
inequality it represents the self-collision.
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Figure 5.8: Structure of solutions in the dangerous interval for γ ∈ (π/2, π). The
number of solutions for chosen initial parameter ρ can be determined by intersecting the
graph with the horizontal line corresponding to ρ. The choice of the initial velocity u can
slightly modify a shape of the diagrams. As we vary the impact parameter ρ there is one
physical solution for ρ < ρminII

(the collision-free trajectory to the future) and for ρ > ρmaxI

(the collision-free or self-colliding solution of type II), while there are three physical solution
in the interval ρ ∈ (ρminII

, ρmaxI
). Because the structure of solutions can change in the

dangerous interval only the part with ω > 0 is depicted – it corresponds approximately to
the initial conditions with ρ > 0. However, in the dangerous interval (ρdgI

, ρdgII
) the number

of solutions remains the same. Only the character of solutions changes: the collision-free
solution is superseded by the self-colliding solution. (a) Three self-colliding solutions in the
dangerous interval occur when inequality ρmaxI

> ρdgII
holds. (b) For ρmaxI

< ρdgII
, the

dangerous interval falls into two subintervals with different number of self-colliding solutions:
In the subinterval (ρdgI

, ρmaxI
) there are three self-colliding solutions, while in the subinterval

(ρmaxI
, ρdgII

) there exists just one self-colliding solution.

For ρ ∈ (−ρmaxII
, ρmaxI

) there are three physical solutions; typically one collision-free
and two self-colliding. However, for the dangerous initial conditions, i.e., ρ ∈ (ρdgI

, ρdgII
),

the (missing) collision-free solution is superseded by a self-colliding solution, cf. fig. 5.8.
In this case, we obtain two self-colliding solutions of type I and one solution of type II.
This continuous replacement of the collision-free trajectory for one extra self-collision
represents a resolution of the degenerated situation in the point-like case, cf. section
4.4. Thus, the number of physical solutions in the interval (−ρmaxII

, ρmaxI
) is conserved

from which we can conclude that the dangerous initial conditions are not paradoxical.
In other words, the number of solutions for given initial data is the same for dangerous
initial data as for generic ones. All three self-collisions for ρ from the dangerous interval
are illustrated in figure 5.9.

Let us analyze the structure of solutions with respect to the apex angle γ varying
the initial parameters in more detail. Suppose the initial velocity u is fixed though
the choice of u can slightly modify a shape of the solution. As we vary the impact
parameter ρ there is one physical solution for ρ < ρminII

(the collision-free trajectory to
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Figure 5.9: Three self-colliding solutions for ρ from the dangerous interval. Unlike
the point-like case, there is a whole interval [ρdgI

, ρdgII
] – bounded by dangerous values defined

in eq. (5.13) – where collision-free trajectories do not exist. As we can see from diagrams 5.5
and 5.6, any such collision-free trajectory is replaced by a self-collision, and thus the number
of physical solutions within the interval [−ρmaxII

, ρmaxIorII
] remains conserved, cf. figure 5.8.

Specifically, there are two self-collisions of type I (in red) and one self-collision of type II (in
blue).

the future), cf. fig. 5.5, and ρ > ρmaxI
(the collision-free or self-colliding solution of type

II), while there are three physical solution in the interval ρ ∈ (ρminII
, ρmaxI

), cf. fig. 5.8.
The number of solutions remains the same even in the dangerous interval (ρdgI

, ρdgII
).

Only the character of solutions changes: the collision-free solution is superseded by the
self-colliding solution. If the limiting value ρmaxI

belongs to the dangerous interval we
can distinguish two cases: For

ρmaxI
> ρdgII

,

there exist three self-colliding solutions in the dangerous interval, cf. figure 5.8(a), while
for

ρmaxI
< ρdgII

,

the dangerous interval falls into two subintervals with different number of self-colliding
solutions: In the subinterval (ρdgI

, ρmaxI
) there are three self-colliding solutions, while in

the subinterval (ρmaxI
, ρdgII

) there exists just one self-colliding solution, cf. figure 5.8(b).
2 Therefore, we can conclude that the structure of solutions does not change for γ ∈
(π/2, π), i.e., the number of solutions passes from one to three with ρ belonging to the
interval (ρminII

, ρmaxI
).

But, till now we have considered the structure of solutions for γ ∈ (π/2, π) as it
is natural for the system with at most one self-collision. However, the structure of
solutions (not only within the dangerous interval) changes if the angle γ decreases
bellow π/2. In this case, the collision-free angle

ωfree >
π

4
,

2The limiting value of the vertex angle γ (when the subinterval with only one self-colliding solution
appears) could be computed using equality ρdgII

= ρmaxI , i.e., employing eqs. (5.13) and (5.12a).
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and we find a gap in the solution curves in the dangerous interval ρ ∈ (ρdgI
, ρdgII

), cf.
fig. 5.10. In other words, collision-free trajectories are not superseded by another self-
collision. Moreover, for such a ρ, there exists only one self-colliding solution. In this
case, we can indeed speak about the paradoxical initial conditions, since the solutions
evolved from these conditions are really restricted. However, for γ < π/2 the discussion
is more complicated, since the particle can self-interact in a more complex way: there is
the possibility of multiple self-intersections between several self-collisions. The multiple
self-interactions of the point-particle will be the topic of the next chapter. But it is far
from clear if these more complex processes will resolve this problem.

�/2freeω
ω

ρ

ρ
dgI

ρ
dgIIρ

maxI

Figure 5.10: Solutions from the dangerous interval for γ < π
2
. In this case, the

collision-free angle is ωfree >
π
4 . For the impact parameter ρ from the corresponding dangerous

interval ρ ∈ (ρdgI
, ρdgII

), we find a gap in the solution curves. For such a ρ there exists
only one self-colliding solution. Moreover, this solution corresponds to a value of ω which is
substantially different from ωfree.

5.5 Periodicity and negative velocity parametriza-

tion

Let us look at figure 5.2. We see that the dependencies ρI,II = ρI,II(u, ω) are period-
ical with the period 2π, i.e. ρI,II(u, ω) = ρI,II(u, ω + 2kπ), k ∈ Z. The curve describing
the solution I is identical with the curve of the solution II but shifted by (2k − 1)π
along the ω-axis

ρI(u, ω) = ρII(u, ω + (2k − 1)π).

In order to interpret solutions on the extended domain (−π, π) we realize that the
solution of type I within ωI ∈ (−π,−π/2) respective ωI ∈ (π/2, π) with the negative
initial velocity u < 0 determines the same velocity vectors as the solution of type II
within ωII ∈ (0, π/2) respective ωII ∈ (−π/2, 0) with the positive initial velocity u > 0
(and analogically for the solution of type II). In other words, in u < 0 parametrization
solutions within (−π,−π/2) respective (π/2, π) represent the same physical situations
as solutions in u > 0 parametrization within (0, π/2) respective (−π/2, 0), see transfor-
mation (4.11).
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5.6 Geometrical restriction on initial parameters

Finally, we solve the question of confinement of the ball within the conical space
which results in additional conditions (to solutions of equations of self-collisions) which
constrain set of trajectories with physical self-collisions. We formulate such constraints
on initial parameters u and ρ that ensure that the ball fits in the conical space, respec-
tively that it does not hit the vertex.
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Figure 5.11: Geometrical restriction on initial parameters in the conical space.
(a) The constraint imposed on the impact parameter ρ by the condition that guarantee that
the ball (i.e., its both versions) fits in the conical space at the time of the self-collision.
This condition is valid only for self-collisions of type II and can be expressed as inequality
r̃II cos γ

2 ≥ R
sin γ/2 . (b) In the case of self-collisions of type I, we have to use a stronger condition.

Notice that the ball would hit the vertex if we employed the “fitting” condition only. To avoid
hitting the vertex we require that another inequality r̃I cos γ

2 ≥ R holds.

First we consider the constraint imposed on the impact parameter ρ (u is fixed) by
the condition which guarantees that the ball (i.e., its both versions) fits in the conical
space at the time of the self-collision. The condition is illustrated in figure 5.11(a) by
the self-collision of type II, and can be formulated as inequality

r̃II cos
γ

2
≥ R

sin γ
2

. (5.14)

If we express r̃II from equation (5.8) as r̃II = u�t cos ω+2R tan γ/2

2 sin2 γ/2
, we obtain the constraint

cosω ≥ 0 or u ≥ 0, (5.15)

i.e., ω ≤ π/2, respectively ω ≥ −π/2.
Let us focus on the limiting “fitting” configuration depicted in figure 5.11(a). Equal-

ity in (5.15) occurs either if ωfitII = ±π/2, or if u = 0. Using eq. (5.10) the first equality
implies that u is arbitrary and the lowest boundary for ρ is given by ρfitII = ±R cot(γ/2)
for self-collisions of type II. Accordingly, if we plug u = 0 into eq. (5.10) we receive
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arbitrary ω and ρ within [−R cot(γ/2), R
sin(γ/2)

], cf. diagrams 5.15. Thus, we can see that

the condition (5.14) which guarantees that the ball fits in the conical space does not
impose any additional constraint on the range of initial parameters, and gives values
determined also by the equation for self-collisions of type II (5.9) for ω = ±π/2.

To demonstrate the limiting ‘fitting” configuration depicted in figure 5.11(a) for
ρfitII = −R cot(γ/2) we have illustrated few moments previous, respectively following
the self-collision as seen by a local observer, figure 5.12. The local observer reads
the external time ti of the i-th event where i = 1, ..., 9. Events within a column are
separated by unit of time while columns of these events are separated by the time shift
Δt where Δt � 1. The younger version is represented by the gray ball and its proper
time τ differ from the proper time of the older version by Δt. The younger version is
halted by the self-collision, waits the period Δt to become the older version, and then
gets hit by the other version to leave to the future and the distant region. Thus, in this
case, the difference Δt corresponds to the time of motionless waiting at the wormhole,
i.e., the inner velocity is zero, vII = 0 (by substitution of ωfitII = −π/2 into eq. (5.7)).

In the case of self-collisions of type I, we have to use a stronger condition. Notice
that the ball would hit the vertex if we employed the “fitting” condition only. To avoid
hitting the vertex we require that another inequality

r̃I cos
γ

2
≥ R, (5.16)

holds, see figure 5.11(b). If we express r̃I from equation (5.4) as r̃I = u�t cos ω−2R tan γ/2

2 sin2 γ/2
,

we get the condition

u	t cosω ≥ 2R tan
γ

2
(1 + sin

γ

2
). (5.17)

Now, we can see that the above constraint represents the additional condition which
limits the range of the initial parameters. It has been (numerically) verified that the
solution ±ωfitI computed from (5.17) is always greater (respectively smaller) than ω’s
determined by the equation for self-collision of type I (5.9) for ρ = 0. Thus the lowest
boundary ρfitI is always positive for ωfitI > 0 (respectively negative for ωfitI < 0). It
follows that the range violating equality of signs of ω and ρ around ±π/2, emphasized
by colored “triangles” in figure 5.2, can be interpreted as trajectories (with self-collisions
of type I) along which the ball would hit the vertex, cf. section 5.2.2.

In conclusion of this section we mention that there are expected constraints even in
the case of collision-free trajectories. Namely, balls moving along collision-free trajecto-
ries may not hit the vertex as well, i.e., ρ > R for counterclockwise (to the past) oriented
trajectories, respectively ρ < −R for clockwise (to the future) oriented trajectories, cf.
figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.12: Sequence of “movie pictures” corresponding to the “fitting” condi-
tion. We illustrate few moments previous, respectively following the self-collision as seen
by a local observer. The local observer reads the external time ti of the i-th event where
i = 1, ..., 9. Events within a column are separated by unit of time while columns of these
events are separated by the time shift Δt where Δt� 1. The younger version is represented
by the gray ball and its proper time τ differ from the proper time of the older version by
Δt. The younger version is halted by the self-collision, waits the period Δt to become the
older version, and then gets hit by the other version to leave to the future and the distant
region. Thus, in this case, the difference Δt corresponds to the time of motionless waiting at
the wormhole, i.e., the inner velocity is zero, vII = 0.

5.7 Domains of solutions defined by parameters ρ

and u

Let us consider domains of self-colliding solutions over the half-plane of initial
parameters u > 0 and ρ ∈ (−∞,+∞). The half-plane is divided by specific curves
ρ = ρ(u, ω) (the initial velocity cannot scaled out as in the point-like case). These
curves determine regions with self-collisions, impose geometrical constraints (i.e., mark
out “forbidden” subregions), and separate physical solutions from spurious solutions.
To illustrate all domains and regions properly we draw diagrams for types I and II
separately. Moreover, we plot the diagram for ω ∈ (ωmin, ωmax) apart from the diagram
for ω ∈ (−π/2, ωmin) ∪ (ωmax, π/2) for each type since there are two values ω for any
ρ ∈ (ρmin, ρmax) . Finally, we merge all diagrams into one to see regions of different
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numbers and types of solutions.

5.7.1 Domains for collision-free solutions

Finally, consider collision-free trajectories, see figure 5.13. The collision-free tra-

u

ρ

ρ = R

ρ = – R

Collision-free trajectories to the future (ff)

Collision-free trajectories to
 the past of the type I (fI)

Collision-free trajectories to
 the past of the type I (fII)

ω = ω  , ρ = ρ
dg

dg
I

Iω = ω  , ρ = ρ
dg

dg
II

II

Figure 5.13: Domains of collision-free solutions. The collision-free trajectories to the
future (labeled by “ff”) are contained in the rectangle ρ < −R and u > 0 (green region).
The collision-free trajectories to the past of type I (labeled by “fI”) are contained in the
triangle determined by ρ > R and ρ < ρ(ωdgI

, u) (red region). The collision-free trajectories
to the past of type II (labeled by “fII”) are contained in the triangle: ρ > ρ(ωdgII

, u) (blue
region). Notice that the regions of collision-free trajectories to the past are separated by a
strip inside which there are no collision-free trajectories. Solutions located on the boundary
lines of the strip can be interpreted either as self-collisions with zero momentum exchange or
as the extreme collision-free trajectories.

jectories to the future (labeled by “ff”) are contained in the rectangle ρ < −R and
u > 0 (green region). The collision-free trajectories to the past of type I (labeled by
“fI”) are contained in the triangle determined by ρ > R and ρ < ρ(ωdgI

, u) (red region).
The collision-free trajectories to the past of type II (labeled by “fII”) are contained
in the triangle: ρ > ρ(ωdgII

, u) (blue region). Notice that the regions of collision-free
trajectories to the past are separated by a strip inside which there are no collision-free
trajectories. Solutions located on the boundary lines of the strip can be interpreted
either as self-collisions with zero momentum exchange or as the extreme collision-free
trajectories.

5.7.2 Domains for solutions of type I

In figure 5.14 we can see two diagrams which represent domains of initial parameters
u and ρ for solutions of type I. The region with self-collisions is bounded by the curve
implied by eq. (5.12a) – initial values outside this region determine trajectories located
too far from the vertex (fixed u) to enable self-collisions. In contrast, the white range
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u
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dg
dg

(a)
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fitfit

fitfit

(b)

Figure 5.14: Domains of initial parameters u and ρ for solutions of type I. The region
with self-collisions – filled in with inclined lines ω = const. – is bounded by the curve implied
by eq. (5.12a). Initial values outside this region determine trajectories located too far from
the vertex (fixed u) to enable self-collisions. In contrast, the white range within the region
with self-collisions (determined by inequality (5.16)) corresponds to solutions which would
cause the ball to hit the vertex, i.e., it would self-collide too close to the vertex. Physical
self-collisions occupy red domains while spurious self-collisions occur within gray regions.
(a) The diagram represents self-collisions farther from the vertex with smaller angle ω, i.e.,
ω ∈ (ωminI , ωmaxI). Physical solutions are separated from spurious solutions by the critical
direction ω = ωfree represented by the straight line (ωfree is fixed value). (b) The diagram
represents self-collisions nearer the vertex with greater angle ω, i.e., ω ∈ (−π/2, ωminI

) ∪
(ωmaxI

, π/2). Physical solutions are separated from spurious solutions by the white range
(determined by geometrical restrictions).
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within the region with self-collisions (determined by inequality (5.16)) corresponds to
solutions which would cause the ball to hit the vertex, i.e., it would self-collide too close
to the vertex. The diagram 5.14(a) represents self-collisions farther from the vertex
with smaller angle ω, i.e., ω ∈ (ωminI

, ωmaxI
), while the diagram 5.14(b) represents self-

collisions nearer the vertex with greater angle ω, i.e., ω ∈ (−π/2, ωminI
) ∪ (ωmaxI

, π/2).
Physical self-collisions occupy red domains while spurious self-collisions occur within

gray regions. Physical solutions are separated from spurious solutions either by the
white range (determined by geometrical restrictions), cf. 5.14(b), or by the critical
direction ω = ωfree represented by the straight line (ωfree is fixed value), cf. 5.14(a).

5.7.3 Domains for solutions of type II

Domains of initial parameters u and ρ for solutions of type II are depicted in figure
5.15. The region with self-collisions is bounded by the curve implied by eq. (5.12b).
Geometrical restrictions for type II concern only “fitting” of the ball in the conical
space and do not impose any additional constraint on the range of initial parameters
except narrow strip around zero, (−R cot(γ/2), R cot(γ/2)), given by the equation for
self-collisions of type II (5.9) (for ω = ±π/2). Moreover, physical solutions exist even
for u = 0, cf. small blue triangle region in figure 5.14(b).

The mentioned strip separates physical solutions (blue) from spurious solutions
(gray) in figure 5.14(b). In diagram 5.14(a), i.e. for ω ∈ (ωminI

, ωmaxI
), physical so-

lutions are separated from spurious solutions by the critical direction ω = ωfree repre-
sented by the straight line. However, the critical line for type II is different from the
critical line for type I, see eq. (5.13).

5.7.4 Diagram for both self-colliding and collision-free solu-

tions

Finally, we draw diagram consisting of regions with physical solutions of all above
diagrams, figure (5.16). Physical self-collisions are restricted within regions determined
by curves (5.12a) and (5.12b). Colors of different domains change from blue (prevalence
of solutions of type II) to red (type I). The strip-like region of dangerous trajectories
determined by two straight lines for ω = ωdgI

and ω = ωdgII
contains two self-collisions

of type I and one solution of type II. Obviously, one of self-colliding solutions of type
I replaces the collision-free trajectory in this area. Geometrical restrictions for type
I, which exclude solutions which would cause the ball to hit the vertex, are repre-
sented by the curve ρfitI. Geometrical restrictions for type II do not impose any addi-
tional constraint on the range of initial parameters except narrow strip around zero,
(−R cot(γ/2), R cot(γ/2)). Collision-free solutions are limited by the value ρ = ±R.

However, we can match this diagram to the graphs 5.5 if we consider greater initial
velocities, u� 0, to avoid more complicated situation near zero initial velocity. When
we take a slice through the diagram 5.16 we obtain a sequence of strips corresponding
to particular intervals of the impact parameter ρ in figure 5.17.
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(a)
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ufit fit
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Figure 5.15: Domains of initial parameters u and ρ for solutions of type II. The
region with self-collisions – filled in with inclined lines ω = const. – is bounded by the curve
implied by eq. (5.12b). Geometrical restrictions for type II concern only “fitting” of the
ball in the conical space and do not impose any additional constraint on the range of initial
parameters except narrow strip around zero, (−R cot(γ/2), R cot(γ/2)), given by the equation
for self-collisions of type II (5.9) (for ω = ±π/2). This strip separates physical solutions (blue)
from spurious solutions (gray) in diagram (b). For ω ∈ (ωminI , ωmaxI), diagram (a), physical
solutions are separated from spurious solutions by the critical direction ω = ωfree represented
by the straight line. However, the critical line for type II is different from the critical line for
type II, see eq. (5.13).
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Figure 5.16: Domains of physical solutions of both types in one diagram. This
diagram consists of regions with physical solutions of above diagrams 5.14 and 5.15. Physical
self-collisions are restricted within regions determined by curves (5.12a) and (5.12b). Colors
of different domains change from blue (prevalence of solutions of type II) to red (type I). The
strip-like region of dangerous trajectories determined by two straight lines for ω = ωdgI

and
ω = ωdgII

contains two self-collisions of type I and one solution of type II. Obviously, one of
self-colliding solutions of type I replaces the collision-free trajectory in this area. Geometrical
restrictions for type I are represented by the curve ρfitI , and for type II by the narrow strip
around zero, (−R cot(γ/2), R cot(γ/2)). Collision-free solutions are limited by the value ρ =
±R.
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Figure 5.17: Diagram of ρ(ω) as cross section of the digram ρ(u, ω) for a constant
initial velocity u. We can match diagram 5.16 to the graphs 5.5 if we consider greater initial
velocities, u� 0, to avoid more complicated situation near zero initial velocity. When we take
a slice through the diagram 5.16 we obtain a sequence of strips corresponding to particular
intervals of the impact parameter ρ.



Chapter 6

Point particle: multiple
self-collisions

In chapter 4, we have considered a point-particle which comes from a distant region
of the conical space, passes through the wormhole just once, and after a self-intersection,
or a self-collision leaves to the distant region. However, by tuning the direction ω
another self-collision can happen. Moreover, for γ < π/imax (imax is a natural number)
there can occur up to imax self-intersections separating two successive self-collision.

In this chapter we will study multiple self-collisions interpolated by multiple self-
intersections. Let us point out that a local geometry of the self-collision, depicted
in figures 5.1 and 5.3, holds for each self-collision of multiple self-collisions as well.
However, in this chapter, we will consider only a point-like case for which both types of
self-collisions are represented by the same equation and dangerous trajectories reduce
just into one degenerated case.

6.1 Sequences describing multiple self-events

To abbreviate “events” of self-collisions and/or self-intersections we will call them
self-events although for self-intersections these are not events represented by one posi-
tion and one time. Indeed, each self-event can be characterized by two values of the
global time t and t′, where the first value t corresponds to the time of free passage
of the younger version of the particle (approaching the vertex), and the second value
t′ correspond to the time of free passage of the older version of the particle (receding
the vertex). The difference t′ − t between these two times determines the type of the
self-event. We get it by comparison of the time of motion following a self-collision with
the time contribution gained along the corresponding path. If t′ < t we speak about
the self-intersection of type I, while if t′ > t the self-intersection is of type II. In the
case that these values equal each other, t = t′, the self-event stands for the self-collision.
Notice that for the free trajectory to the future the time contribution is added to the
time of motion.

The self-events will be numerated by the index variable p = 0, ..., P . It will be
useful to denote by p = 0 the point of the particle trajectory nearest to the vertex of

63
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the cone although it does not represent neither self-intersection, nor self-collision. It
can be understood as a fictive self-collision of the innermost loop. Let us introduce
sequences of different quantities associated with every self-collision or self-intersection:
We define the sequence of radial distances rp from the vertex

{rp}P
p=0 ,

and the sequence of angles ωp between radial lines and trajectories outgoing from p-th
self-collision/self-intersection

{ωp}P
p=0 ,

where ω0 = π/2 (by the conical geometry). Note that the angle ωp corresponding to
a self-intersection (i.e., p �= nk) is uniquely given by the angle ωp−1 of the previous
self-event as ωp = ωp−1 − γ/2, see appendix A.

The indexes of self-collisions form the sequence

{nk}N
k=0 ,

with nk < nk+1, and where ωnk represent angles corresponding to self-collisions. By
definition we set n0 = 0, and N stands for the total number of self-collisions. We
can also define another sequence {ik}N−1

k=0 which determines the number of wormhole
passages between two successive self-collisions

ik = nk+1 − nk, (6.1)

where inequality ik ≤ imax must hold. But, relation (6.1) does not allow to define the
number iN of self-intersection occurring beyond the outer self-collision, but see eq. (6.26)
for its introduction. Thus, the ik defines amount of time ikΔt which the particle gains
between nk-th and nk+1-th self-collision which consists of contributions of all versions
of the particle occurring between these two self-collisions.

Notice that the number of wormhole passages ik exactly corresponds to the number
of path segments between any two successive self-collisions. Generally, the number
of wormhole passages between any two self-events corresponds to the number of path
segments between these two self-events. This fact is demonstrated within figure 6.1a
where we can compare, for instance, the number of path segments between the first
self-event (r1, ω1) and the fifth self-event (r5, ω5) which is equal to four as well as the
number of wormhole passages.

There are five self-events, P = 5, in figure 6.1. The sequence of self-collisions is
described by {nk}N

k=0 = {0, 1, 3, 5} where N = 3. The sequence of wormhole passages
between two successive self-collisions is {ik}N−1

k=0 = {1, 2, 2} where no self-intersection
occur beyond the outer self-collision. In comparison to two cases considered in sec-
tion 4: one self-collision is described by the sequence {nk}1

k=0 = {0, 1}, while one
self-intersection is determined by the sequences {nk}0

k=0 = {0}. Sequences can be also
denoted by listing of self-collisions C and self-intersections I. Thus, five self-events from
figure 6.1 is represented by 5-tuple CICIC, while two sequences of section 4 are described
by 1-tuple C, and by 1-tuple I respectively.

The sequence of outgoing directions ωp is given by {ωp}P
p=0 = {π

2
, ω1, ω2, ω3, ω4, ω5}

where ω2 = ω1 − γ/2 and ω4 = ω3 − γ/2 correspond to self-intersections following
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Figure 6.1: Multiple self-collisions with multiple free traversals. The number of all
self-events is P = 5 excluding the “fictive” self-collision p = 0. The sequence of self-collisions is
{nk}N

k=0 = {0, 1, 3, 5} where N = 3 and the sequence of path segments between two successive
self-collisions is {ik}N−1

k=0 = {1, 2, 2} with no self-intersection occurring beyond the outer self-
collision. The angles ωp form in the sequence {ωp}P

p=0 = {π
2 , ω

1, ω1 − γ
2 , ω

3, ω3 − γ
2 , ω

5} where
ω2 = ω1 − γ

2 and ω4 = ω3 − γ
2 correspond to self-intersections following immediately after

self-collisions ω1 and ω3. Lengths of path segments are denoted by sp for p = 0, ..., 4 and
radial distances of self-events are labeled by rp, p = 0, ..., 5. (a) Conical space is unfolded into
an angle in the plane. (b) Conical space as seen from the bird’s eye view with the angular
coordinate rescaled to range of 2π.

immediately after self-collisions ω1 and ω3, for more detail see appendix A. Lengths
of path segments are denoted as sp for p = 0, ..., P − 1 and radial distances of self-
events are labeled by rp for p = 0, ..., P . Thus, there are P + 1 different values for rp

and P different values for sp since the last segment extends to infinity. The number
of different velocities is equal N + 1, i.e., it corresponds to the number of inner self-
collisions un0, ..., unN with unk+i = unk for 0 ≤ i < ik. Clearly, for the initial and final
velocity is u = uP = unN .

6.2 Derivation of equations for self-collisions

Let us derive equations for scattering angles ωnk, k = 1, ..., N , of multiple self-
collisions in terms of the initial parameters u and ρ. From equality of the radial
projections of the incoming and outgoing velocities uinp−1 = uoutp we obtain

up−1 cos(ωp−1 − γ

2
) = up cosωp, (6.2)
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for p = 1, ..., P . Notice that along any path segment with the self-intersection is
up−1 = up and ωp = ωp−1 − γ/2, and therefore equation (6.2) is identity for self-intersections.
It becomes nontrivial for two successive self-collisions

unk−1 cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1
γ

2
) = unk cosωnk , (6.3)

for k ≤ N .
The conditions of self-collisions say that the time that the particle spent on its

way between two successive self-collisions equals to the time contribution it gained by
wormhole passages,

2

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj

unk
= ikΔt, (6.4)

for k = 0, ..., N−1. These relations guarantee that the self-collision with ωnk is followed
by another self-collision after ik wormhole passages. Then we express the velocity from
(6.4) as

unk =
2
∑nk+1−1

j=nk
sj

ikΔt
, (6.5)

and substitute the length
∑nk+1

j=nk
sj of the whole path between two self-collisions

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj = rnN
sin(ik

γ
2
)

sin(ωnk − ik
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
, (6.6)

derived in appendix A.2, which is directly related to the radial distance rnk

rnk = rnN

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
, (6.7)

provided in appendix A.1. Then we project the velocity unk into the radial line – more
precisely, we plug expressions for velocities unk−1 and unk into both sides of equation
(6.3).

6.2.1 Geometrical nature of inner directions ωnk

For inner directions, k < N , we obtain N − 1 equations

ik sin(ωnk − ik
γ

2
) cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ

2
) sin(ik−1

γ

2
) = ik−1 cosωnk sinωnk−1 sin(ik

γ

2
), (6.8)

where parameters u, ρ and Δt cancel out themselves since they occur on both sides.
These relations allow to express dependency of two successive angles in the form of the
recurrent formula

tan(ωnk) = tan(ik
γ

2
) +

ik−1 sin(ik
γ
2
) sin(ωnk−1)

ik cos(ik
γ
2
) sin(ik−1

γ
2
) cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
)
. (6.9)

Starting from ω0 = π/2 eq. (6.9) enable us to compute all inner self-collisions. In
other words, the inner self-collision is determined only by the conical geometry (i.e.,
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by the vertex angle γ) given the sequence {ik}N−1
k=0 , while it does not depend on initial

parameters u and ρ.
Let us also introduce formal notation for the formula (6.9)

ωnk = arctan

[
tan(ik

γ

2
) +

ik−1 sin(ik
γ
2
) sin(ωnk−1)

ik cos(ik
γ
2
) sin(ik−1

γ
2
) cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
)

]
≡ f(ωnk−1, ik−1, ik),

(6.10)
which simplifies argumentation in later analysis. Thus, evaluation of inner angles pro-
ceeds in such a way that function f(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik) has to be followed by function
f(ωnk; ik, ik+1) etc.

6.2.2 Type of inner self-collisions

Now we are interested in the type of the k-th inner self-collision. The type of the
k-th self-collision is determined by the angle ωnk−1−ik−1

γ
2

which separates self-collisions
of type I from that of type II. Hence, if

ωnk > ωnk−1 − ik−1
γ

2
, (6.11)

then the k-th self-collision would be of type I, while if

ωnk < ωnk−1 − ik−1
γ

2
,

then the k-th self-collision would be of type II. The condition (6.11) can be reformulated
into inequality

tan(ωnk) > tan(ωnk−1 − ik−1
γ

2
),

using eq. (6.9), which can be farther modified into the form

sin(ωnk−1) >
ik sin(ik−1

γ
2
)

ik−1 sin(ik
γ
2
)

sin(ωnk−1 − (ik−1 + ik)
γ

2
),

which allows to show that all inner self-collisions are of type I, i.e., condition (6.11)
holds for any ωnk−1 ∈ (ik−1

γ
2
, π

2
).

Therefore, we can conclude that all inner self-collisions are of type I which has
straightforward interpretation: As the younger version of the particle (which is ap-
proaching the vertex) hits the rear part of the older version of the particle (which is
receding the vertex), the younger version slows down while the older version speeds up.
More accurately, equality of radial projections of velocities (6.3) along with the condi-
tion (6.11) imply that velocities unk on inner loops slow down as the particle approaches
the vertex

unk−1 < unk .

Let us show it by a counterexample: if the inner self-collision were of type II it
might not self-collide again in any of successive self-intersections. It can be easily
demonstrated for the limiting direction ωnk = ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2

which separates types
I and II: for such an angle the velocity of the outgoing (“older”) version would not
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change, unk = unk−1, but the path segments would increase in length each following
self-intersection, i.e., this (outgoing) version would get more and more delayed with
respect to the incoming versions with each next self-intersection, and thus it could not
self-collide again. In other words, the considered self-collision of type II would not be
the inner self-collision at all.

6.2.3 The outer direction ωnN

For k = N equation (6.3) takes the form

unN−1 cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1
γ

2
) = unN cosωnN ,

where the velocity unN is the initial velocity u ≡ unN , actually. The magnitude of the
velocity preceding the outer self-collision is given by

unN−1 =
2
∑nN−1

j=nN−1
sj

iN−1Δt
=

2ρ sin(iN−1
γ
2
)

iN−1Δt sin(ωnN ) sin(ωnN−1)
,

and hence the equation for the outer self-collision contains factors consisting of param-
eters 	t, u and ρ. Therefore, we can write down equation for the outer self-collision

2ρ sin(iN−1
γ

2
) cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1

γ

2
) = iN−1uΔt sin(ωnN ) cos(ωnN ) sin(ωnN−1), (6.12)

which can be formulated as the dependency ωnN (ρ, u) on the initial parameters u and
ρ:

sin(2ωnN ) =
4ρ sin(iN−1

γ
2
)

iN−1uΔt

cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1
γ
2
)

sin(ωnN−1)
. (6.13)

Analogically to the case of the point-particle with one self-collision, we can also express
the dependency of the radial distance rnN (ρ, u) on initial parameters u and ρ:

rnN =
iN−1uΔt sin(ωnN−1)

2
√

2 sin(iN−1
γ
2
) cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1

γ
2
)

√√√√
1 ±

√
1 − 16ρ2 sin2(iN−1

γ
2
) cos2(ωnN−1 − iN−1

γ
2
)

(iN−1uΔt)2 sin2(ωnN−1)
.

(6.14)
Notice that both dependences above (6.13) and (6.14) correspond to relations (4.5) and
(4.6) for the point-like case with one self-collision except for coefficients.

It will be useful to reformulate the above dependency ωnN (ρ, u) as the single-valued
function ρnN (ω, u) of the outer angle ω

ρnN (ω, u) =
iN−1uΔt

2 sin(iN−1
γ
2
)

sin(ωnN−1)

cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1
γ
2
)

sin(ω) cos(ω), (6.15)

which allows us to depict the corresponding graph straightforwardly. Notice that con-
figurations of the point-like particle with different initial velocities u are related just by
rescaling as well as for one self-collision, cf. section 4.3. Hence, we will concentrate only
on the relation among ρ, r, and ω.
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6.2.4 Adding self-collisions

Suppose now that the outer self-collision points direct the particle in such a way
that it would self-collide once again at the p-th self-event where p > nN . In other words,
we tune the length between the N -th self-collision and the p-th self-intersection in such
a way that

2
∑p−1

j=nN
sj

u
= (p− nN)Δt ,

cf. equation (6.4). After we substitute the length 2
∑p−1

j=nN
sj from equation (6.6) we

receive
sin((p− nN )γ

2
)

(p− nN ) sin(ωnN − (p− nN)γ
2
) sin(ωnN )

=
uΔt

2ρ
.

However, the angle ωnN must also satisfy equation for the outer self-collision (6.12)
numbered by nN

sin(iN−1
γ
2
) cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1

γ
2
)

iN−1 sin(ωnN ) cos(ωnN ) sin(ωnN−1)
=
u	t
2ρ

,

which after some algebra results in formula

iN sin(ωnN − iN
γ

2
) cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1

γ

2
) sin(iN−1

γ

2
) = iN−1 cos(ωnN ) sin(ωnN−1) sin(iN

γ

2
),

denoting iN = p−nN . By comparison with equation (6.8) we can immediately see that
this relation represents the recurrent formula for k = N . Thus, the original outer self-
collision becomes the inner self-collision if we construct another one – which replaces
the original one as the outer self-collision.

6.2.5 Self-collisions separated by q self-intersections

It is helpful to introduce a subset of the ensemble of all sequences defined by a
constant number q of intermediate self-intersections between successive self-collisions.
For the relevant case q = 1 of N self-collisions with no intermediate self-intersection
we receive the only allowed sequences for γ ∈ (π/2, π): {nk}N

k=0 = {0, 1, 2, 3, ..., N} and
{ik}N−1

k=0 = {1, 1, ..., 1}. Thus, terms nk coincide with their indexes k: nk = k = p for
p = 0, ..., P (= N). This sequence can be also expressed as N-tuple CCC...C. By obvious
reduction of just derived expressions we can immediately write down the recurrent
formula

tan(ωk+1) = tan(
γ

2
) +

sin(ωk)

cos(γ
2
) cos(ωk − γ

2
)
, (6.16)

corresponding to the general formula (6.9) with the same starting value ω0 = π/2.
Accordingly, relations (6.13) and (6.14) concerning the outer trajectories are given by

sin(2ωN) =
4ρ sin(γ

2
)

uΔt

cos(ωN−1 − γ
2
)

sin(ωN−1)
, (6.17)
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and

rN =
uΔt sin(ωN−1)

2
√

2 sin(γ
2
) cos(ωN−1 − γ

2
)

√√√√
1 ±

√
1 − 16ρ2 sin2(γ

2
) cos2(ωN−1 − γ

2
)

(uΔt)2 sin2(ωN−1)
. (6.18)

In section 6.2.1 we have shown that the inner self-collisions are entirely given by
the apex angle γ. Let us now demonstrate another relationship between the conical
geometry (given by γ) and the (constant) sequences {k}N

k=0 of inner self-collisions.
We spread out the vertex angle as γ → qγ ≡ Γ and stretch out the time shift as
Δt → qΔt ≡ ΔT where q is arbitrary but fixed value from the interval [1, imax], still for
the sequence {0, 1, 2, 3, ..., N}. Then, after replacements in equations (6.16) and (6.17),
we obtain relations

tan(ωk) = tan(
Γ

2
) +

sin(ωk−1)

cos(Γ
2
) cos(ωk−1 − Γ

2
)
,

and

sin(2ωN) =
4ρ sin(Γ

2
)

uΔT

cos(ωN−1 − Γ
2
)

sin(ωN−1)
,

which can be rewritten as

tan(ωqk) = tan(q
γ

2
) +

sin(ωq(k−1))

cos(q γ
2
) cos(ωq(k−1) − q γ

2
)
, (6.19)

and

sin(2ωqN) =
4ρ sin(q γ

2
)

quΔt

cos(ωq(N−1) − q γ
2
)

sin(ωq(N−1))
, (6.20)

where we have exchanged indexes k and N for their multiples qk and qN . Then, how-
ever, the second couple of equations represents also equations for inner angles of the se-
quence {nk}N

k=0 = {qk}N
k=0 = {0, q, 2q, 3q, ..., Nq}, i.e., sequences of self-collisions sepa-

rated by q self-intersections. In other words, equations for the sequence {0, 1, 2, 3, ..., N}
on the extended cone (given by parameters Γ and ΔT ) correspond exactly to equations
for the sequence {0, q, 2q, 3q, ..., Nq} on the original cone (described by parameters γ
and Δt).

6.3 Limits of the impact parameter interval

The maximal impact parameter ρmax defines such a limiting value for a sequence
{nk}N

k=0 for which the outer self-collision occurs. Relation for ρmax results from substi-
tution of the angle π/4 for the outer direction in eq. (6.15). For each sequence {nk}N

k=0

there is a (different) value ρmax, and hence these values form a discrete set. Thus,
the number of solutions changes by varying the initial impact parameter ρ through
ρmax of different sequences {nk}N

k=0. For example, in figure 6.3, we can see the graphs
representing constant sequences {k}N

k=0 with various N = 1, 2, ... where correspond-
ing values of ρmax are marked out. There occurs infinite number of solutions for any
ρ ∈ [−ρ∞max, ρ

∞
max], which are illustrated by the gray “strip”.
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max
ρ

ω

max
–ρ2

∞

max
ρ1

–�/4

{1}k=0
N=1

{1}k=0
N=2

{1}k=0
N=3

{1}k=0
N=∞

max
ρ2

max
ρ3

ρ

–�/2
�/2�/4

max
–ρ1

max
–ρ3

max
–ρ∞

Figure 6.2: The maximal impact parameter ρmax for sequences with ik = 1. In fig-
ure we can see graphs representing constant sequences {k}N

k=0 with various N = 1, 2, ....
The corresponding values ρmax are marked out. Maximal values |ρmax| for sequences
{k}N=1

k=0 (red), {k}N=2
k=0 (green), {k}N=3

k=0 (blue) and {k}N→∞
k=0 (black) can be ordered as

ρmax|N=1 > ρmax|N=2 > ρmax|N=3 > ρmax|N→∞. There is infinite number of solutions for any
ρ ∈ [−ρ∞max, ρ

∞
max], illustrated by the gray “strip”, which is represented by intersections of the

horizontal line ρ = const. with the graphs.

Now, let us analyze the maximal impact parameter ρmax for constant sequences
{qk}N

k=0. By substitution of ωqN = π/4 into equation (6.20) we obtain the relation

ρmax ≡ quΔt

4 sin(q γ
2
)

sin(ωq(N−1))

cos(ωq(N−1) − q γ
2
)
, (6.21)

The ρmax decreases for increasing N since inequality ωqk < ωqj holds for any two inner
angles, where j > k and q is fixed. Thus, the graphs of ρmax depending on q represented
by polylines are nicely arranged and confined by two lines: The graph for N = 1,
corresponding to solutions with just one self-collision preceded by q self-intersections,
described by relation

ρmax =
quΔt

4 sin2(q γ
2
)
,

where ω0 = π/2 has been plugged into eq. (6.21), is placed at the top (red line). The
graph for N → ∞ given by relation

ρmax =
quΔt

4 sin(q γ
2
)
, (6.22)

where the limiting inner angle ω∞−1 = π+qγ
4

has been substituted into eq. (6.21), is lo-
cated at the bottom (blue line). Moreover, relation (6.22) represents increasing function
of q, and hence the limit values can be ordered as

ρmax|q=1 < ρmax|q=2 < ... < ρmax|q=imax ,
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cf. graph in figure 6.3.

q

imax1

i  /sin(i   γ/2)
max max

1/sin(γ/2)

ρ /u∆t
max

N=1

N=2

N=3

N=4

N→∞

N=5
N=6

Figure 6.3: Maximum ρmax for constant sequences {qk}N
k=0. The ρmax decreases for

increasing N since inequality ωqk < ωqj holds for any two inner angles, where j > k and q
is fixed. Thus, graphs of ρmax depending on q represented by polylines are nicely arranged
and confined by two lines: The graph for N = 1, corresponding to solutions with just one
self-collision preceded by q self-intersections, is placed at the top (red line), while the graph
for N → ∞ is located at the bottom (blue line). Since equation (6.22) represents increasing
function of q, the limit values can be ordered as ρmax|q=1 < ρmax|q=2 < ... < ρmax|q=imax .

Relation for the maximal impact parameter ρmax for general sequences

ρmax =
iN−1uΔt

4 sin(iN−1
γ
2
)

sin(ωnN−1)

cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1
γ
2
)
, (6.23)

results from substitution of ωnN = π/4 into eq. (6.15). We can regard this relation as
the function of the number iN−1 and the last inner angle ωnN−1 , which depends on the
sequence {nk}N

k=0 and lies within the interval [π+γ
4
, π

2
].

Although there exists (uncountable) infinite variety of sequences {nk}∞k=0 it is numer-
ically evident that limiting inner angles – denoted as ω∞−1– are bounded within the in-
terval [π+γ

4
, π+imaxγ

4
]. Thus, the maximal limiting inner angle is equal to ω∞−1 = π+imaxγ

4

(for the constant sequence {imaxk}∞k=0), while the minimal limiting inner angle is equal
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to ω∞−1 = π+γ
4

(for the constant sequence {k}∞k=0). It follows that there exist corre-
sponding values of the maximal impact parameter ρmax because relation (6.23) is the
increasing function of ωnN−1 , cf. appendix B.3. Hence, the maximum ρmax for all infinite
sequences is confined within the interval

ρmax ∈
[

uΔt

4 sin(γ/2)
,

imaxuΔt

4 sin(imaxγ/2)

]
,

cf. figure 6.3.
Moreover, we can separate three intervals for the impact parameter ρ with qualita-

tively different sets of solutions: (i) Within the interval

ρ ∈
[

uΔt

4 sin2(γ/2)
,∞
]
,

only one collision-free solution occurs. (ii) Finite number of self-colliding solutions plus
one collision-free solution exist for the impact parameter from

ρ ∈
[

imaxuΔt

4 sin(imaxγ/2)
,

uΔt

4 sin2(γ/2)

]
.

(iii) And, in the interval

ρ ∈
[
0,

imaxuΔt

4 sin(imaxγ/2)

]
,

there is infinite number of self-colliding solutions and one collision-free solution for
the initial parameter ρ. In other words, passage through the value ρ = imaxuΔt

4 sin(imaxγ/2)

represents transition between finite and infinite number of solutions to the defined initial
problem. Notice also that this value increases if the vertex angle γ → 0 decreases.

6.4 Dangerous solutions

In the point-like case, the geometry of the paradoxical self-intersection is identical
to the geometry of the dangerous self-collision, cf. par. 4.4, in contrast to the finite
ball, see section 5.3. Thus, the paradoxical self-intersection defined by the collision-free
direction ωp

free = ωnN − (p− nN)γ
2

at the p-th self-event, p > nN , is superseded by the
N + 1-th dangerous self-collision determined by the (outer) scattering angle

ω
nN+1

dg = ωnN − iN
γ

2
, (6.24)

provided ωp
free = ω

nN+1

dg and iN = p−nN . The dangerous impact parameter ρ
nN+1

dg results

from substitution of the angle ω
nN+1

dg into equation (6.12):

ρ
nN+1

dg =
iNuΔt

2 sin(iN
γ
2
)
sin(ωnN ) sin(ωnN − iN

γ

2
), (6.25)

i.e., the dangerous interval of the finite ball degenerates into one point again. And
so the dangerous self-collision defined by the parameters (ρ

nN+1

dg , ω
nN+1

dg ) describes the
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I

ω =�/2

∞

II

II

II
II

III

ρ

ω

ρ (ω)∞

0

ρ (ω)3

ρ (ω)2

ρ (ω)1

ω1

dgω
ω2

∞

ω3ω

dg
ρ  = ρ1 0

dg
ρ  = ρ2 1

dg
ρ  = ρ3 2

dg
ρ  = ρ∞ ∞

dgω3
dgω2

dgω1

Figure 6.4: Relation of inner self-collisions to dangerous self-collisions. Consider the
sequence {k}N

k=0 for which nN = N . If the outer direction ωnN of the sequence {nk}N
k=0 equals

to the inner direction ωn̄N of the sequence {n̄k}N+1
k=0 , where nk = n̄k for k = 0, ..., N , then the

dangerous direction ωn̄N+1

dg results from shifting of the inner direction ωn̄N by iN γ
2 . Such shifts

take place along horizontals lines corresponding to constant values of the impact parameter
ρnN

dg for N = 1, 2, .... Open dots represent inner directions, while full dots represent dangerous
directions. If the outer direction of the sequence {k}1

k=0 is identical to the inner direction of
the sequence {k}2

k=0 then the dangerous direction ω2
dg of the sequence {k}2

k=0 results from
shifting of the inner direction ω1 by γ/2. This shift takes place on the line of the dangerous
impact parameter ρ2

dg of the sequence {k}2
k=0. Obviously, the value of ρ2

dg is identical to the
value of the inner impact parameter ρ1 because there is no change in the direction, or the
impact parameter, within the dangerous self-collision (of the sequence {k}2

k=0). Similarly,
shifting the inner direction ω2 of the sequence {k}3

k=0 along the line of the dangerous impact
parameter ρ3

dg by γ/2 results into the dangerous direction ω3
dg of the same sequence. In the

limit case N → ∞, the inner direction of the sequence {k}∞k=0 is shifted by γ/2 along the line of
the dangerous impact parameter ρ∞dg into the dangerous direction ω∞

dg of the sequence {k}∞k=0.
Values of inner angles ωN preceding the outer N +1-th self-collision lie within intersections of
particular graphs and the curve determined by eq. (6.25) (in black in the diagram), in which
the inner angle ωN is varied and the initial velocity u remains fixed. Notice also that in the
point-like case spurious solutions of one type change into physical solutions of the other type:
self-collisions of type I are physical for ω > ωN

dg, and self-collisions of type II are physical for
ω < ωN

dg.

particle which self-interacts without exchange of any momentum because of its point-
likeness.12

1Notice also that in the point-like case spurious solutions of one type change into physical solutions
of the other type: self-collisions of type I are physical for ωnN+1 > ωp

free, and self-collisions of type II
are physical for ωnN+1 < ωp

free, cf. figure 6.4.
2Clearly, if the N + 1-th self-collision is dangerous then the particle does not change its direction

or impact parameter as it passes by. Hence, the dangerous impact parameter ρnN+1
dg of the sequence

{nk}N+1
k=0 , eq. (6.25), is equal to the inner impact parameter ρnN of the sequence {nk}N

k=0. For other
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Notice that replacement of the paradoxical self-intersection at the p-th self-event
(following the outer nN -th self-collision) by the N + 1-th (dangerous) self-collision at
the nN+1-th self-event corresponds to transition from sequence {nk}N

k=0 to sequence
{n̄k}N+1

k=0 , i.e., transition between two different solutions. However, in the point-like
case, inner angles are related by recurrence (6.9), and thus their values do not depend
on the length of sequences. Therefore, two sequences {nk}N

k=0 and {n̄k}N+1
k=0 differ only

by occurrence of the last member n̄N+1 in the second (longer) sequence, while all other
terms remain identical, nk = n̄k for k = 0, ..., N . We will distinguish sequences {nk}N

k=0

and {n̄k}N+1
k=0 only if we need to emphasize that solutions ω correspond to different

sequences.
If the outer direction ωnN of the sequence {nk}N

k=0 equals to the inner direction
ωn̄N of the sequence {n̄k}N+1

k=0 , where nk = n̄k for k = 0, ..., N , then the dangerous
direction ω

n̄N+1

dg results from shifting of the inner direction ωn̄N by iN
γ
2
, cf. eq. (6.24).

In diagram 6.4, such shifts take place along horizontals lines corresponding to the
constant impact parameter ρnN

dg . Specifically, in the case of the sequence {k}N
k=0, if the

outer direction of the sequence {k}1
k=0 is identical to the inner direction of the sequence

{k}2
k=0 then the dangerous direction ω2

dg of the sequence {k}2
k=0 results from shifting of

the inner direction ω1 by γ/2. This shift can be seen in diagram 6.4 on the line of the
dangerous impact parameter ρ2

dg of the sequence {k}2
k=0. Obviously, the value of ρ2

dg

is identical to the value of the inner impact parameter ρ1 because there is no change
in the direction, or the impact parameter, within the dangerous self-collision (of the
sequence {k}2

k=0).
If a sequence ends with self-intersections then its graph has to be shifted to the left by

iNγ/2 (by the number of self-intersections preceding the paradoxical self-intersection)
which generates intersections with the graphs of other sequences. A trailing (and para-
doxical) self-intersection of one sequence is superseded by dangerous (and outer) self-
collision of the other sequence if the intersection of graphs corresponds to the same self-
event. For example, in figure 6.5 we can see few illustrating examples for p = 0, 1, 2, 3.

The “zero” self-event, p = 0, represents the fictive self-collision with ω = π/2 for
arbitrary ρ as introduced in section 6.1, cf. blue vertical line in fig. 6.5a. After one loop
around the cone the self-intersection I (with ω = π/2 − γ/2) follows, cf. fig. 6.5b, and
after two loops “double” self-intersection II (with ω = π/2− γ) occurs, cf. fig. 6.5c. In
other words, after one loop, the corresponding trajectory is defined by the sequence I,
and after two loops is the same trajectory described by the sequence II. At the first
self-event, p = 1, the paradoxical self-intersection is replaced by the dangerous self-
collision, see intersection of graphs I and C in fig. 6.5b. It can be followed by one
more self-intersection, since γ

2
< π−γ

2
< γ, which changes labeling to II and CI, see

intersection of graphs II and CI in fig. 6.5c. Two replacements can occur at the second
self-event, p = 2: II→IC and CI→CC, cf. fig. 6.5c. Because there are two preceding
loops around the cone, the graph II is shifted twice by γ

2
, the replacement II→IC.

And analogically, since there is just one preceding loop, the graph CI is shifted by

inner self-collisions, the inner impact parameter is given by

ρnk+1 =
iku

nkΔt
2 sin(ik γ

2 )
sin(ωnk) sin(ωnk − ik

γ

2
),

where unk represents velocities on inner loops given by eq. (6.5). This relation turn into the dangerous
impact parameter ρnN+1

dg , eq. (6.25), for k = N and unk = u.
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(d) p = 3

Figure 6.5: Replacements of paradoxical self-intersections by dangerous self-
collisions at the p-th self-event. Graphs ρ-ω, which illustrate superseding of the paradox-
ical self-intersections by the dangerous self-collisions. Graphs of sequences ending with self-
intersections are shifted by iNγ/2 to the left, i.e., by γ/2 for each trailing self-intersection. The
emphasized intersections of the graphs correspond to the dangerous parameters ρdg and ωdg

for which we cannot distinguish dangerous self-collisions from paradoxical self-intersections.
Assume that the vertex angle γ ∈ (π/3, π/2), i.e., self-collision can be followed at the most
by two self-intersections. (a) The “zero” self-event, p = 0, represents the fictive self-collision
with ω = π/2 for arbitrary ρ, as introduced in section 6.1. After one loop around the cone
the self-intersection I (with ω = π/2 − γ/2) follows, cf. blue vertical line (b), and after two
loops double self-intersection II (with ω = π/2 − γ) occurs, cf. blue vertical line (c). (b)
At the first self-event, p = 1, the paradoxical self-intersection is replaced by the dangerous
self-collision, see intersection of graphs I and C (red graph). It can be followed by one more
self-intersection which changes labeling to II and CI, see intersection of graphs II and CI in
diagram (c). (c) Two replacements can occur at the second self-event, p = 2: II→IC (blue
to green) and CI→CC (red to purple). Depending on number of self-intersections preceding
the paradoxical self-intersection, the graph II in the replacement II→IC is shifted twice by γ

2 ,
while the graph CI in the replacement CI→CC is shifted by γ

2 only once. There occur another
two intersections of graphs II and CC, and graphs IC and CI, in the diagram (c), which both
represent two regular solutions which only coincide in the location and direction, cf. corre-
sponding situations in figure 6.4. (d) Three replacements can occur at the third self-event,
p = 3: CII→CIC (red to light gray), CCI→CCC (purple to black) and ICI→ICC (green to
dark gray). Also here shifting of the graphs differ according to the number of preceding loops
around the cone.
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γ
2

only once, the replacement CI→CC . Geometry of collisions corresponding to just
mentioned replacements, i.e., I→C (fig. 6.5b), II→IC and CI→CC, (fig. 6.5c), can be
seen in figure 6.4. Finally, three replacements can occur at the third self-event, p = 3:
CII→CIC, CCI→CCC and ICI→ICC. Again, shifting of the graphs differ according to
the number of preceding loops around the cone.

t t

dg

CI

(a) II→CI

t t
dg
IC

(b) II→IC

t

1

1

1

dg
CC

t

(c) CI→CC

Figure 6.6: Paradoxical self-intersections and dangerous self-collisions – viewpoint
of the observer located at the 2-th self-event. Paradoxical trajectories are such tra-
jectories along which the particle would enter time machine without self-collision and would
pass through it in such a way that it would self-collide inconsistently. Paradoxical (and incon-
sistent) self-intersections – when the particle moves along the paradoxical trajectory without
self-collision – are replaced by dangerous (and consistent) self-collisions – when the particle
moving along the dangerous trajectory self-collides. Geometry of paradoxical self-intersections
and dangerous self-collisions is identical in the case point-like particle, i.e., incoming directions
equal to outgoing directions. The first figure (a) demonstrates the replacement at the first
self-event: II→CI. The point of the paradoxical situation consists of two colors to symbolize
that the free passage through the self-intersection is replaced by the self-collision (red to blue).
Figures (b) and (c) represent replacements (of paradoxical self-intersections by self-collisions)
at the second self-event: II→IC (green to blue), and CI→CC (black to red) respectively.

Notice that there are other intersections of graphs: The intersection of graphs II
and CC, and of graphs IC and CI, cf. fig. 6.5b. Such intersections represent two regular
solutions which have the same initial data (u, ρ) and final data (ω, r), and correspond to
two different self-events which coincide only in locations, but not in times of self-events,
see corresponding situations in figure 6.4.3

3Generally, the replacement at the p-th self-event occurs in the intersection of two graphs if the first
graph represents the sequence of the form {X}p−1I{I}P−p, and the second graph represents sequence
of the form {X}p−1C{I}P−p where P is the length of both sequences, and {X}p−1 stands for any
arbitrary sequence of the length p− 1 and {I}P−p is sequence of I’s only of the length P − p. The first
graph describes the sequence with N − 1 self-collisions and it is shifted about (p− nN−1)γ

2 to the left
to the origin, while the other graph corresponds to the sequence with N of self-collisions (p = nN ).
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t

2ω
CI
1

2ω=2ω
CI          IC
2           2

(a) CI versus IC

t

2ω
CC
1

2ω=�-2γ
CC
2

(b) II versus CC

Figure 6.7: Regular solutions – viewpoint of the observer located at the 2-th self-
event. There are another two intersections, namely, the intersection (a) of graphs CI and IC,
and (b) of graphs II and CC. Such intersections represent two regular solutions which have
the same initial data (u, ρ) and final data (ω, r), and correspond to two different self-events
which coincide only in locations, but not in times of self-events. In figure (a) the sequence
CI is represented by the red trajectory, while the sequence IC corresponds to the green path.
In figure (b) the sequence II is represented by the blue trajectory, while the sequence CC
corresponds to the black path.

6.5 Asymptotic behavior of the outer trajectories

Considering multiple self-collisions complicates slightly the asymptotic behavior of
the outer trajectories. The asymptotic observer measures the angle 2ωP between the
trajectory along which the youngest version of the particle moves to its first self-collision
and the trajectory along which the oldest version of the particle leaves its last self-
collision for infinity. Range of the asymptotic angle ωP , i.e., span of trajectories incom-
ing toward the asymptotic observer, is limited by the interval [−γ

2
, γ

2
] regardless of the

sequence {nk}N
k=0.

This angle can correspond either to the outer self-collision (P = nN and −γ
2
≤ ωnN ≤ γ

2
),

or to the self-intersection following the outer self-collision (P > nN and ωnN > γ
2

or

ωnN < −γ
2
) in which case we can introduce the additional term iN to sequence {ik}N−1

k=0

as quotient

iN = Q(|ωnN |, γ
2
), (6.26)

which indicates the number of self-intersections following the outer self-collision. Thus,
the total number of all self-events P can be written down as the sum P =

∑N
k=0 ik. As

the outer direction ωnN depends on the initial parameters u and ρ, so it does the iN .
Depending on the sign of ωnN the asymptotic angle can be expressed as

ωP = ωnN − iN
γ

2
,

for the particle traveling to the past beyond its outer self-collision

ωP = ωnN + iN
γ

2
,
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for the particle which shifts to the future. To illustrate relation between the angle
ωP and the impact parameter ρ we cut the graph for ωnN , given by equation (6.15),
into imax parts, and then shift these partial graphs by iN

γ
2

toward the origin where
each part of the graph corresponds to a number iN . For instance, for γ ∈ [π

3
, π

2
), each

graph is divided into three parts as we can see in fig. 6.8. Thus, multiple values of
final parameters (ω, r) are assigned to initial parameters u and ρ from the asymptotic
viewpoint. Moreover, intersections of the partial graphs represent indistinguishable
solutions with identical both initial data (u, ρ) and final data (ω, r).

ρ

ω
γ−�/2

−γ/2
γ/2

ρ
dg
CI→CC

ρdg
II→IC

ρdg
II→CI

ω −γ/2CC �/2−γ

CC

CCI

CCII

CCII

CC

CCI

II

II
CI

CI

C

C

CII

CII

IC

IC

ICI

ICI

ICII

ICII

Figure 6.8: Relation of initial and final data from the asymptotic viewpoint. Range
of the asymptotic angle ωP , i.e., span of trajectories incoming toward the asymptotic observer,
is limited by the interval [−γ

2 ,
γ
2 ] regardless of the sequence {nk}N

k=0. Graphs for sequences
ending with the self-collision, given by equation (6.15), have to be cut and shifted by integer
multiple of γ

2 in such a way that they fit in the interval [−γ
2 ,

γ
2 ]. The number iN of self-

intersections beyond the outer self-collision determines the number of shifts of parts of these
graphs. Obviously, the number of parts of a graph is given by the magnitude of the vertex
angle γ. For instance, for γ ∈ [π3 ,

π
2 ), each graph is divided into three parts. Asymptotic

viewpoint assigns multiple values of final parameters (ω, r) to initial parameters u and ρ.
Intersections of cut and shifted graphs represent such indistinguishable solutions which share
both initial data (u, ρ) and final data (ω, r).

In order to determine how many times outer trajectories pass through the wormhole
we have to take into account also the angular position of the N -th self-collision with
respect to the wormhole. The motion with respect to the orientation of the wormhole
can be investigated again by employing the covering space for the conical space. Analo-
gously to the case with at most one self-collision we assume that the angular coordinate
of the incoming trajectory is ϕi = 0 with the impact parameter ρ and the initial velocity
u. Let us denote each self-collision by Ck for k = 1, ..., N .

The outer self-collision CN lies on the collision circle which has the center S on
the radial line ϕ = 0, the circle passes through the axis, and its radius is given by the
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Figure 6.9: Multiply self-colliding trajectories in the totally covering space for
{k}3

k=0. Thanks to the parametrization ϕi = 0 the angular coordinate ϕ of the outer self-
collision is given exactly by the scattering angle ω3. At the point of outer self-collision C3 the
trajectory is deflected, and it continues toward the points of inner self-collisions C2 and C1.
These points are defined by inner angles ω2 and ω1, and rotated subsequently by γ

2 around
the axis (in the counterclockwise direction). When the trajectory reaches the innermost self-
collision C1, it is rotated by angle γ to its image point C ′

1. Then the trajectory continues
on through the other image point C ′

2 (deflected by ω2 and rotated by γ
2 ) in the covering

space, till it approaches the image point C ′
3 of the outer self-collision. From C ′

3 the particle
continues through the covering space in the direction which aims from the center S′ of the
rotated collision circle with the angular parameter ϕf = ϕi + 2ω3 + 3γ of the outgoing (outer)
trajectory. This procedure is illustrated for sequence {ik}3

k=0 = {1, 1, 1, 0}, (a) in the covering
space, and (b) in the original conical space after the different points Ck and C ′

k of the covering
space have been identified as the “twofold” point Ck. The total time shift of the trajectory is
ΔT = −(3 − 0 − 0)Δt given by three inner loops (always directed to the past). Clearly, the
focusing point F is passed through by all three innermost trajectories (belonging to the same
congruence). The diagram (a) shows only a part of the totally covering space.

maximal impact parameter ρmax determined by a sequence {nk}N
k=0, cf. fig. 6.9. Thanks

to the parametrization ϕi = 0 the angular coordinate ϕ of the outer self-collision is
given exactly by the scattering angle ωnN . At the point of outer self-collision CN the
trajectory is deflected, and it continues toward the points of inner self-collisions CN−k

(for k = 1, ..., N − 1). These points are defined by inner angles ωnN−k and rotated
subsequently by iN−k

γ
2

around the axis (in the counterclockwise direction). When the
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trajectory reaches the innermost self-collision C1, it is rotated by angle i0γ to its image
point C ′

1 (and it focuses at the point F which occurs between C1 and C ′
1). Then the

trajectory continues on through the other image points C ′
k (deflected at every inner self-

collision by ωnk and rotated subsequently by ik
γ
2
) in the covering space, till it approaches

the image point C ′
N of the outer self-collision. From C ′

N the particle continues through
the covering space in the direction which aims from the center S ′ of the rotated collision
circle with the angular parameter

ϕf = ϕi + 2ωnN + γ

N−1∑
k=0

ik = ϕi + 2ωnN + nNγ,

of the outgoing (outer) trajectory. This procedure is illustrated in figure 6.9, for se-
quence {ik}3

k=0 = {1, 1, 1, 0}, (a) in the covering space, and (b) in the original conical
space after the different points Ck and C ′

k of the covering space have been identified as
the “twofold” point Ck.

The total time ΔT gained in the wormhole during the whole scattering process,
which depends on the angular position of the outer self-collision, characterizes the
asymptotic behavior of the outer trajectory as it determines the proper time spent
between the start time ti and final time by tf . Thus, if the angular coordinate ϕf of the
outgoing trajectory belongs to n-th copy of the wormhole in the covering space, n ∈ Z,
the particle gains the time-shift ΔT = −nΔt:

ϕf ∈
(
−γ

2
+ ψ + nγ,

γ

2
+ ψ + nγ

)
⇒ ΔT = −nΔt ,

where ψ ∈ (−γ/2, γ/2) defines the orientation of the wormhole, cf. section 4.6.3. Taking
into account the restrictions on γ, ψ and ω, the total time-shift can be

−Δt(nN + iN + 1) ≤ ΔT ≤ −Δt(nN − iN − 1).

Thus, the total time shift ΔT consists of three contributions: the term

nNΔt = Δt

N−1∑
k=0

ik,

is given by the number nN of all inner loops, the second quantity ±iNΔt is defined by
the number of the self-intersections following the outer N -th self-collision, and the unit
contribution ±Δt is determined by the orientation of the wormhole ψ. Thus, the total
time shift of the trajectory in figure 6.9 is ΔT = −(3− 0− 0)Δt since three inner loops
(always directed to the past). Finally, the proper time τ as measured by the particle is
given by

τ = tf − ti + ΔT . (6.28)

By analogy to section 4.6.4 the congruence with “plane-wave” wavefront can be
formed for ρ ∈ (−ρmax, ρmax) corresponding to a sequence {nk}N

k=0. Similarly to the
case of one self-collision, particles approaching the time machine along the null direction
ϕi = 0 self-collide on the outer collision circle and, after all inner self-collisions occur,
leave in the directions which point out from the common point S ′. Thus, the original
plane-wave congruence of particles scatters to the circular-wave congruence with phase
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shifted trajectories in the covering space. The congruence focuses at a point F when it
passes its innermost loop, i.e., all inner multiply self-colliding trajectories (between the
corresponding outer self-collisions) have a direction going through one focusing point
F at its innermost loop, cf. fig. 6.9. Obviously, detailed analysis multiply self-colliding
congruences would turn out to be complicated and it would deserve another chapter.

6.6 Analysis of inner angles for infinite sequences

Let us study sequences of inner angles. First we notice that recurrent function
(6.10) is single-valued, i.e., there exists just one inner angle ωnk given the preceding
inner direction ωnk−1 and numbers ik−1 and ik, see appendix B.1. Then we introduce
the limit of infinite sequences with N → ∞ and investigate the last inner angle ωnN−1

for the external observer located near the outer N -th self-collision. Next, we analyze
limiting inner angles for constant sequences {ik}N−1

k=0 = {q}N−1
k=0 , where q is arbitrary but

fixed value from the interval [1, imax]. Finally, we extend our consideration to periodical
sequences where the notion of the “attractor” will be introduced and identified with
the set of limiting inner angles.

6.6.1 Infinite sequences

Till now we have considered sequences of finite length N . Surprisingly, also infinite
sequences represent solutions to the initial problem. Although infinite sequences are
partly disqualified, since they imply infinite proper time τ along the whole inner path,
given by eq. (6.28) with N → ∞, they can be used for approximation of behavior of very
long sequences. Moreover, even for infinite sequences the particle leaves the interacting
region (wormhole) in a finite external time.

When we compute inner angles we proceed from the first inner self-collision (given
by ω0 = π/2) to the last inner self-collision (given by ωnN−1) using relations (6.9).
Thus, increasing N means adding another self-collision far from the vertex. However, it
seems natural to assume that the external observer standing at the outer self-collision
“sees” outer self-events labeled by large indexes, i.e., the numbers iN−1, iN−2, ..., of
path segments separating the last self-collisions. Therefore, in contrast to the direction
of computation of the angles ωnk we should number inner self-collision from the last
inner self-collision to the first one. It reflects the fact that other quantities as radial dis-
tances of the self-collisions rnk and impact parameters ρnk , or lengths of path segments∑

j s
j between two successive self-collisions, are computed using recurrent formulas, cf.

eqs. (6.7) and (6.6), from the outer side of the sequences.
However, we will not relabel the numbering of the sequences explicitly, instead,

we will use a formal notation in which the outermost self-collisions of the infinite se-
quences (N → ∞) are labeled as {...n∞−3n∞−2n∞−1} and corresponding segments
{...i∞−3i∞−2i∞−1}. This reversed point of view has sense if there exist limiting values
ω∞−1, ω∞−2, ω∞−3 for the inner angles near the outer end of the sequences. In that
case we can fix these limiting values as the initiate values of the reversed sequences.
The limiting values of the inner angles ωnN−1 , ωnN−2 , ωnN−3 can be found for special
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kind of infinite sequences, namely for periodical sequences

{...qN−2qN−1qN−a...qN−2qN−1qN−a...qN−2qN−1},

with the period {qk}a
k=1 of the length a.

This class of sequences could be generalized to asymptotically periodical sequences
which consist of an arbitrary finite sequence at the outermost end, {...i∞−3i∞−2i∞−1},
preceded by a infinite periodical sequence with the period a

{qN−1qN−2...qN−aqN−1qN−2...qN−aqN−1...}.

However, we will study just periodical sequences, the asymptotically periodical se-
quences should be straightforward but cumbersome generalization.

For periodical sequences one can show that values of inner angles ωnk limit to asymp-
totically well defined values ω∞−1, ..., ω∞−a with the period a. We can thus take these
values as fixed values of the inner angles for the reversed infinite sequences starting at
the outermost self-collision.

6.6.2 Inner angles of constant sequences

γ/2

f(ω
 ;1

,1)
 = ω

ω  = f(ω ;1,1)
k

ωk-1

�/2

γ/2

ω =�/4+γ/4

ω = f(ω ;1,1)

k-1

f(ω
 ;1

,1)
 = ω - γ

/2

k-1

ω = f(ω;1,1)1 0

ω = �/20ω2 ω1

ω = f(ω;1,1)2 1

∞-1

∞-1 ∞-1

k-1

k-1

k-1
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Figure 6.10: Algorithm for generating of the inner angles for the sequence
{ik} = {1}. Equation (6.16) determines certain increasing function f(ω) (the red line) defin-
ing the recurrence relation ωk = f(ωk−1; 1, 1) for k = 0, ..., N − 1. There is the fixed point
f(ω∞−1; 1, 1) = ω∞−1 within (γ

2 ,
π
2 ), namely ω∞−1 = π

4 + γ
4 , which represents the limiting

value of the sequence {ωk}∞−1
k=0 . Couple of first steps of the recurrent calculation of values ωk

is also illustrated.
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In this paragraph we will study inner angles of constant sequences for {ik}N−1
k=0 = {q}N−1

k=0

with a trivial period of the length a = 1, where q ∈ [1, imax]. Thus, inner angles ωqk are
described by a single function ωqk = f(ωq(k−1); q, q), cf. definition (6.10). This function
determines the monotonic convergent sequence {ωqk} which results from inequality of
derivatives

0 <
df(ωq(k−1); q, q)

dωq(k−1)
< 1,

for any ωqk ∈ (q γ
2
, π

2
) as demonstrated in appendix C. More accurately, the sequence

{ωqk}N−1
k=0 decreases from the starting value ω0 = π

2
.

Moreover, the sequence determined by recurrent relation (6.16) contains the fixed
point

ωq(N−1) N→∞−−−→ π + qγ

4
,

within the interval (q γ
2
, π

2
), i.e., the point that is mapped to itself by the function f :

π + qγ

4
= f(

π + qγ

4
; q, q).

First few steps of the recurrence calculation are illustrated in figure 6.10. Obviously,
in the case ik = q = constant we need not to distinguish if self-collisions are added at
the innermost end, or at the outermost end. The existence of the fixed point which
is limiting value for N → ∞ guarantees that for large N the values ωq(N−k) for the
trailing terms in the sequence {ω0, ωq, ..., ωq(N−2), ωq(N−1)} will be essentially equal to
this limiting value, i.e., ωq(N−k) ≈ ω∞−1 for N � k.

6.6.3 Inner angles of periodical sequences

The recurrent formula (6.9) for inner self-collisions describes up to (imax)
2 different

functions f(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik) as ik−1 and ik vary through [1, 2, ..., imax]. It can be verified
that formula (6.9) represents increasing functions, see appendix B.1. Moreover, their
slope can be constrained similarly to the case of constant ik = q, and thus inequality

0 <
df(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik)

dωnk−1
< 1,

holds within the interval ωnk−1 ∈ (ik−1γ/2, π/2) as shown in appendix B.2. This condi-
tion implies that all functions f(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik) represent monotonic convergences with
fixed points on the line f(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik) = ωnk−1.

Monotonic convergence of periodically applied functions allow us to formulate a
hypothesis that a periodical sequence with a period a possess an attractor consisting
of a values ω&

1 , ..., ω
&
a . Here, the term attractor is used to label a stable loop, which is

approached by repeating the subsequence made just of a values ω&
1 , ..., ω

&
a corresponding

to particular q1, ..., qa. The attractors, or loops, cf. diagram 6.11, develop in process of
computation which starts with a fixed qk and evaluates a functions f(ωnk−1; qk−1, qk)
successively. In diagram 6.11 there are illustrated periodical sequences with periods
{p, q} and {p, q, r, p, q, s}, analogically to fig. 6.10.

However, the value ω&
qk

of an attractor represents just the desired limiting inner angle
ω∞−k, described above in paragraph 6.6.1, at the outer end of the infinite sequence.
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(b) Sequence with period {pqrpqs} where p < r < q < s

Figure 6.11: Attractors for periodical sequences. In the case of general sequences,
values ωnk “jumps” since various functions f(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik) are used in recurrence calculation
of ωnk . However, if a sequence is periodical with a period a then there exists an attractor
consisting of a values ω&

1 , ..., ω
&
a : Here, the term attractor is used to label a stable loop, which

is approached by repeating the subsequence made just of a values ω&
1 , ..., ω

&
a corresponding to

particular q1, ..., qa. The attractors, or loops, develop in process of computation which starts
with a fixed qk and evaluates a functions f(ωnk−1; qk−1, qk) successively. In this diagram there
are illustrated periodical sequences with periods {p, q}, a = 2, and {p, q, r, p, q, s}, a = 6,
analogically to fig. 6.10.

Thus, each limiting angle ω∞−k ≡ ω&
qk

included in an attractor corresponds to the
sequence of segments ending with the term qk. Obviously, in the case of sequences with
a trivial period of the length a = 1, the attractor consists of the only value identical to
the limiting inner angle, ω∞−1 ≡ ω&

q where q is fixed, cf. previous paragraph 6.6.2.
We can plot a graph of the last inner angles ωnN−1 for all sequences ending with

the same term as N increases. Depending on the final qk (of the period {qk}a
k=1)

which closes these sequences we can distinguish a sets/lines for sequences of the length
N . Similarly to the case of constant sequences, the existence of limiting inner angles
guarantees that for large N the values ωnN−k for the trailing terms within periodical
sequences {ω0, ωn1, ..., ωnN−2, ωnN−1} will be essentially equal to these limiting values,
i.e., ωnN−k ≈ ω∞−Mod(N−k,a) (respectively ωnN−k ≈ ω∞−a for Mod(N − k, a) = 0) for
N � k, where Mod is the modulo function and a is the period.

Two lines in diagram 6.12, which connect the last inner angles ωnN−1 , correspond
to two set of sequences ending with the same terms: The first (purple) line, which ends
with {...pqpqp}, approaches the limiting angle ω∞−1

p , while the second (red) line, which
ends with {...qpqpq}, approaches the limiting angle ω∞−1

q , as calculated in eq. (6.29). In
contrast, two zig-zag lines, which connect the last inner angles, correspond to two set of
sequences – as computed – starting with the same terms : Thus, the first zig-zag (red)
line starts with {pqpqp...}, while the second zig-zag (purple) line starts with {qpqpq...}.
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Figure 6.12: Limiting inner angles of sequences {...pqpqp} and {...qpqpq}. Obvi-
ously, last inner angles ωnN−1 of sequences {...pqpqp} and {...qpqpq} approach limiting val-
ues ω∞−1

p and ω∞−1
q as calculated in eq. (6.29). Thus, limiting angles ω∞−1

p , respectively
ω∞−1

q , correspond to sequences ending with the same terms: The first (purple) line ends with
{...pqpqp}, while the second (red) line ends with {...qpqpq}. In contrast, two zig-zag lines
connect the last inner angles which correspond to two different sequences – as computed –
starting with the same terms: Thus, the first zig-zag (red) line starts with {pqpqp...}, while
the second zig-zag (purple) line starts with {qpqpq...}. For comparison, lines corresponding to
sequences with the constant value of ik have been depicted: Namely, the sequence {...ppppp}
with the limit value π+pγ

4 (green line), and the sequence {...qqqqq} with the limit value π+qγ
4

(blue line).

For comparison, lines corresponding to sequences with the constant value of ik have
been also depicted in fig. 6.12: Namely, the sequence {...ppppp} with the limit value
π+pγ

4
(green line), and the sequence {...qqqqq} with the limit value π+qγ

4
(blue line).

For example, if a pair of numbers p �= q repeats periodically within a sequence
{ik}∞k=0, i.e., i2k = p and i2k−1 = q for any k, the sequence of inner angles ωnk is
determined by two functions f(ωnk−1; p, q) and f(ωnk; q, p). In order to determine its
attractor for this periodical sequence we substitute p and q into eq. (6.8) to obtain
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system of two equations

q sin(ω&
p − q

γ

2
) cos(ω&

q − p
γ

2
) sin(p

γ

2
) = p cos(ω&

p ) sin(ω&
q ) sin(q

γ

2
),

p sin(ω&
q − p

γ

2
) cos(ω&

p − q
γ

2
) sin(q

γ

2
) = q cos(ω&

q ) sin(ω&
p ) sin(p

γ

2
).

where solutions ω&
p and ω&

q denote two limiting inner angles ω∞−1
p and ω∞−1

q for se-
quences ending by p (= iN−1), respectively by q (= iN−1), self-intersections, and are
expressed in appendix D. Analogously, an attractor consisting of limiting inner angles
could be computed for any periodical sequence {...qNqN−a...qN−1qNqN−a...qN−1qN}.

In the case of general (non-periodic) sequences, exact values of limiting inner angles
cannot be found. However, we expect that limiting inner angles should be represented
by converging lines analogical to instances of constant sequences or periodical sequences:
If we assume a long enough arbitrary sequence, starting at the outermost end, then
adding self-collisions at the innermost end should not influence values of last inner
angles, radial distances, etc. In other words, limiting inner angles should be invariant
with respect to the extending and/or changing of general sequences at the innermost
end. It is numerical evidence that there exists the maximal, respectively minimal, value
which fixes the upper, respectively lower, boundary on limit inner angles. The upper
boundary is equal to π+imaxγ

4
, while the lower boundary is equal to π+γ

4
. In the case

of periodical sequences, we can specify even the range of limit inner angles within the
attractors: [π+qmin

4
, π+qmax

4
] where qmax, qmin denote the maximal, respectively minimal,

term of the repeating subsequence {qk}a
k=1.

6.7 Behavior of other quantities for N → ∞

In our study of behavior of other quantities for N → ∞ we start with the outer
radial distance rnN since all other explored quantities are directly proportional to it.

6.7.1 The outer radial distance rnN

From equation (6.14), respectively (6.18), it follows that the outer radial distance
rnN is finite for any sequence {ik}N

k=0 with the impact parameter from the range
ρ ∈ [−ρmax, ρmax]. In the previous section we have shown that last inner angles ωnN−1

approach limiting inner angles ω∞−1 for arbitrary sequences. Hence, we can conclude
that also the outer radial distance rnN converges to a finite value r∞. More accurately,
the outer radial distance rnN either decreases, or increases to the limiting value for
N → ∞, since there exist two self-colliding solutions for given initial parameters u and
ρ.

As we are able to determine the exact limiting inner angles for fixed and periodical
sequences, we can specify also corresponding values r∞ for such sequences. For example,
in the case of constant sequences {q}∞k=0, the limit of the outer radial distance r∞ can
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rnN

N→∞

from the vertexN=1 2 3 4 5 6

{...ppppp}

p < q

{...qqqqq}

{...qpqpq}

{...pqpqp}

Figure 6.13: The radial distance rnN as a function of the number N of self-collisions.
Since we have shown that last inner angles ωnN−1 approach limiting inner angles ω∞−1 for
arbitrary sequences {ik}∞k=0, we can conclude that also the outer radial distances rnN converges
to finite values r∞, cf. relation (6.14). More accurately, the outer radial distance rnN either
decreases, or increases to the limit for N → ∞, since there exist two self-colliding solutions
for given initial parameters u and ρ. As we are able to determine exact limiting inner angles
for fixed and periodical sequences, we can specify also corresponding values r∞ for such
sequences. In this diagram we can see values rnN for increasing N for the constant sequences
{p}N

k=0 (green) and {q}N
k=0 (blue), and for the periodical sequences {...qpqp} (purple) and

{...pqpq} (red).

be expressed as

r∞ =
quΔt

2
√

2 sin(q γ
2
)

√√√√
1 ±

√
1 − 16ρ2 sin2(q γ

2
)

(quΔt)2
, (6.30)

cf. eq. (6.18). In diagram 6.13 we can see values rnN for increasing N for constant se-
quences {p}N

k=0 (green) and {q}N
k=0 (blue), and for periodical sequences {...qpqp} (pur-

ple) and {...pqpq} (red).

Obviously, the limiting outer radius r∞ is maximal for q = imax and ρ = 0. Thus,
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the value

r∞ =
imaxuΔt

2
√

2 sin(imax
γ
2
)
,

separates the region with finite number of solutions

r ∈
[

imaxuΔt

2
√

2 sin(imax
γ
2
)
,∞
]
,

from the region with infinite number of solutions

r ∈
[
0,

imaxuΔt

2
√

2 sin(imax
γ
2
)

]
,

cf. paragraph 6.3.

6.7.2 Inner radial distances and lengths of paths between two
self-collisions

In this paragraph we will look at the behavior of radial distances rnk of inner self-
collisions, cf. eq. (6.7), and lengths of paths between two inner self-collisions

∑nk+1−1
j=nk

sj,
cf. eq. (6.6). First, we have to distinguish two types of limits taken for N → ∞: (i)
Either we evaluate inner radial distances and paths for nk with fixed k, or (ii) we figure
out radii and paths for nN−k with constant k. Let us investigate both types separately.

The first limit determines behavior of radial distances and lengths of segments in
the vicinity of the vertex since k is fixed while N → ∞. In diagram 6.14 we can see
how inner radii rnk and paths

∑
j s

j quickly approach zero, i.e.,

rnk
N→∞−−−→ 0,

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj N→∞−−−→ 0.

because the product, in equations (6.7) and (6.6), is over terms smaller than one. Hence,
most of the inner loops are cumulated next to the vertex. Notice that the path between
inner self-collisions is shortened as it approaches the vertex while time to pass the loop
remains the same Δt. This implies that velocities unk reduce for k → 0, or also

unk
N→∞−−−→ 0,

which is in accord with conclusion of section 6.2.2. Moreover, vanishing values of lengths∑nk+1−1
j=nk

sj, when k is fixed and N → ∞, guarantee that the length of the whole path
can be finite even for infinite number of self-collisions.

The second limit describes radial distances and lengths of segments from the view
of the external observer, i.e., in the neighborhood of the outer self-collision. Indeed, the
N − k self-collision is separated from the outer one just by (fixed) k self-collisions for
N → ∞. The radial distance rnN−k is equal to the outer radial distance rnN multiplied
by a constant factor smaller than one. As the outer radius converges to a limit for
N → ∞ the value rnN−k remains virtually constant, cf. graph 6.13.
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rnk

k=N

p < q

N→∞
to the vertex

{...ppp}

{...qqq}

(a)

rnk

k=N

{...pqppq}

p < q

to the vertex

{...qpqpq}

N→∞

(b)

snk

k=N

p < q

to the vertex

{...ppp}

{...qqq}

N→∞

(c)

snk

N=k to the vertex

N→∞

{...pqppq}

p < q

{...qpqpq}

(d)

Figure 6.14: Inner radial distances and lengths of paths between two self-collisions
when nk is fixed and N → ∞. We can see how radial distances rnk (upper diagrams)
and lengths

∑nk+1−1
j=nk

sj (bottom diagrams) quickly approach zero because of the product
in eqs. (6.7) and (6.6). Hence, most of inner loops are cumulated next to the vertex when
N → ∞. Moreover, vanishing values of lengths

∑nk+1−1
j=nk

sj guarantee that the length of the
whole path can be finite even for infinite number of self-collisions.

Starting from the outer self-collision, the following inner radial distances are given
by multiplying by a factor

sin(ω∞−k − i∞−k
γ
2
)

sinω∞−k
,

where ω∞−k denotes a limiting inner angle and i∞−k its separation from ω∞−k−1, cf.
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eq. (6.7). Moreover, in the case of periodical sequences, there is a constant factor

a∏
j=1

sin(ω∞−j − i∞−j
γ
2
)

sinω∞−j
, (6.31)

which transforms a radial distances r∞−1, ..., r∞−a into r∞−a−1, ..., r∞−2a. Because ra-
dial distances rnk and lengths of paths between the k-th and k + 1-th self-collision are
related by the factor

sin(ik
γ
2
)

sin(ωnk − ik
γ
2
)
,

cf. eq. (6.6), lengths s∞−1, ..., s∞−a are rescaled in the same way within periodical
sequences, where s∞−1 represent sum of segments between the last inner self-collision
and the outer self-collision.

In other words, thanks to the conical geometry and the fact that the last inner
angles converge to fixed values, pattern made of a self-collisions, where a is a period,
is periodically reproduced as receding the outer self-collision. Of course, the pattern is
scaled down by constant factor (6.31) in each repetition. Finally, notice that nonva-

nishing values of lengths
∑nN−k+1−1

j=nN−k
sj coming from outermost loops, when k is fixed

and N → ∞, guarantee nontrivial contributions into the sum for the whole path, see
the next paragraph.

6.7.3 Length S of the whole inner path

The formula for the length of the whole inner path is given by sum over all inner
path segments

SN =

N−1∑
k=0

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj = rnN

N−1∑
k=0

sin(ik
γ
2
)

sin(ωnk − ik
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sin(ωnj)
. (6.32)

In diagram 6.15a we can see that the length of the whole inner path SN is an increasing
function of N converging to the limiting value

∑N→∞
k=0 snk ≡ S∞. Specifically, blue and

green lines represent lengths of constant sequences while red and purple lines correspond
to periodical sequences.

In the previous paragraph 6.7.2 we have shown that most of inner loops cumulates
next to the vertex for N → ∞ which guarantees that the sum S∞ over infinite number
of inner path segments (connecting infinite number of self-collisions) is finite. Obviously,
the sum is determined by contributions from outermost loops. The value S∞ can be
computed by two methods: Either by limiting the recurrent formula derived from the
sum (6.32), or by summing the infinite geometric progression resulting from the sum
(6.32) after substitution of limiting inner angles ω∞−1, see calculations in appendices
E and F.

For constant sequences, {q}N
k=0, the formula (6.32) reduces into

SN =

N−1∑
k=0

sqk = rqN

N−1∑
k=0

sin(q γ
2
)

sin(ωqk − q γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωqj − q γ
2
)

sin(ωqj)
. (6.33)
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N

Sn

{...ppppp}

N

p < q

{...qqqqq}
{...qpqpq}
{...pqpqp}

N=1

(a)

N

InN

N=1

{...ppppp}

p < q

{...qqqqq}
{...qpqpq}
{...pqpqp}

(b)

Figure 6.15: Length S and action I of the whole inner path. (a) The length of
the whole inner path SN is an increasing function of N converging to the limiting value∑N→∞

k=0 snk ≡ S∞. It can be shown that the sum S∞ over infinite number of inner path
segments is finite. Blue and green lines represent lengths of constant sequences while red and
purple lines correspond to periodical sequences. (b) The action of the whole inner path IN

partly reproduces behavior of the outer radial distance rnN . As the radius rnN is finite for
each N the action IN of the inner path for N → ∞ self-collisions is finite as well. In diagram
(b) we can see the action IN for constant sequences (blue and green lines) and for periodical
sequences (red and purple lines).

The corresponding infinite sum S∞ is equal to

S∞ =
√

2 r∞ cos(q
γ

4
) ,

cf. appendix E, where the radial distance r∞ is defined by eq. (6.30). Accordingly, the
length S∞ is finite and can be exactly computed for periodical sequences. In appendix
F the sum S∞ is expressed for the periodical sequence with the period a = 2, i.e.,
consisting of the subsequence {pq}.

6.7.4 Action I of the whole inner path

We define the action IN of the whole inner path with N self-collisions and derive
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the formula for it:

IN =
m

2

∫
v2dt =

m

2

N−1∑
k=0

∫ (
2
∑nk+1−1

j=nk
sj

ikΔt

)2

dt = 2m

N−1∑
k=0

(∑nk+1−1
j=nk

sj

ikΔt

)2

Δt =

=
2m

Δt

N−1∑
k=0

(
nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj

ik

)2

=
2m

Δt
(rnN )2

N−1∑
k=0

[
sin(ik

γ
2
)

ik sin(ωnk − ik
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sin(ωnj)

]2

,

(6.34)

The sum of squares represents increasing function of N which approaches a limit value
for N → ∞. This is shown in appendix G for constant sequences. As the radial distance
rnN is finite for each N the action IN of the inner path for N → ∞ self-collisions is finite
as well. Notice that behavior of the action IN corresponds directly to the behavior of
the radius rnN : increasing rnN results in rising IN , while decreasing rnN leads to falling
IN , cf. diagrams 6.13 and 6.15b. In diagram 6.15b we can see the action IN for constant
sequences, blue and green lines, and for periodical sequences, red and purple lines.

For constant sequences formula (6.34) reduces to

IN =
2m

Δt

(
rqN
)2 N−1∑

k=0

[
sin(q γ

2
)

q sin(ωqk − q γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωqj − q γ
2
)

sin(ωqj)

]2

. (6.35)

It is derived in appendix G that the action I∞ for infinite number of self-collision is
equal to

I∞ =
2m

Δt
(r∞)2 sin(q

γ

2
),

where the radial distance r∞ is expressed in eq. (6.30). From comparison of formulas
(6.32) and (6.34) it follows that both methods used for computation of the length S∞

can be used to determine the I∞, see appendix G. Obviously, calculation of I∞ for
periodical sequences would be analogical to that of S∞ as well.





Conclusion

Recapitulation

In this work we have investigated a simple interacting system in the space with a
nontrivial causal structure, cf. [21, 22]. We have considered model of an elastically
interacting particle in the non-relativistic space with a time machine realized by a
wormhole with a time shift. We have required that standard local physical laws hold
and searched for their globally consistent solutions, i.e, we have assumed the validity of
the principle of self-consistency. If there were a nontrivial set of initial conditions which
would violate this principle, the system would be logically inconsistent. We have shown
that the investigated system is not inconsistent in this sense and thus confirmed results
obtained for similar systems studied, e.g., in [14]. Specifically, we have found that a
globally consistent evolution exists for all natural initial conditions, and, moreover, that
more than one solution exists for a wide class of initial conditions. Thus, the evolution
of the described system is not unique. Thanks to the chosen model we have been able
carry out a detailed explicit analysis of the structure of solutions even for multiply
interacting system.

The content of the first chapter is partly a review of the known problems related to
time machines and partly a very brief introduction to the wormhole time machines. In
the second chapter we have defined the (non-relativistic) conical spacetime with induced
time shift which provided the background for a study of trajectories in the presence of
the time machine. The main reason for the restriction to the non-relativistic case is
the billiard character of collisions, i.e., collisions of rigid spherical balls, which allowed
us to formulate the problem explicitly. The third chapter was devoted to formulation
of the rules of motion. Also, the dangerous initial conditions which could lead to the
paradoxical situations have been defined. Next, the rules of self-collisions have been
analyzed and possible types of self-collisions have been found. At last, we have specified
geometry of self-collisions and investigated another symmetry resulting from the conical
geometry.

In the fourth chapter we have considered the limit of the point-like particle, R→ 0,
which has turned out to be scale invariant. First, we have introduced parameters for
initial trajectories and defined quantities describing self-collisions on these trajectories.
Then we have looked at collision-free trajectories and specified the conditions for the
self-collisions. We have concentrated on the self-collision occurring closest to the axis
on the cone on which only one self-intersection is allowed. Next, we have demonstrated
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that there exist globally consistent evolutions for this system in the presence of the time
machine and shown that these evolutions are not unique. Finally, we have investigated
the asymptotic behavior of the initial and final trajectory as it differs in the total time
contribution due to the distinct angular and temporal location of the self-collision.

However, the point particle model is not rich enough to investigate structure of tra-
jectories corresponding to the dangerous initial conditions. Hence, in the fifth chapter
the discussion has been extended to the case of non-relativistic, freely moving solid
balls with finite radius, R > 0. We have focused again on the self-collision occurring
closest to the apex. After we derived and analyzed relations for such a self-collision, we
have separated two types of self-collisions indistinguishable in the point-like case. Next,
we have shown that the free trajectories given by the dangerous initial conditions can
be replaced by the trajectories possessing self-collisions to avoid paradoxical situations.
Thus we have found that a number of solutions for given initial data is conserved, i.e.,
it is the same for the dangerous initial data as for the generic ones. Finally, we have
expressed geometrical restrictions imposing constraints on initial values u and ρ which
ensure that the ball fits in the conical space.

Till the last chapter we have considered only trajectories with at most one self-
collision. However, in principle, it can happen that the particle self-collides more times
and it really happens. Such a possibility enlarges a number of solutions for given initial
data and thus complicates the discussion of all possible particle motions. Because of the
complexity of the system – determined by the number of occurrence of the particle –
we have switched back to the point-like (and scale invariant) case. We have found that
geometry of the inner self-collisions is entirely given by the apex angle γ and the chosen
sequence of self-events and that the inner self-collisions are always of type I. Next, we
have derived the equation for the outer self-collisions and explicated the way of addition
of extra self-collisions into the sequences. This equation has allowed us to formulate
the explicit expressions for the limits on the impact parameter ρmax (admitting the
outer self-collisions) for various classes of sequences. On this basis we have been able
to separate the range of ρ with finite number of solutions from the interval with an
infinite number of solutions. Analogously to the case of one self-collision of the point-
particle, we have shown that any paradoxical self-intersection occurring at the end of the
sequence can be superseded by the corresponding (and geometrically indistinguishable
in the point-like case) dangerous self-collision and we have illustrated mechanism of such
replacements (between pairs of sequences) in diagrams. Because of plurality of solutions
for the given initial conditions we have investigated asymptotic behavior of solutions in
the following paragraph and calculated relations for the total time contribution gained
along trajectories passing through the time machine. Finally, we have concentrated
on infinite sequences of self-collisions since they serve as a good approximation of very
long sequences and studied behavior of all relevant quantities. We have found that the
periodical sequences play especially important role in understanding of this behavior.
We have obtained that sequences with infinite self-collisions define finite inner path and
finite action along this path.

Let us summarize our work. We have studied the system of a (billiard) particle
moving in a non-relativistic space with the time machine which is very close to that of
[14]. We have confirmed that all initial conditions have globally consistent and non-
unique evolutions in the presence of time machine. However, since we have chosen
a different time-machine configuration (which significantly simplifies the analysis) we
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have been able to solve the equations of motion explicitly which has allowed us a very
detailed study of various attributes of motion within the time machine spacetime. At
the same time, the model is sufficiently nontrivial to reproduce the most important
features of systems with time machines. Moreover, this elaborated model can be reused
for another analysis, for example, study of systems with multiple self-collisions of the
finite ball which can be necessary for resolution of some of open problems, see paragraph
bellow.

Open problems and future prospects

We have found that a number of solutions for given initial data is the same for
dangerous initial data as for generic ones in the natural configuration, γ > π/2, for
one self-collision. But, when we have considered the structure of solutions for the
finite ball for γ < π/2 we have found a gap in the solution curves, cf. par. 5.4. This
could indicate that there could exist a nontrivial set of paradoxical initial conditions
when the solutions evolved from these conditions are really restricted. However, in this
case, γ < π/2, there is the possibility of multiple self-intersections between several self-
collisions which remains as open problem. It is supposed that such analysis of multiple
self-collisions would complicate the discussion significantly though it is treatable due to
the simplicity of the model. However, from the obtained results of multiple self-collisions
of the point-particle it is far from clear if it resolved this problem.

The problem complicates even more when we realize that a role in filling the solu-
tion gap could play evolutions with the so-called ghost particle. Such a particle appears
from the time machine, hits the particle coming from infinity, and deflects itself back
to the time machine so as to reappear it in the mentioned way. This evolution posses
actually two particles. Generalized evolutions with multiple self-collisions involve mul-
tiple particles occurring on variety of inner loops, in opposition to multiple versions of
one particle examined in this work.

It would also be interesting to derive such a quantity as the action with respect to
the initial and final time and position. Along with the action of the inner trajectory we
would obtain the total action which would allow to compute corresponding probabilities
for different evolutions for given initial and final points. This task is, however, compli-
cated by the fact that trajectories given by the same initial position diverges from each
other and thus the particle occurs at the final time at different locations. However, this
problem could be resolved by an appropriate reformulation of the model. And if we
were able to assign probabilities to different evolutions we would have a better insight
to indeterminism implied by the multiplicity of solutions for given initial conditions.
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Appendix A

Lengths of paths between
self-collisions

In order to derive equations for self-collisions we have to determine lengths of paths
between two self-collisions. These can be easily derived in the parametrization with
ϕ = 0 and ψ = 0, when self-intersections and self-interactions are located either on the
wormhole, or on the opposite radial line, cf. figure A.1.

2ω
�–γ
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2ω–2γ
3

2ω
5

r5

u,ρ

2ω3

r3

2ω–2γ1
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r2r2
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ω - γ/23

s3

ω–γ/2
1

s2

ω - γ/23

Figure A.1: The parametrization with ϕ = 0. This parametrization is convenient for
deriving relations which determine lengths of paths between two self-collisions.

First, we realize that the particle has to travel to the past along all inner loops,
otherwise it would prevent itself from another self-collision. In other words, the angles
ωp, for p = 0, ..., nN − 1, have to be positive. Hence, the angle ωp assigned to the p-th
self-intersection following the (p− 1)-th self-event decreases by γ

2

ωp = ωp−1 − γ

2
,
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as the self-intersections (as well as self-collisions) occur alternately on two opposite
radial lines, cf. section 2.2. Generally, to determine any angle ωp for nk+1 > p ≥ nk

corresponding to a self-intersection which follows the nk-th self-collision and precedes
the nk+1-th self-collision we have to subtract multiples of γ

2
to receive

ωp = ωnk − (p− nk)
γ

2
, (A.1)

for k = 1, ..., N . As an example see figure 6.1 with just one free passage after the first
(ω2 = ω1 − γ

2
) and third self-collision (ω4 = ω3 − γ

2
).

A.1 Length of a particular path segment

Let us first express relations for lengths of particular path segments between two self-
collisions. For radial distances rp, p = 0, ..., P , and path segments sp, p = 0, ..., P − 1,
we obtain

sp

sin γ
2

=
rp+1

sinωp
=

rp

sin(ωp − γ
2
)
, (A.2)

due to the sinus theorem, cf. fig. A.1. We can thus relate all radial distances rp, lengths
sp and directions ωp are related to the radial distance of the outer self-collision rnN

which is defined by the constraint

rnN =
ρ

sinωnN
, (A.3)

cf. equation (4.2).
Indeed, the second equality in eq. (A.2) implies the recurrent formula for radial

distances

rp = rp+1 sin(ωp − γ
2
)

sinωp
,

for both self-intersections and self-collisions. Moreover, for nk ≤ p ≤ q < nk+1 we can
generalize the above formula as

rp = rq sin(ωp − (q − p)γ
2
)

sinωp
, (A.4)

where both natural numbers p and q lie between the nk-th and the nk+1-th self-collision,
cf. figure A.2.

If we substitute p = nk and q = nk+1 = nk + ik into eq. (A.4) we obtain

rnk = rnk+1
sin(ωnk − ik

γ
2
)

sinωnk
.

Step-by-step multiplication from the outer, i.e., most remote, nN -th self-collision to the
nk-th radial distance gives

rnk = rnN

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
. (A.5)
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n
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n
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q

0

k+1
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N

step-by-step

factor

Figure A.2: Schema of computing rp respective sp. Two direction of computation: First,
step-by-step multiplication from the outer, i.e., most remote, nN -th self-collision to the nk-th
radial distance. Second, multiplying the result of the first step by the factor corresponding to
the passage from nk-th self-collision to the p-th radial distance where p > nk.

in accord with the arrow of computation in schema A.2.
For arbitrary nk ≤ p < nk+1 and k < N we must multiply expression (A.5) by

factor sinωnk

sin(ωnk−(p−nk)γ/2)
corresponding to formula (A.4) for q = p and p = nk to get

radial distances rp

rp = rnN
sinωnk

sin(ωnk − (p− nk)
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
, (A.6)

for both self-intersections and self-collisions. Notice that for k = N we have assumed∏
= 1.
The second equality in eq. (A.2) enable us to express relation between rp and sp

sp = rp sin γ
2

sin(ωp − γ
2
)
, (A.7)

which together with relations for arbitrary ωp, eq. (A.1), and rp, eq. (A.6), yield final
formula for arbitrary path segment sp

sp = rnN
sin γ

2

sin(ωnk − (p− nk + 1)γ
2
)

sinωnk

sin(ωnk − (p− nk)
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
. (A.8)

A.2 Length of the whole path between two self-

collisions

The path between two self-collisions is the straight line (on the cone) since interme-
diate self-intersections do not change its direction. If we unfold the trajectory together
with the cone, see figure A.3, we receive a number of copies of the cone depending on
the number of intersections of the path and the wormhole. The two concerned self-
collisions become connected by the straight line (in the unfolded plane), and thus we
can express the whole path between them using the ordinary sinus theorem.
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Figure A.3: The length of the unfolded path between two successive self-collisions.
If we unfold the trajectory together with the cone we receive a number of copies of the cone
depending on the number of intersections of the path and the wormhole. The two self-collisions
become connected by the straight line (in the unfolded plane), and thus we can express the
whole path between them using the ordinary sinus theorem. The length of the unfolded path
between the first self-collision, given by (ω1, r1), and the second self-collision, given by (ω4, r4),
is determined by formula (A.2). However, this expression still depends on values of all inner
angles with 1 < j < N .

Analogically to the equation (A.2) we can write down∑nk+1−1
j=nk

sj

sin(ik
γ
2
)

=
rnk+1

sinωnk
=

rnk

sin(ωnk − ik
γ
2
)
,

which after substitution from eq. (A.5) leads to the relation

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj = rnN
sin(ik

γ
2
)

sin(ωnk − ik
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
, (A.9)

cf. formula for the path segment (A.8). Using this relation we can write down a sum
formula of inverse sine. Notice that by summing separate segments of equation (A.8)
we obtain formula for the whole path between two self-collisions

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj =

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

rnN
sin γ

2

sin(ωnk − (j − nk + 1)γ
2
)

sinωnk

sin(ωnk − (j − nk)
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
.

Comparing this expression with equation (A.9) we receive

sin(ik
γ
2
)

sin(γ
2
) sin(ωnk) sin(ωnk − ik

γ
2
)

=

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

1

sin(ωnk − (j − nk)
γ
2
) sin(ωnk − (j − nk + 1)γ

2
)
,

which can be modified into the formula for the sum of inverse sines

sin(kα)

sin(α) sin(ω) sin(ω − kα)
=

k−1∑
i=0

1

sin(ω − iα) sin(ω − (i+ 1)α)
.
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Here we changed the variable ωnk → ω, the constant γ
2
→ α > 0, and indexes j−nk → i

and ik = nk+1 − nk → k. This formula holds for any ω: ω �= iα, i = 0, ..., k and α �= 0.
To demonstrate the above formula we compute the length of the path between the

first self-collision (given by (ω1, r1)) and the second self-collision (given by (ω4, r4)) as
depicted in figure A.3. This length is determined by formula

3∑
j=1

sj = rnN
sin(3γ

2
)

sin(ω1 − 3γ
2

)

N−1∏
j=1

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sinωnj
,

which still depends on values of all inner angles with 1 < p < N , see schema in fig. A.2.

A.3 Length of the path segments beyond the outer

self-collision

It is obvious that the length of the path segments beyond the outer self-collision
has no end point. However, we can take closer look at expressions for lengths of path
segments following the outer self-collision and preceding the last and infinite path seg-
ment. Thus, formulas for radial distances for p ≥ nN corresponding to self-intersections
following the outer self-collision are given by

rp = rnN
sinωnN

sin(ωnN − (p− nN )γ
2
)
, (A.10)

which we receive replacing nk by nN in eq. (A.6) and supposing
∏

= 1. Or, we
can replace (A.1) and (A.3) in the generalized constraint rp = ρ

sin ωp , cf. eq. (4.2), which
relates quantities ωp and rp even after the outer self-collision. Furthermore, substituting
(A.1) and (A.10) into (A.7) we obtain

sp = rnN
sin γ

2

sin(ωnN − (p− nN + 1)γ
2
)

sinωnN

sin(ωnN − (p− nN)γ
2
)
. (A.11)

Sum of path segments following the outer nN -th self-collision and preceding the last
P -th self-intersection is given by

p−1∑
j=nN

sj = rnN
sin((p− nN )γ

2
)

sin(ωnN − iN
γ
2
)
,

using straightened path where nN < p ≤ P and definition (6.26). Notice, however, that
for the last segment sP is the value given by (A.11) negative, sP < 0.



Appendix B

Behavior of the inner angles

In this appendix we account for some important attributes of formula (6.9) for the
inner angles ωnk .

B.1 Uniqueness of inner angles ωnk

We want find out if eq. (6.9) determines unique relationship between two successive
inner directions ωnk−1 and ωnk given numbers ik−1 and ik. We carry out derivative

dωnk

dωnk−1
=

[
1 +

(
tan(ik

γ

2
) +

ik−1 sin(ωnk−1) sin(ik
γ
2
)

ik cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1
γ
2
) cos(ik

γ
2
) sin(ik−1

γ
2
)

)2
]−1

×

×
(

ik−1 sin(ik
γ
2
) cos(ωnk−1)

ik sin(ik−1
γ
2
) cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
) cos(ik

γ
2
)

+
ik−1 sin(ik

γ
2
) sin(ωnk−1) sin(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
)

ik sin(ik−1
γ
2
) cos2(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
) cos(ik

γ
2
)

)
,

whereby we receive product of two positive brackets since ωnk−1 ∈ (ik−1
γ
2
, π

2
). Thus,

relation (6.9) defines increasing function ωnk = f(ωnk−1)

dωnk

dωnk−1
> 0,

and hence we can also conclude that there is always just one ωnk for any ωnk−1 given
ik and ik−1.

B.2 Confinement to the slope

To show that the slope of functions ωnk = f(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik) can be constrained we
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differentiate formula (6.9)

dωnk

dωnk−1
=

[
1 +

(
tan(ik

γ

2
) +

ik−1 sin(ωnk−1) sin(ik
γ
2
)

ik cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1
γ
2
) cos(ik

γ
2
) sin(ik−1

γ
2
)

)2
]−1

×

×
(

ik−1 sin(ik
γ
2
) cos(ωnk−1)

ik sin(ik−1
γ
2
) cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
) cos(ik

γ
2
)

+
ik−1 sin(ik

γ
2
) sin(ωnk−1) sin(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
)

ik sin(ik−1
γ
2
) cos2(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
) cos(ik

γ
2
)

)
,

and modify it into the form

dωnk

dωnk−1
=

ik−1ik sin(ik−1
γ
2
) cos(ik−1

γ
2
) sin(ik

γ
2
) cos(ik

γ
2
)

i2k sin2(ik−1
γ
2
) cos2(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
) + 2ik−1ik sin2(ik

γ
2
) sin(ik−1

γ
2
) sin(ωnk−1) cos(ωnk−1 − ik−1

γ
2
)+

...

+i2k−1 sin2(ik
γ
2
) sin2(ωnk−1)

,

which results in the desired inequality

dωnk

dωnk−1
< 1,

that holds even in the general case within the interval ωnk−1 ∈ (ik−1
γ
2
, π

2
). Notice, more-

over, that the derivatives can be ordered into inequalities according to the parameters
ik−1 and ik

0 <
df(ωnk−1; imax, imax)

dωnk−1
<

df(ωnk−1; qmax, qmax)

dωnk−1
<

df(ωnk−1; ik−1, ik)

dωnk−1
<

<
df(ωnk−1; qmin, qmin)

dωnk−1
<

df(ωnk−1; 1, 1)

dωnk−1
< 1,

for ωnk−1 ∈ (γ/2, π/2) which suggests behavior of boundaries for limit inner angles.

B.3 The maximum |ρmax| is increasing function of

the last inner angle ωnN−1

The maximum |ρm| (corresponding to a sequence {nk}N
k=0) is increasing function

of the angle ωnN−1 (while we fix the number iN−1) as can be verified by carrying out
derivative

dρnN
m

dωnN−1
=

iN−1uΔt

4 sin(iN−1
γ
2
)

[
cos(ωnN−1)

cos(ωnN−1 − iN−1
γ
2
)

+
sin(ωnN−1) sin(ωnN−1 − iN−1

γ
2
)

cos2(ωnN−1 − iN−1
γ
2
)

]
> 0,

for any ωnN−1 ∈ (iN−1
γ
2
, π

2
).



Appendix C

Behavior of the inner angles for the
constant sequences

Let us consider the case of the constant sequences ik = q. We will show that the
inner angles form decreasing sequence {ωqk}N

k=0 with fixed point π+qγ
4

for N → ∞, i.e.,
that the formula (6.19) represents the fixed point iteration. The sequence {ωqk}N

k=0

is described by a single increasing function ωqk = f(ωq(k−1); q, q), cf. paragraph B.1.
Furthermore, we can rearrange the corresponding derivative

dωqk

dωq(k−1)
=

[
1 +

(
tan(q

γ

2
) +

sin(ωq(k−1))

cos(ωq(k−1) − q γ
2
) cos(q γ

2
)

)2
]−1

×

×
(

cos(ωq(k−1))

cos(ωq(k−1) − q γ
2
) cos(q γ

2
)

+
sin(ωq(k−1)) sin(ωq(k−1) − q γ

2
)

cos2(ωq(k−1) − q γ
2
) cos(q γ

2
)

)
,

into the form

dωqk

dωq(k−1)
=

1

1 + 4 sin2(ωq(k−1)) tan2(q γ
2
) + 4 sin2(ωq(k−1)) cos(ωq(k−1)) tan2(q γ

2
)
< 1,

for any ωqk ∈ (q γ
2
, π

2
). Thus, we have proved inequality

0 <
dωqk

dωq(k−1)
< 1,

which defines monotonic convergence within the interval (q γ
2
, π

2
). Moreover, it can be

verified that
π + qγ

4
= f(

π + qγ

4
, q),

i.e., a fixed point occurs within the same interval. Finally, we compare two successive
values of inner angles

tan(ωq(k−1)) > tan(ωqk),

and after some algebra we receive that inner angles form decreasing sequence {ωqk} for
k → ∞ (or we realize that the starting value ω0 = π

2
is also the maximal value) with

the fixed point limit π+qγ
4

.
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Appendix D

Attractor of the periodical sequence
with the period a = 2

Let us compute attractor of periodical sequence with the period a = 2, i.e., sequence
consisting of the repeating subsequence of two terms: {p, q}. Substituting into eq. (6.8)
we obtain system of two equations

q sin(ωq − q
γ

2
) cos(ωp − p

γ

2
) sin(p

γ

2
) = p cosωq sinωp sin(q

γ

2
),

p sin(ωp − p
γ

2
) cos(ωq − q

γ

2
) sin(q

γ

2
) = q cosωp sinωq sin(p

γ

2
),

where ωp and ωq represent desired fixed points defining the attractor. Expressing
tan(ωq) from both equations and comparing them we receive the quadratic equation
with variable tan(ωp)

tan2(ωp)
[
−pq sin2(p

γ

2
) cos(p

γ

2
) − p2 sin2(q

γ

2
) cos(p

γ

2
)
]
+

tan(ωp)
[
q2 sin3(p

γ

2
) + 2pq sin3(p

γ

2
) + p2 sin2(q

γ

2
) sin(p

γ

2
)
]
+[

q2 sin2(p
γ

2
) cos(p

γ

2
) + pq sin2(p

γ

2
) cos(p

γ

2
)
]

= 0.

This equation posses one positive root ωp which can be plugged into explicit formula
(6.9) to obtain the other value ωq. Thus, we have determined two limiting values of the
periodical sequence made of the repeating subsequence {p, q}

ωp = f(ωq; p, q),

ωq = f(ωp; q, p),

which form the attractor.
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Appendix E

Length SN of the inner path for
N → ∞ self-collisions for the
constant sequences

Let us compute the length of the whole path forN → ∞, i.e., sum (6.33) over infinite
number of inner path segments, for the case of sequences with constant number q of
intermediate self-intersections. The sum S∞ can be computed by two methods: Either
by limiting the recurrent formula (E.2) bellow, or by summing the infinite geometric
progression. The first method consists in summing of increasing number of self-collisions
N . While the second method uses the fact that known limiting inner angles ω∞−1 are
virtually constant for N → ∞ which results in geometrical series easily to evaluate (for
constant sequences). Let us rewrite sum (6.33)

SN =

N−1∑
k=0

sqk = rqN sin(q
γ

2
)

N−1∑
k=0

1

sin(ωqk − q γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωqj − q γ
2
)

sin(qωj)
,

where the term sin(q γ
2
) has been factored out.

Now, we derive the length S∞ made of infinite number of inner path segments by the
first method. We introduce the sum σN ≡ SN

rqN sin(qγ/2)
and write it down in matrix-like
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form

σN−1 =

1

sin(ω0 − q γ
2
)

[
sin(ω0 − q γ

2
)

sin(ω0)
× sin(ωq − q γ

2
)

sin(ωq)
× ...× sin(ωqk − q γ

2
)

sin(ωqk)
× ...× sin(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin(ωq(N−1))

]
+

1

sin(ωq − q γ
2
)

[
sin(ωq − q γ

2
)

sin(ωq)
× ...× sin(ωqk − q γ

2
)

sin(ωqk)
× ...× sin(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin(ωq(N−1))

]
+

.

.

1

sin(ωqk − q γ
2
)

[
sin(ωqk − q γ

2
)

sin(ωqk)
× ...× sin(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin(ωq(N−1))

]
+

.

.

1

sin(ωq(N−1) − q γ
2
)

[
sin(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin(ωq(N−1))

]
,

(E.1)

from which the recurrent formula follows

σN = σN−1 sin(ωqN − q γ
2
)

sin(ωqN)
+

1

sin(ωqN − q γ
2
)

sin(ωqN − q γ
2
)

sin(ωqN)
. (E.2)

For N → ∞ we obtain

σ∞ = σ∞ sin(ω∞ − q γ
2
)

sin(ω∞)
+

1

sin(ω∞)
,

from which we can easily express the sum

σ∞ =
1

sin(ω∞) − sin(ω∞ − q γ
2
)
,

where ω∞ = π+qγ
4

is the fixed point for the sequence {q}∞k=0. Finally, we substitute σ∞

back into (6.33) to receive the length S∞ of the path composed from infinite number
of path segments

S∞ = σ∞r∞ sin(q
γ

2
) =

√
2 r∞ cos(q

γ

4
),

where the radial distance r∞ corresponds to two solutions determined by eq. (6.30)

r∞ =
q	tu

2
√

2 sin(q γ
2
)

√√√√
1 ±

√
1 − 16ρ2 sin2(q γ

2
)

(q	tu)2
.
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On the other hand, we can plug the limiting inner angle ω∞−1 into the sum (6.33)
over infinite number of inner path segments to obtain relation

S∞ = r∞
sin(q γ

2
)

sin(π
4
− q γ

4
)

∞∑
k=0

(
sin(π

4
− q γ

4
)

sin(π
4

+ q γ
4
)

)k

,

since the value ω∞−1 = π/4 + γ/4 remains virtually constant for N → ∞ (it is the
fixed value of the sequence {q}∞k=0). As the most of inner loops cumulates next to the
vertex, and nontrivial contributions come from outermost loops, cf. section 6.7.2, we
can evaluate suggested geometric progression, and finally get

S∞ =
√

2 r∞ cos(q
γ

4
),

which is identical to the result obtained by limiting of the recurrent formula (E.2).



Appendix F

Length SN of the inner path for
N → ∞ self-collisions for the
periodical sequences

In this paragraph we calculate the length of the whole path forN → ∞ for periodical
sequences. We use both methods, introduced in the previous paragraph E, though
their application is a little more difficult. To simplify matter, we employ the periodical
sequence with the period a = 2, i.e., made of the subsequence {pq}. Let us rewrite sum
(6.32)

SN =

N−1∑
k=0

nk+1−1∑
j=nk

sj = rnN

N−1∑
k=0

sin(ik
γ
2
)

sin(ωnk − ik
γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωnj − ij
γ
2
)

sin(ωnj)
,

and suppose two limiting inner angles ω∞−1
p and ω∞−1

q .

The first method is based on limiting of recurrent formulas. For the periodical
sequence with the period a = 2 two formulas have to be arranged

σ2N = σ2N−1
sin(ω∞−1

q − q γ
2
)

sin(ω∞−1
q )

+
sin(q γ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
q − q γ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
q − q γ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
q )

,

σ2N+1 = σ2N
sin(ω∞−1

p − pγ
2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p )

+
sin(pγ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p − pγ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p − pγ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p )

,

where σN ≡ SN/rnN . Notice that the second formulas determines that the sequence
{ik}N−1

k=0 ends with p. Obviously, the first formula can be plugged into the second one
in such a way that we get the only relation

σ2N+1 =

[
σ2N−1

sin(ω∞−1
q − q γ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
q )

+
sin(q γ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
q )

]
sin(ω∞−1

p − pγ
2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p )

+
sin(pγ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p )

,

For N → ∞ we obtain

σ∞
p =

sin(pγ
2
) sin(ω∞−1

q ) + sin(q γ
2
) sin(ω∞−1

p − pγ
2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p ) sin(ω∞−1

q ) − sin(ω∞−1
p − pγ

2
) sin(ω∞−1

q − q γ
2
)
,
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σ∞
p where the subscript p denotes that the sequence ends with p. Hence, the sum S∞

p

is finite where the radial distance r∞p follows from equation (6.14)

r∞ =
puΔt sin(ω∞−1

p )

2
√

2 sin(pγ
2
) cos(ω∞−1

p − pγ
2
)

√√√√
1 ±

√
1 − 16ρ2 sin2(pγ

2
) cos2(ω∞−1 − pγ

2
)

(puΔt)2 sin2(ω∞−1)
.

In order to use the method of summing of the infinite geometric progressions we
have to separate the sum into a = 2 sub-sums. Let us denote

ap =
sin(pγ

2
)

sin(ω∞−1
p − pγ

2
)
sin(ωp), aq =

sin(q γ
2
)

sin(ω∞−1
q − q γ

2
)
sin(ωp),

and

P =
sin(ω∞−1

p − pγ
2
)

sin(ωp)
, Q =

sin(ω∞−1
q − q γ

2
)

sin(ωq)
.

Now, we expand the sum (6.32) for N → ∞

apP + aqPQ+ apP
2Q+ aqP

2Q2 + apP
3Q2 + aqP

3Q3 + ...,

starting with terms which correspond to self-collisions next to the outer self-collision
and assuming that the sequence {ik}∞−1

k=0 ends with p. The first sum with odd terms
looks like

apP + apP
2Q+ apP

3Q2 + ... = apP
∞∑

k=0

(PQ)k,

while second sum with even terms is

aqPQ+ aqP
2Q2 + aqP

3Q3 + ... = aq

∞∑
k=0

(PQ)k − aq.

Hence, the whole sum is equal to

apP + aqPQ+ apP
2Q+ aqP

2Q2 + ... = (apP + aq)
∞∑

k=0

(PQ)k − aq,

which after some algebra results in σ∞
p computed above. Notice that subscripts p and

q could be exchanged again.



Appendix G

Action IN of the inner path for
N → ∞ self-collisions for the
constant sequences

Comparison of formulas of the length SN , (6.33), and the action IN , (6.35), for con-
stant sequences suggests that calculation of both quantities is analogical. We compute
the action IN of the inner path for N → ∞ self-collisions using both methods involved
in the case of the length SN .

First, we derive corresponding recurrent formula:

IN =
2m

q2Δt
sin2(q

γ

2
)
(
rqN
)2 N−1∑

k=0

[
1

sin(ωqk − q γ
2
)

N−1∏
j=k

sin(ωqj − q γ
2
)

sin(ωqj)

]2

,

where we have factored out the term sin2(q γ
2
)/q2. Let us denote the sum of squares of
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brackets by
(
σN
)2

and arrange the sum into matrix-like form(
σN−1

)2
=

1

sin2(ω0 − q γ
2
)

[
sin2(ω0 − q γ

2
)

sin2(ω0)
× sin2(ωq − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωq)
× ...× sin2(ωqk − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωqk)
× ...× sin2(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωq(N−1))

]
+

1

sin2(ωq − q γ
2
)

[
sin2(ωq − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωq)
× ...× sin2(ωqk − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωqk)
× ...× sin2(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωq(N−1))

]
+

.

.

1

sin2(ωqk − q γ
2
)

[
sin2(ωqk − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωqk)
× ...× sin2(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωq(N−1))

]
+

.

.

1

sin2(ωq(N−1) − q γ
2
)

[
sin2(ωq(N−1) − q γ

2
)

sin2(ωq(N−1))

]
,

cf. eq. (E.1), which results in recurrent formula

(
σN
)2

=
(
σN−1

)2 sin2(ωqN − q γ
2
)

sin2(ωqN)
+

1

sin2(ωqN − q γ
2
)

sin2(ωqN − q γ
2
)

sin2(ωqN)
.

For N → ∞ we obtain relation

(σ∞)2 = (σ∞)2 sin2(ω∞ − q γ
2
)

sin2(ω∞)
+

1

sin2(ω∞)
,

from which we can express the sum

(σ∞)2 =
1

sin2(ω∞) − sin2(ω∞ − q γ
2
)
,

equal to sin(qγ/2) for ω∞−1 = π+qγ
4

. Therefore, the action I∞ of the inner path for
constant sequences is determined by

I∞ =
2m

q2Δt
(r∞)2 sin(q

γ

2
),

where the radial distance r∞ is fixed in eq. (6.30).
To formulate I∞ as the geometric progression we replace inner angles in eq. (6.35)

by the limiting inner angle ω∞−1 = π+qγ
4

I∞ =
2m (r∞)2

q2Δt

sin2(q γ
2
)

sin2(π
4
− q γ

4
)

∞∑
k=0

(
sin2(π

4
− q γ

4
)

sin2(π
4

+ q γ
4
)

)k

,
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and finally get

I∞ =
2m (r∞)2 sin(q γ

2
)

q2Δt
,

which is identical to the result obtained by limiting of the recurrent formula above.
Analogously, calculations for periodical sequences would reproduce procedures from
paragraph F.
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We study a system of an elastic ball moving in the nonrelativistic spacetime with a nontrivial causal

structure produced by a wormhole-based time machine. For such a system, it is possible to formulate a

simple model of the so-called ‘‘grandfather paradox’’: for certain ‘‘paradoxical’’ initial conditions, the

standard straight trajectory of the ball would self-collide inconsistently. We analyze globally consistent

solutions of local equations of motion; namely, we find all trajectories with one self-collision. It is

demonstrated that all standard initial conditions have a consistent evolution, including those paradoxical

ones, for which the inconsistent collision-free trajectory is superseded by a special consistent self-

colliding trajectory. Moreover, it is shown that for a wide class of initial conditions, more than one

globally consistent evolution exist. The nontrivial causal structure thus breaks the uniqueness of the

classical theory even for locally deterministic physical laws.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.82.124056 PACS numbers: 04.20.Gz, 45.20.D�, 45.50.Tn

I. INTRODUCTION

Time travel is a phenomenon which has been attracting
interest both in fiction and general discussions for a long
time. However, only after a formulation of the theory of
relativity could such considerations be investigated on a
more scientific and solid basis. Already, special relativity
shows that different observers experience different times
and one of them can ‘‘travel’’ to the future of others by
means of his relative motion. Thanks to the general theory
of relativity a possibility opens that an observer could
travel even to his own past—his worldline could pass
through a geometrically or topologically nontrivial area
to a region where the worldline originally started [1,2].
Worldlines which even cross themselves are called closed
timelike curves (CTCs), and it is customary to say that
spacetimes with CTCs contain time machines [3,4].

Spacetimes with time machines are causally nontri-
vial—in such spacetimes one can send a signal to one’s
own past or even try to influence the past—which imme-
diately opens a question of consistency of standard physi-
cal laws as we know them. On a formal level, it is the
question of the existence of solutions of physical equations
of motion and the question of whether the initial value
problem is well-possessed. On a less formal level, these
problems can be phrased as the well-known ‘‘grandfather
paradox,’’ suggested, e.g., in [5–7]: in spacetimes with time
machines, one has to face a logical riddle of what happens
if one travels to his own past and kills his grandfather.
Consequently, one would never be born, and therefore, one
could not travel to the past.

This is a clearly inconsistent situation which suggests
that spacetimes with CTCs are pathological and they

should be excluded from serious scientific consideration.
However, a system containing live beings is too compli-
cated by too many unknown physical laws, and therefore,
one cannot be sure that the inconsistency of the grandfather
paradox is really inescapable. Therefore, people have tried
to formulate analogous situations for much simpler sys-
tems which could be studied exactly [8–11].
As an example, in [12], and especially in [13], the

system of the billiard balls in spacetime with wormholes
has been studied. This system allows a straightforward
reformulation of the grandfather paradox: the ball could
be sent through the time machine in such a way that it hits
itself and thus inconsistently prevents its entry to the time
machine, cf. Fig. 1. It seems that such paradoxical initial
conditions do not lead to a consistent evolution of the
system.
Perhaps surprisingly, the extensive studies of systems

with CTCs during the 1980s and the 1990s showed that for
a simple physical system, pathology of spacetimes is not so
severe and the equations of motion can be consistently
solved.
Let us formulate this point more precisely. We consider a

spacetime containing a time machine and we want to study
a system with well-known local physical laws (e.g., a
particle or electromagnetic field). We do not change these
local laws, i.e., we require that they hold locally in
any small spacetime domain. However, in addition to the
local laws, we also require the so-called principle of self-
consistency [8,10,14]. Namely, a globally consistent solu-
tion of local laws must exist. It means that we allow the
system to propagate to its own past; however, it must be
done in a consistent way with the original evolution in
the past. The past cannot be changed since it has already
been changed.
The key question of studies of time machines is whether

such globally consistent evolutions exist for given local
*dolanskyy@gmail.com
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laws and whether these global evolutions are sufficiently
generic. More accurately, we would like to show that there
exist consistent solutions for all, or, at least, for almost
all standard initial data. Otherwise, if the local laws have
no globally consistent solution, the spacetime would be
clearly pathological and we could rule it out from our
consideration. Similarly, the pathology would be serious
if the local physical laws had only few globally consistent
solutions.

As we have said, the studies of different systems show
that spacetimes with CTCs are not necessarily causally
pathological. Let us mention the results for a system of
interacting particles [8,12,13] or the scalar field theory
[9,10], where it was shown that standard local laws have
generic globally consistent solutions even in the presence
of CTCs. Another surprising result of such studies is that
the existence of time machines does not usually restrict
a number of consistent solutions, but on the contrary, it
leads to a possibility of more than one globally consistent
solution for given initial values. In spacetimes with time
machines, we thus usually lose the uniqueness of the
evolution [13].

Especially for the apparently paradoxical initial condi-
tions from the grandfather paradox-like situation, it was
shown [13] that a consistent evolution exists, although it
can be rather nonintuitive. On less formal level of the
human version of the paradox, it could be rephrased as a
conjecture of a hidden law which always prevents the
grandson from killing his grandfather [15].

In the present work, wewant to study the system of a ball
moving in a nonrelativistic space with CTCs, which is very
close to that of [13]. However, we have chosen a different
time-machine configuration which significantly simplifies
the analysis. We will be able to solve the equations of
motion explicitly and we will confirm the behavior de-
scribed above: paradoxical initial conditions are not really
paradoxical, and the evolution is not, in general, unique.
The contribution of our analysis is that it can be done very
explicitly, since our model is sufficiently simple; at the
same time, it is sufficiently nontrivial to reproduce the
most important features of systems with time machines.

Our work proceeds as follows. In the next section, we
describe the system of a ball moving in the space with
wormhole-based time machine. We derive the equations
characterizing trajectories. In Sec. III, we discuss the char-
acter and number of solutions for various initial conditions
and also the resolution of the ‘‘grandfather paradox’’.
Section IV describes the geometry of the trajectories, and
the paper is summarized in the conclusion.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM

A. Wormhole time machine

The simplest and most natural way to construct a space-
time with CTCs is to use a wormhole [7,11,13]. The worm-
hole can be viewed as a shortcut between two location of
the spacetime. It forms CTCs if one of the mouths of the
wormhole lies in the past of the other mouth.
In the nonrelativistic setting, we can consider spatial

wormholes connecting two places in space with an addi-
tional time shift. The speed of light is infinite, and it
determines a unique notion of simultaneity and thus allows
us to define a global time—at least, before introducing the
time difference. Introducing the time shift means that
traveling through the wormhole not only sends the observer
to a different place in space but also to a different time.
A simple spatial wormhole in otherwise Euclidian space

can be obtained by the cutting and gluing method. For
example, we can cut out two spheres and glue their sur-
faces together, cf. [3] or [13]. We thus obtain a topologi-
cally and geometrically nontrivial space—it is not a simply
connected space, and the geometry on the glued surface is
not flat.
In this work, we consider an even simpler situation of the

wormhole with planar mouths instead of spherical ones.
Namely, we cut out from the space two planar sections
which we identify, as in Fig. 2. Since we use flat planar
sections, their identification is geometrically trivial. The

identified

identified

FIG. 2. Spatial representation of two simple wormholes. A
wormhole obtained by gluing two planar sections cut from
otherwise Euclidian space. Planar wormhole mouths could be
obtained, e.g., by squeezing the mouths of the spherical worm-
hole into very thin planes). The external curvature, with the
exception of the boundary of the planar sections, is vanishing,
and the geometry through the wormhole is thus flat.

???
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u
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FIG. 1. The ball self-colliding inconsistently. The ball (in gray)
comes from a distant region and enters the wormhole without
any self-collision. It leaves the time machine (now in white) in
such a way that it inconsistently hits itself. Thus, this situation
represents an inconsistent evolution which is the direct analogue
of the grandfather paradox.
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whole curvature of the mouths is squeezed to the borders of
the planar sections, which can be understood as a kind of
solid frames on which the traversable parts of the worm-
hole are spanned. To avoid a discussion of the wormhole
boundary, we assume that the planar sections are much
larger than the scales of our experiments. As idealization,
we consider the mouths of our wormhole to be two half-
planes which form an angle � with a common boundary
line, called the axis.

If we identify these half-planes (first, say, at the same
moment of time), the space between them becomes a
locally Euclidean space with a conical singularity localized
on the axis. Indeed, if we restrict ourselves to the two-
dimensional picture and ignore the direction parallel to the
axis, our space forms a cone with the angle � around the
vertex.

Of course, this is a overidealized situation. We should
keep in mind that the mouths of the wormhole are large but
finite, so somewhere very far from the axis, the conical part
of the space ends and goes over to the full Euclidean space.
But in most of our discussions, we restrict ourselves only to
the part of the space between the mouths of the wormhole.
We thus effectively work in the conical space with angle �
around the axis.

Let us stress that in our construction, the mouths of the
wormhole are special and privileged. However, after en-
larging them to the semi-infinite size and restricting our-
selves only to the conical space between mouths, we can
no longer localize the position of the mouths by local
experiments. The geometry through the mouths is locally
Euclidean, as it is anywhere else. We thus obtained a space
which is axially symmetric with respect to the rotation
around the axis (it has also translation symmetry along
the axis and it is static). The position of the wormhole can
be identified only on scales larger than the wormhole, from
the surrounding globally Euclidean space.

Finally, we assume that the angle � 2 ð�2 ; �Þ. For �

smaller than �, we obtain interesting situations when the
straight trajectory of a free particle intersects itself. For
� > �=2, the straight trajectory intersects itself only once.
The second condition is not a crucial assumption; it just
simplifies the discussion.

Since we want to study a space with a time machine, we
have to identify the mouths of the wormhole with a time
shift�t. Of course, it destroys the standard causal structure
of the nonrelativistic spacetime (a clear distinction be-
tween future and past). Despite this, we will keep using
and referring to the original notion of the simultaneity and
to the global time of the surrounding space, which is,
certainly, reasonable for small wormholes; however, we
admit that it can be slightly confusing and less founded in
the idealized case considered below.

Indeed, the constructed spacetime is still locally
Euclidian (except the axis, of course), but endowed with
a strange causal structure. Hypersurfaces of simultaneity

(visualized in the standard nonrelativistic spacetime dia-
gram as horizontal planes) propagate through the worm-
hole and form ‘‘helical’’ surfaces winding around the axis.
This indicates that the spacetime contains CTCs. The
particle moving toward the wormhole reads that the exter-
nal time t increases continuously until it enters the worm-
hole mouth. By crossing one of the mouths, the external
time t either increases by �t into tþ �t, or decreases by
��t into t��t.
This can be visualized in the spacetime diagram in

Fig. 3. Here, two spatial directions perpendicular to the
axis are shown in horizontal directions; the direction par-
allel to axis is suppressed. The vertical direction corre-
sponds to time. Semiplanar mouths of the wormhole at one
moment are thus depicted as horizontal semilines, their
time evolution as vertical half-planes. The identification of
two such half-planes is not on the same vertical level, but
with the vertical shift �t. We assume that going through
the wormhole in counterclockwise direction takes us time
�t > 0 to the past, in clockwise direction to the future.

B. Equation of motion

Now, we want to derive equations of motion for a ball
moving in the nonrelativistic spacetime which has just
been described. We assume that the motion satisfies
classical local laws of motion. Additionally, we restrict
ourselves to motions perpendicular to the axis of the worm-
hole because the ball can self-interact only for such a
motion.

t

id
en

tif
y

∆t

cut
off

t  = t  - ∆t

wormhole mouth

wormhole mouth

t2

t1

1 2

t  = t  + ∆t2 1

FIG. 3. A spacetime diagram of the conical time machine.
The vertical direction is temporal; horizontal planes correspond
to the hypersurface of simultaneity of the original spacetime
(the third spatial direction is suppressed). Two half-planes on the
boundary of the conical spacetime represent the history of the
mouths of the wormhole, and they are identified with a time
shift �t.
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Clearly, a free particle moves uniformly along a straight
line. However, for � 2 ð�=2; �Þ, a straight line in a conical
space must intersect itself. If the trajectory of the particle
crosses itself in different times, we speak about self-
intersection. If the particle intersects its trajectory exactly
at the same time—which is allowed thanks to time shift
��t gained in the wormhole—it hits itself and we speak
about self-collision. Our goal is to describe trajectories
with exactly one consistent self-collision.

We assume that an elastic collision occurs when the ball
collides with itself. The classical elastic impact of two balls
is determined by the momentum and energy conservation
and the assumption that it occurs in one plane. In our case,
two versions of the same ball collide: the younger version
of the ball coming from infinity hits the older version
coming from the wormhole; after the collision, the younger
ball flies to the wormhole and the older one flies away to
infinity. Since the traverse of the wormhole does not
change the velocity of the ball, magnitude v of the out-
going velocity ~v of the younger ball is the same as the
magnitude of the incoming velocity ~v0 of the older ball. All
these conditions determine [16] that the impact of the ball
with itself must have the form depicted in Fig. 4. Namely,
in the rest frame of the wormhole, the incoming velocity ~u
of the younger ball is complementary to the mirror reflec-
tion of the outgoing velocity ~u0 of the older ball with
respect to the plane tangent to balls at the point of impact.
We call this plane the impact plane. Similar property holds
for velocities ~v and ~v0. Moreover, projections of the in-
coming and outgoing velocities ~u and ~v (respectively, ~v0
and ~u0) to the impact plane are the same.

Now, we want to find a location of the self-collision in
such a way that the outgoing younger ball consistently
passes to the incoming older ball. It can be done [16] in
two ways, depicted in Fig. 5. The key property is that the
impact plane must be radial, i.e., it contains the axis
(dashed line in the figure). Type I represents the situation
when the older ball touches the younger one by its rear part,
i.e., the younger version must collide from the left side.1

For type II, the younger ball touches its older version by its
front part and is incoming from the right side.
For both types, we can distinguish the physical colli-

sions with a positive momentum transfer from the younger
ball to the older ball from ‘‘spurious’’ collisions which
would need a negative momentum transfer. The latter are
unphysical not only for the sign of the exchanged momen-
tum but also because the ball would not fit geometrically
into space for such collisions—it would have to fly through
itself. For the physical self-collision of type I, the younger
ball must deflect leftward, i.e., closer to the vertex than if
it followed the collision-free trajectory. For the physical

u'

v

u + v'

v'

u

v'

FIG. 4. Character of self-collision of the ball with itself. The
incoming velocity ~u of the younger version of the ball (in gray) is
complementary to mirror reflection of the outgoing velocity ~v0 of
the older version of the ball (white) and similarly for velocities
~u0 and ~v.

(a)

(b)

FIG. 5. Physical self-collisions of types I and II. (a) The con-
figuration of type I represents a situation in which the younger
ball (in gray) is on the left side while the older ball (in white) is
on the right side with respect to the radial line. The self-collision
is physical when the momentum transfer is positive and the
trajectory of the particle is deflected leftward. (b) The configu-
ration of type II represents a situation in which the older ball is
on the left side while the younger ball is on the right side with
respect to the radial line. The self-collision is physical if the
trajectory of the particle is deflected rightward.

1Left and right side are selected by our choice of time shift of
the time machine.
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self-collisions of type II, the trajectory of the younger ball
is deflected rightward, cf. Fig. 5.

C. Pointlike particle

To determine parameters of the self-collision, we start
with a simpler case of a point particle, i.e., taking radius of
the ball R ! 0. In this case, the distinction between the
two types described above disappears2 and the geometry of
the self-collision is depicted in Fig. 6. The trajectory of the
incoming particle can be determined by two initial parame-
ters: the impact parameter �, which gives the distance of
the incoming trajectory from the vertex of the cone, and
the magnitude of incoming velocity u > 0. We adopt the
convention that the impact parameter � is positive if the
particle circles the cone in the counterclockwise direction,
and it is negative if it circles the cone in the clockwise
direction.

Of course, the parameters u and � do not determine the
incoming trajectory uniquely since they do not specify its
angular location around the axis and its temporal loca-
tion—we would need two additional parameters for that.3

However, the conical space has the rotational symmetry
and is static, so the exact angular and temporal location are
irrelevant for the character of solutions. Therefore, we can
ignore the additional initial parameters when we investi-
gate the geometry of the self-collision.

The self-collision can be parametrized by its radial
distance r > 0 from the axis and by the oriented scattering
angle ! 2 ð� �

2 ;
�
2Þ between the outgoing trajectory and

the radial direction; see Fig. 6(a).
Thanks to the symmetry of the self-collision with re-

spect to the radial direction, the angle ! also determines
the direction of incoming trajectory. For the same reason,
the outgoing particle also has velocity u and impact pa-
rameter �. The angle between the inner trajectory and the
radial direction is determined by the conical geometry and
it is equal to �

2 � �
2 , cf. Fig. 6(b). The length s of the inner

trajectory is then s ¼ 2r sin�=2.
The collision parameters r and ! encode the same

information as the initial parameters u and �. Indeed, �
in terms of r and ! is given by the simple geometry

� ¼ r sin!: (2.1)

Since the radial projection of the particle velocity before
and after the collision is the same (as a consequence of the
laws of the elastic impact, as we discussed for finite balls),
the incoming velocity u is related to the inner velocity v
along the trajectory between the self-collision as

u cos! ¼ v sin
�

2
: (2.2)

However, the inner velocity must be such that the particle
passes the inner trajectory exactly in the time �t gained in
the wormhole,

v ¼ s

�t
¼ 2r sin�2

�t
: (2.3)

We thus obtain relation for u:

u ¼ 2rsin2 �
2

�t cos!
: (2.4)

(a)

(b)

FIG. 6. Geometry of self-colliding point-particle trajectory.
(a) A point particle is approaching the wormhole from infinity
with a velocity u and impact parameter �; it collides with the
version of itself which has already passed through the time
machine, and with a velocity v moves toward the wormhole.
After passing the wormhole and self-colliding with itself, it
moves with the velocity u back to infinity. The self-collision
occurs at the distance r from the axis, and the outgoing trajectory
forms with the radial direction the orientated angle !. Thanks to
symmetry of the self-collision with respect to radial direction,
the angle ! is half of the angle between the incoming and
outgoing trajectory. (b) The same situation depicted in a map
which cuts the conical space not along the wormhole but along
the radial direction through the self-collision. The length s of the
straight trajectory between its self-intersection is given by s ¼
2� tan�2 ¼ 2r sin�2 .

2More precisely, the physical solutions of type I are geomet-
rically identical to spurious solutions of type II and vice versa.
Of course, for a point particle we cannot distinguish from which
side the particle hits itself.

3Here, we completely ignore motion along the axis of the
wormhole.
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It will be also useful to write down the relation for � as a
function of ! and u:

� ¼ u�t

4sin2 �
2

sinð2!Þ: (2.5)

Eqs. (2.1) and (2.4) thus relate the parameters of the
incoming trajectory u, � and the parameters of the self-
collision r, !. Their consequences will be discussed in
more detail in Sec. IV.

Before we return to the case of finite balls, let us note
that we can introduce similar parameters for the free
trajectory. The only difference is that r and ! refer, in
general, to self-intersection (i.e., not necessarily to self-
collision) of the free trajectory. Clearly, the angle! is now
given just by the conical geometry

! ¼ !free � �� �

2
: (2.6)

The solutions, for which the younger version of the particle
passes through the point of self-intersection later than
the older version (coming from the time machine), are
the solutions of type I. When the younger particle passes
the point of self-intersection earlier, we speak about the
solutions of type II.

The self-intersection threatens to become a self-collision
if time spent on the inner part of the free trajectory is equal
to the time shift of the time machine. Because u ¼ v for a
free trajectory , conditions (2.1) and (2.3) give

upx�t ¼ 2�px tan
�

2
: (2.7)

Such values upx, �px correspond to the paradoxical free

trajectory for which the particle occurs at the point of self-
intersection twice at the same time. For a point particle, it
is not possible to decide plausibly what happens in such a
situation. We can only observe that the same parameters
upx, �px also describe the trajectory with one self-collision,

which is given by the same parameters as paradoxical self-
intersection of the free trajectory, namely r ¼ �px= cos

�
2

and ! ¼ !free. A detailed analysis of this situation will be
done for finite balls in Sec. III.

The direction !free is also the boundary value between
physical collisions of types I and II. Physical self-collisions
of type I, for which the trajectory deflects leftward from
the free trajectory, are bounded within the interval
! 2 ð!free;

�
2Þ; while physical self-collisions of type II

(with rightward deflection) sweep out the interval
! 2 ð� �

2 ; !freeÞ.

D. Finite ball

We have to be more precise to define the parameters of
the self-collision for a finite ball. Let r be the radial
distance from the axis of the intersection of the incoming
and outgoing trajectories (extended beyond the actual self-
collision), and let ~r be the radial distance from the axis of

the self-intersection of the inner trajectory (for type II
extended beyond the self-collision); see Fig. 5. Clearly,
Eq. (2.1) still holds, and r ¼ ~r� Rðtan�=2� cot!Þ, with
upper sign for type I and lower sign for type II. The
geometry of the inner trajectory of the finite balls is iden-
tical with that of a point particle with modified impact
parameter ~� ¼ ~r sin!. The path s traveled during time
�t gained in the time machine must be corrected due to
a finite radius of balls, s ¼ ~s� 2R

cos�=2 , where, analogously

to the point-particle case, ~s ¼ 2~r sin�=2 is the length of the
inner trajectory between its self-intersection. The corrected
relation (2.3) together with (2.2) finally leads to equation
between u, �, and !:

� ¼ 1

4sin2 �
2

�
u4 t sin2!� 4R sin

�

2
sin

�
�

2
þ!

��
; (2.8)

again, with upper/lower sign for types I/II, respectively.
Physical self-collisions of type I or II are restricted by

the conditions

!>!free for physical solutions of type I; (2.9)

!<!free for physical solutions of type II; (2.10)

otherwise the ball would deflect to a wrong side of the free
trajectory and the momentum transfer from the younger to
older version of the ball would be negative.
Equation (2.8) supersedes relation (2.5) for the point

particle, as can be also seen by taking the limit R ! 0.
This can be regarded as the key equation of motion which
determines the scattering angle ! in terms of the initial
conditions u and �. The position of the self-collision
is then determined by the parameter r, which is given by
Eq. (2.1).

III. NUMBER AND CHARACTER OF SOLUTIONS

A. Pointlike particle

In the case of the point particle, there is only one length
scale u�t given by the initial velocity u and the time shift
�t. The velocity u thus changes only the scale of the whole
experiment. Therefore, we can fix u and study only the
relations among �, r, and !.
The relation between ! and � is given by Eq. (2.5) and

depicted in Fig. 7; the relation to the parameter r is given
by (2.1) [or, alternatively, implicitly by Eq. (2.4)].
We immediately see that the self-collision can happen

only for

j�j<�max � u�t

4sin2 �
2

: (3.1)

For larger j�j, the particle would not be fast enough to
travel through the wormhole and hit itself consistently—it
would be too far from the axis of the wormhole, and the
path through the wormhole would be too long.
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For j�j<�max, the map � ! ! is not a unique relation:
for a given � we have, in general, two ! satisfying (2.5).
For the given initial conditions, we thus obtain, in addition
to the collision-free trajectory, two self-colliding solutions.
These two solutions have the scattering angles comple-
mentary to � �

2 and represent completely different evolu-

tions of the system. Note that the self-colliding solutions
exist even if � < 0, i.e., if the free trajectory passes the
wormhole to the future.

All three possible solutions for the given initial condi-
tions (with � < �max) are shown in Fig. 8.

For the paradoxical value � ¼ �px, Eq. (2.7), the ‘‘para-

doxical’’ collision-free solution geometrically coincides
with one of the self-colliding solutions. It is called para-
doxical because, for these initial values, the free-moving
particle meets itself at the point of self-intersection exactly
at the same moment, so it cannot be the collision-free
solution. However, since for a pointlike particle we cannot

distinguish the noncolliding solution from the colliding
one, it is dubious to study the nature of this paradoxical
situation. Therefore, we will discuss the details of the
paradoxical initial conditions in the case of finite balls.
After that, we will return to the simpler case of a pointlike
particle to study the geometry of the trajectories in more
detail.

B. Paradoxical situations for a finite ball

In the case of finite balls, the system has an additional
length scale given by the radius R of the ball. Therefore, the
dependence on the velocity u is not trivial any more.
Nevertheless, we still fix the value of the initial velocity
and discuss the structure of the corresponding solutions.
The values of various quantities can, however, depend on u
in a more complicated way than just a rescaling.
Collision-free trajectories of a finite ball are again char-

acterized by the angle !free, and they can be also divided
into types I and II; see Fig. 9. However, due to the finite
radius of the balls, there is a whole interval of the impact
parameter �, for which the collision-free trajectory be-
comes paradoxical—if the ball hits itself inconsistently.
Checking the geometry of the free trajectory of a ball, it
turns out [16] that the boundary of this interval is given by
values of � determined by Eqs. (2.8) for types I and II with
! ¼ !free,

� paradoxical , � 2 ð�pxI; �pxIIÞ: (3.2)

Explicitly, the paradoxical values of the impact parameter
are given by

FIG. 7 (color online). The �-! diagram of consistent solutions
for a point particle. Each point of the graph in the �-! plane
represents a consistent solution for a point particle with at most
one self-collision. The velocity u is fixed (it changes only a scale
of the solutions), and the parameter r is given by Eq. (2.1).
Collision-free solutions are represented by the straight vertical
lines. The line ! ¼ �!free (in green) represents collision-free
trajectories to the future; the line ! ¼ !free represents free
trajectories to the past. The points below the value �px (in red)

corresponds to the solutions of type I, for which the younger
particle passes the point of self-intersection later than that
coming from the wormhole. The solutions with � > �px (in

blue) are of type II. The sinusoidal part of the graph represents
solutions with one self-collision. The part with!>!free (in red)
represents self-collisions of the type I; the part with!<!free (in
blue) represents self-collisions of type II. Self-colliding solutions
are thus possible only for j�j< �max. The point ð�px; !freeÞ
represents both the paradoxical collision-free solutions for
which younger and older versions of the particle meet at the
point of intersection at the same moment, and the consistent self-
colliding solution (which is geometrically identical to the para-
doxical solutions). Exact relation of these solutions is clarified in
the case of balls with a finite radius.

FIG. 8 (color online). Three possible solutions for given initial
conditions of a pointlike particle. For j�j< �max, � � �px there

exist three possible solutions: the collision-free trajectory (black)
and two self-colliding trajectories (red/gray and blue/light-gray).
One of the self-colliding trajectories is close to the free trajectory
(it coincides in the limit � ! �px); another is rather different.
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�pxI;II ¼ u4 t

2 tan�2
� R

sin�2
: (3.3)

For � < �pxI, the collision-free trajectory is of type I, i.e.,

the older version of the ball overtakes the younger one at
the point of intersection. If � > �pxII, the collision-free

trajectory is of type II, cf. Fig. 9.
The parameters of the self-colliding trajectories are

characterized by relations (2.8) and (2.1). We can depict
the physical solutions (cf. conditions (2.9)) with at most
one self-collision in a diagram analogous to the one we
used in the point-particle case; see Fig. 10.

We see here that the solutions split into two branches:
the physical self-colliding solutions of type I together with
collision-free solutions of type I, and self-colliding and
collision-free solutions of type II. The collision-free solu-
tion of type I becomes the self-colliding solution of type I
for ! ¼ !free, � ¼ �pxI. It is a limiting case when the

ball on the free trajectory just touches itself but does not
exchange anymomentum. It is thus identical to the limiting
case of physical self-colliding solutions of type I.
Similarly, for ! ¼ !free, � ¼ �pxII the ball on the free

trajectory just touches itself, now from the other side,
and it becomes the self-colliding solution of type II.

Inspecting Fig. 10, we can also conclude that for the
initial conditions with � =2 ð��maxII; �maxIÞ (where �maxI;II

are given by the maximal values of the expression (2.8) for
types I and II, respectively), there exists just one consistent
solution. It is typically a collision-free trajectory; however,
for certain values of parameters it can also be a self-
colliding solution, cf. Fig. 11(b).

For initial conditions with � 2 ð��maxII; �maxIÞ, there
are three possible solutions; typically, one collision-free
and two self-colliding. However, for the paradoxical values
of the impact parameter � 2 ð�pxI; �pxIIÞ, the collision-

free solution is superseded by a self-colliding solution,

cf. Fig. 11. In this case, we obtain two self-colliding
solutions of type I and one solution of type II; see Fig. 12.
We can conclude that the paradoxical initial conditions

are not paradoxical in any dangerous way. These initial
conditions lead to the same number of solutions as other
sufficiently close initial conditions. Only the char-
acter of solutions is different: the collision-free solution

FIG. 9. Two types of collision-free trajectories passing the time
machine to the past. (a) Trajectory of type I. For � < �pxI, time

s=v spent by the ball between the self-collision is smaller than
the time shift �t, i.e., the younger version of the ball goes
through the point of self-intersection later than the older version.
(b) Trajectory of type II. For � > �pxII, the younger version of

the ball goes through the point of intersection earlier than the
older version. FIG. 10 (color online). Physical solutions in the �-! plane.

The points on the curves represent solutions characterized by the
parameters � and !. The initial velocity u is fixed. The physical
solutions correspond to the solid curves, the spurious one to
the dashed curves. Vertical lines are collision-free solutions.
Sinusoidal curves, determined by Eqs. (2.8), represent the solu-
tion with one self-collision. The type of the solution is indicated
in a similar way as in Fig. 7.

FIG. 11 (color online). Number of solutions for given initial
conditions. The number of solutions for chosen initial parameter
� can be determined from Fig. 10 by intersecting the graph with
the horizontal line corresponding to �. The choice of the initial
velocity u can slightly modify a shape of the diagrams. Here, two
representative cases are shown. Only the part with !> 0 is
depicted—it corresponds approximately to the initial conditions
� > 0 with the ball directed to the time machine toward the
past. Clearly, the number of solutions steps from one to three,
with � becoming smaller than �maxI. In the paradoxical interval
ð�pxI; �pxIIÞ the number of solutions remains the same. Only the

character of the solutions is different: the collision-free solution
is superseded by the self-colliding solution. In the case (b), the
limiting value �maxI belongs to the paradoxical interval. For � 2
ð�maxI; �pxIIÞ there exists just one self-colliding solution.
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changes to the self-colliding solution. The number of
solutions depends on other characteristics, namely, if
� 2 ð��maxII; �maxIÞ: for a large j�j, only the collision-
free solution is admissible.

However, it should be said that the situation changes if
the angle between the wormhole mouths is smaller. For
� < �

2 , the equations for the trajectory remain the same but

the value of the angle!free is larger than
�
4 . The structure of

the solutions thus changes, as depicted in Fig. 13. Clearly,
for � 2 ð�pxI; �pxIIÞ, the collision-free trajectory is not

possible, and it is not superseded by another solution.
Moreover, for such �, there exists only one self-colliding
solution. In this case, we can indeed speak about paradoxi-
cal initial conditions, since the solutions evolved from
these conditions are really restricted. However, in the
case � < �

2 the whole discussion is more complicated,

since the particle can self-interact in a more complicated
way (there is the possibility of self-intersection between
several self-collisions, etc.). We do not have any indica-
tions that these more complicated processes could improve

the discussed behavior; however, we have not excluded it
completely [16]. In the following, we restrict again to the
larger angles, � > �

2 .

IV. MOTION OF A POINTLIKE PARTICLE

To clarify the character of solutions with paradoxical
initial conditions, in this section we describe the motion of
a pointlike particle in more detail.
The geometry of the inner trajectory is given only by the

parameter r and by the angular position of the self-collision
with respect to the wormhole—i.e., it is independent of the
scattering angle !. The geometry is such that the point of
self-collision, the point of the entry to wormhole, the point
of the departure from the wormhole, and the axis itself all
belong to a common circle, cf. Fig. 6(a). The inner particle
velocity v is given by Eq. (2.3). For the fixed point of self-
collision, one can then choose any ! 2 ð� �

2 ;
�
2Þ, which

determines � through Eq. (2.1), and calculate the initial
velocity using Eq. (2.2).
Taking into account the rotational symmetry of the

conical space between the mouths of the wormhole, we
can ignore the angular position with respect to the worm-
hole in the discussion about many features of the motion.
But, when discussing the asymptotic behavior of the in-
coming and outgoing trajectories, the angular information
must be taken into account. Namely, one has to track if the
outer trajectories pass through the wormhole. Clearly, it
must occur for the scattering angle !> �

2 , but depending

on the angle between the self-collision and wormhole, it
can happen also for smaller angles !.
However, we first describe the motion without a refer-

ence to the wormhole mouths. It can be done in the
simplest way employing the totally covering space for
our conical space. Namely, instead of the conical space
with angular coordinate ’ 2 ð� �

2 ;
�
2Þ, we use the space

without any restriction on ’, i.e., a helical surface winding
around the axis infinitely. The original conical space is then
obtained by the identification of points which differ in
coordinate ’ by an integer multiple of �.
In this covering space, the trajectory can be described as

follows. Let us assume a particle incoming along the
direction ’in ¼ 0 with the impact parameter � and the
initial velocity u. The self-collision C for such a trajectory
always happens on the circle which we call the collision
circle. It has the center S on the radial line ’ ¼ 0, it passes
through the axis, and its radius is �max, cf. Fig. 14. For � 2
ð��max; �maxÞ, the incoming trajectory intersects this cir-
cle twice, which corresponds to two possible self-colliding
solutions. The angular coordinate ’ of self-collision is
given exactly by the scattering angle !. At the point of
self-collision C, the trajectory is deflected, and it continues
toward the point C0, which can be obtained by a counter-
clockwise rotation of the point C around the axis by angle
�, cf. Fig. 14. In the covering space, C and C0 are different
points; however, in the original conical space these points

FIG. 12 (color online). Three self-colliding solutions for �
from the paradoxical interval. Unlike the pointlike case, there
is a whole interval ð�pxI; �pxIIÞ where collision-free trajectories

do not exist. As we can see from Fig. 11(a), the collision-free
trajectory is replaced by a self-colliding one. The diagram
depicts all three self-colliding solutions, two of type I (in light
and dark red) and one of type II (in blue).

FIG. 13 (color online). Solutions from paradoxical interval for
� < �

2 . In this case, the collision-free angle is !free >
�
4 . For the

impact parameter � from the corresponding paradoxical interval
� 2 ð�pxI; �pxIIÞ, we find a gap in the solution curves. For a

paradoxical �, we obtain only one self-colliding solution.
Moreover, this solution corresponds to a value of ! which is
substantially different from !free.
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are identified as the point of self-collision—of course, the
particle must pass the point of self-collision twice. Finally,
from C0 the particle continues through the covering space
in the direction which aims from the center S0 of the rotated
collision circle, cf. Fig. 14.

Notice that particles which approach the time machine
along the same direction ’ ¼ 0 [with various
� 2 ð��max; �maxÞ, thus forming congruence with
‘‘plane-wave’’ wave front] self-collide on the common
colliding circle and, in the end, leave in the directions
which point out from the common point S0, cf. Fig. 15.
In the covering space, the original plane-wave congruence
of particles scatters to the circular-wave congruence, but
the particles are phase shifted. They fly in radial directions,
but the wave front of the congruence at one moment does
not form a circle since the particles start to move in the
radial directions in various times. Indeed, the incoming
particles reach the collision circle in various times and,
therefore, their self-collisions do not occur simultaneously.

Let us mention an interesting feature of the trajectories
of the discussed congruence: all inner trajectories (between
the self-collisions) have the direction going through one
focusing point F, cf. Fig. 15. For ! 2 ð� �

2 ;
�
2Þ, they even

pass through this point. The congruence thus focuses in this

point; however, the particles do not pass the focusing point
at the same moment.
We have obtained a simple picture of the motion in the

covering space. It complicates slightly if we return to the
conical space by choosing the orientation of the wormhole
[i.e., setting mouths at the angles� �

2 þ c and �
2 þ c with

c 2 ð� �
2 ;

�
2Þ] and making the identification of points with

’ differ by an integer multiple of �. The resulting picture
depends on the values of �, c and of the impact parameter
�; some of the representative trajectories are depicted in
Fig. 16.
The typical quantity, which depends on the angular

position of the self-collision, is the total time T gained in
the wormhole during the whole scattering process. It can be
read out in the covering space from the angular coordinate

FIG. 14. Self-colliding trajectory in the totally covering space.
The particle incoming along the direction ’in ¼ 0 with the
impact parameter � is deflected at the point of self-collision
C. The point C must lie on the collision circle with the center S
on the radial line ’ ¼ 0, it passes through the axis A, and its
radius is �max. The trajectory continues toward the point C0,
which is obtained by a counterclockwise rotation of the point C
around A by angle �. In the original conical space, points C and
C0 are identified and correspond to the point of self-collision.
From C0, the trajectory continues in the direction which aims
from the center S0 of the rotated collision circle. The direction
of the inner trajectory goes through the focusing point F.
The diagram shows only a part of the totally covering
space.

S'

F

FIG. 15 (color online). Scattering of the plane-wave congru-
ence of particles in the totally covering space. Congruence of
particles coming along ’in ¼ 0 direction in ‘‘plane-wave’’ con-
figuration (i.e., aligned at an initial moment on a planar ‘‘wave
front’’ perpendicular to the direction of motion) approaches the
time machine. The particles scatter on the collision circle and
move toward the corresponding points on the rotated collision
circle. Here, they are deflected in the directions coming from the
center S0 of the rotated collision circle. The dotted curve depicts
the wave front after the scattering in the totally covering space.
The particles do not scatter on the collision circle at the same
time; however, for large final times the wave front after scatter-
ing approaches the circle. The real wave front projected back to
the conical space is drawn as dashed curves. Segments projected
from various sheets of the totally covering space gain additional
time shift thanks to the passage through the time machine.
Therefore, these parts of the wave front are larger since the
particle had more time for their motion. Inner trajectories focus
at one focusing point; for ! 2 ð� �

2 ;
�
2Þ, they pass through this

point. The diagram shows only part of the totally covering space,
given approximately by ’ 2 ð� �

2 ; 2�� �
2Þ.
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FIG. 16. Examples of the self-colliding trajectories. Diagrams show trajectories with various choices of the impact parameter �,
or, equivalently, with a different scattering angle !. The angle ! also parameterizes the position of the self-collision on the collision
circle. Diagrams (a, b, c) represent typical cases ! 2 ð0; �4Þ, ! 2 ð�2 ; �2Þ, and ! 2 ð� �

2 ;� �
2Þ, respectively. The diagram in the

first column depicts the trajectory in the totally covering space, the second column shows the trajectory in the conical space with the
wormhole centered on the direction of the incoming trajectory (c ¼ 0), and the third and the fourth columns correspond to
other orientations of the wormhole. The diagrams (d, e, f, g) depict special choices of the trajectory, namely, those with ! ¼ �

2 ,

! ¼ !free, ! ¼ �!free, and ! ¼ � �
2 , respectively, in all of them with the wormhole centered on the incoming trajectory. The

arrows indicate passages through the wormhole; however, they do not count the time shift, since the particle can travel through
the time machine in both directions. We can observe that the structure of the trajectory can change substantially with various
choices of the impact parameter and of the incoming direction with respect to the wormhole. For example, the particle can
self-collide after passing through the wormhole, both into the past and future, or it can move through the wormhole after the self-
collision.
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’out ¼ 2!þ � of the outgoing trajectory4—if it belongs
to nth copy of the wormhole in the covering space, n 2 Z,
the particle gains the time shift T ¼ �n�t:

’out 2
�
��

2
þ c þ n�;

�

2
þ c þ n�

�
) T ¼ �n�t:

(4.1)

Taking into account the restrictions on �, c , and !, the
total time shift can be �3�t � T � �t. See Fig. 16 for
examples.

The total time shift can be similarly calculated for the
collision-free trajectories. In this case, the direction of
the outgoing trajectory in the covering space is ’out ¼ �
for the trajectories passing the wormhole to the past, and
’out ¼ �� for the trajectories passing the wormhole to the
future. The condition (4.1) gives that the trajectory travel-
ing to the past, � > 0, gains the time shift T ¼ ��t for
c 2 ð� �

2 ;
3
2�� �Þ, or it can pass the wormhole twice,

T ¼ �2�t, if c 2 ð32�� �; �2Þ. Similarly, for � < 0, the

particle gains the time shift T ¼ �t for c 2 ð�� 3
2�;

�
2Þ

and T ¼ 2�t for c 2 ð� �
2 ; �� 3

2�Þ.

V. CONCLUSION

We have analyzed a simple interacting system in the
space with a nontrivial causal structure. We have assumed
the principle of self-consistency, i.e., we have required the
validity of standard local physical laws and we have
searched for consistent global solutions. In such a setting,
one can formulate the analogue of the so-called ‘‘grand-
father paradox’’ as a question of whether all natural initial
conditions lead to the globally consistent solutions of the
local physical laws. Initial conditions which do not lead to
such solutions would be paradoxical, and the system with a
nontrivial set of paradoxical initial conditions would be
logically inconsistent.

We have shown that the investigated system of finite
billiard balls in the nonrelativistic space with a time ma-
chine realized by a wormhole with a time shift is not
logically inconsistent in this sense. A naı̈ve guess can
identify potentially paradoxical initial conditions for which
the ball sent through the time machine hits itself and
inconsistently changes its own motion. The detailed analy-
sis has shown that even for such initial conditions there
exists a global solution satisfying locally all physical laws.

This result was anticipated, since it agrees with the
previous results obtained for various other systems—in
particular, for the very closely related system studied in
[13]. Our results thus endorse one of the main messages of
the study of the system with a nontrivial causal structure:
that the presence of time machines does not necessarily

imply a drastic reduction of space of the classical solutions
of the equations of motion. However, the previous results
have been obtained mainly for linear (noninteracting) sys-
tems or through a rather complicated and cumbersome
analysis of interacting systems. Therefore, the confirma-
tion for the interacting system allowing a detailed explicit
analysis is valuable.
We have also confirmed another similarly interesting

result discussed in [13]. The presence of the nontrivial
causal structure in our system has enlarged the space of
solution. We have found that for a wide class of initial
conditions (namely for j�j< �max with given u), more
than one classical evolutions exist. In addition to the
‘‘standard’’ collision-free trajectory, the particle can also
move along two different self-colliding trajectories; see
Fig. 8. The evolution of the system thus fails to be deter-
ministic, and the classical theory does not have any means
to determine which of the different evolutions would be
realized.
One can speculate that the quantum theory would be a

more complete description. It does not determine exact
trajectory of the particle—it just estimates a probability
for various possible evolutions (specified up to a quantum
uncertainty). In the classical limit, only evolutions close to
the solutions of the classical laws would have a nontrivial
probability. In systems with standard causal structure, there
is usually only one such solution. However, in our system,
one can expect that all three classical solutions would have
nontrivial probabilities and a semiclassical approximation
could give an estimate for these probabilities.
Nevertheless, one has to emphasize that it is not trivial at

all to complete this program. The status of quantum theory
in the presence of time machines is unclear. The common
formulations of the quantum theory are heavily based on
the standard notion of time, so a nontrivial causal structure
would change the theory substantially.5 It would be ex-
tremely interesting to find a modification of the quantum
mechanics for a space with time machines, but it is a hard
challenge for further work. The simplicity of our model
could give hope that such a challenge is treatable.
However, one could ask what a key ingredient is for the

existence of more solutions of the classical equations of
motion. Is it really the presence of the time machine? One
could also suspect a peculiar geometrical structure of our
conical space. The conical space breaks the uniqueness
of the classical solutions even without the time machine.

4We have chosen the incoming trajectory with ’in ¼ 0, and its
angular position with respect to the wormhole is given by the
parameter c . Alternatively, we could set c ¼ 0 and admit
’in � 0.

5As an example of possible difficulties, let us mention that one
would have to take into account the quantum space for degrees
of freedom ‘‘hidden inside’’ the time machine, i.e., the degrees of
freedom which are not encoded in the standard initial conditions.
We ignored them on the classical level—they correspond, e.g., to
a mysterious particle which appears from the wormhole, hits the
particle coming from infinity, and deflects itself back to the time
machine in such a way that it reappears from it exactly as the
introduced mysterious particle. On a quantum level, such de-
grees of freedom cannot be easily ignored or separated.
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Indeed, for given initial and final points, in the conical
space there exist more trajectories which join them. This
effect is purely geometrical and does not need a nontrivial
causal structure. However, we have identified a different
kind of uniqueness: we have found that the specification of
both the initial position and the momentum (the complete
initial conditions) admits more different evolutions, which
is certainly surprising when the local evolution is given
by standard differential equations which are generally
accepted as deterministic. Nonuniqueness appears here as
a strange result of the interplay between a local determi-
nistic evolution and a nontrivial causal structure on a
global scale for which the time machine is the key
ingredient.

Let us finally mention that further study [16] of our
system revealed that, if one takes into account a possibility
of multiple self-collisions, the situation gets even more
interesting. In this work, we have studied only the
collision-free trajectories, and the trajectories with one
self-collision. However, the incoming and outgoing trajec-

tories from the self-collision can easily self-intersect and,
for a special choice of parameters, even self-collide again.
It is possible to show that when the impact parameter �
gets smaller (with fixed u), there exist more and more
multi-self-colliding solutions. For a pointlike particle,
there exists a finite value �1

max under which there exist an
infinite number of possible evolutions for single initial
parameters � and u, cf. [16]. We leave further details to
the subsequent publication of [16].
To summarize, the studied system with a wormhole-

based time machine does not suffer from the paradoxical
initial conditions. On the contrary, it breaks the determi-
nistic character of the theory and offers more solutions for
single initial conditions.
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Trajectories of particles in presence of the time machine

J. Dolanský1, P. Krtouš1

1 Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in Prague

I Introduction

Time travel is a phenomenon which has been attracting interest in literature or in a general
discussion for a long time. However, only after a formulation of the theory of relativity such
considerations could be investigated on a more scientific and solid basis. Even the special relativity
shows that different observers experience different times and one of them can “travel” to the
future of the other by means of his relative motion (e.g., an astronaut returning from a trip to
the centre of our galaxy after spending 40 years in a spaceship comes to the Earth where more
than 50,000 years have elapsed). The general theory of relativity describes the gravitation as a
curved spacetime and that opens a possibility to consider spacetimes with even more complicated
geometrical and topological structures. It allows one to study a possibility that an observer could
travel even to his own past – his worldline could pass through a geometrically or topologically
nontrivial area to a region where the worldline originally started. Worldlines which even cross
themselves are called closed timelike curves (CTCs) and it is customary to say that spacetimes
with CTCs contain time machines.

Spacetimes with time machines are causally nontrivial – in such spacetimes you can send a
signal to your own past or even try to influence the past – which immediately opens a question of
consistency of standard physical laws as we know them. On a formal level it is the question of the
existence of solutions of physical equations of motion and the question whether the initial value
problem is well possessed. On a less formal level these problems can be phrased as well-known
“grandfather paradox”: in spacetimes with time machines you have to face a logical riddle what
happens if you travel to your own past and kill your grand-father (just for scientific reasons). It
would cause that you would not be born and therefore you could not travel to the past – which
is clearly inconsistent.

However, a system containing live beings is too complicated with too many unknown physical
laws. For this reason in the last two decades physicists have considered various spacetimes with
CTCs and studied the consistency of different physical systems in these spacetimes. Surprisingly,
such studies showed that for a simple physical system pathology of spacetimes is not so severe
and the equations of motion can be consistently solved.

Let us formulate this point more precisely. We consider a spacetime containing a time machine
and we want to study a system with well known local physical laws (e.g.,a point particle, or
electromagnetic field). We do not change these local laws, i.e., we require that they hold locally
in any small spacetime domain. However, in addition to the local laws we also require so-called
principle of consistency : there must exist a global consistent solution of local laws. It means that
we allow the system to propagate itself to its own past, however, it must be done in a consistent
way with the original evolution in the past.
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The key question of studies of time machines is whether such globally consistent evolutions
exist for given local laws and whether these global evolutions are sufficiently generic. If the local
laws did not have any consistent global solution, the spacetime would be clearly pathological and
we could rule it out from our consideration. Similarly, the pathology would be serious if the local
physical laws had only few globally consistent solutions.

As we said, extensive studies of different systems showed that spacetimes with CTCs are not
necessarily causally pathological. Let us mention results for a system of interacting particles [1]
or the scalar field theory [2] where it was shown that standard local laws have globally consistent
solutions even in the presence of CTCs.

Another surprising result of such studies is that the existence of time machines does not
usually restrict a number of consistent solution, but in opposite, it leads to a possibility of more
than one globally consistent solutions for given initial values. In spacetimes with time machines
we thus usually lose the uniqueness of the evolution.

In our work, we consider a very simple toy model of an elastically interacting point particle
in non-relativistic spacetime with a simple time machine. In this model we demonstrate just
discussed features. We show that any initial conditions have globally consistent evolutions, that
this solution of local laws is not unique, and that a number of solutions is the same even for
the initial conditions which lead to an apparently inconsistent solution which mimics discussed
“grandfather” paradox. Namely, we consider a situation in which we send a particle through the
time machine to its past in such a way that the particle hits itself and prevents thus itself from
entering the time machine.

In the next section we shortly discuss the wormhole based time machines and we specify the
details of our toy model. In section III we formulate equations of motion for a point particle
and discuss globally consistent solutions. In the last section before Summary we shortly discuss
the behavior of balls of finite radii. We present only the main results, their derivations will be
presented in a more thorough publication [3].

II Conical spacetime with time machine

The simplest way how to construct spacetimes with CTCs is to consider a wormhole which can
be then deformed to a time machine – such a procedure is described in detail , e.g., in reference [4].
The wormhole can be viewed as a shortcut between two spatial places. A simple spatial wormhole
can be obtained by cutting out two spheres in a three dimensional space and gluing the surfaces
of these holes together, cf. figure 1a. We thus obtain a topologically and geometrically nontrivial
space – it is not a simply connected space and the geometry on the glued surface is not flat. In
the full spacetime picture, a nontrivial geometry according to Einstein equations corresponds to
a the presence of the stress-energy tensor – it means that the wormhole would be filled with some
kind of matter. However, it is possible to deform the wormhole in such a way that some of its
parts are flat, without matter.

The wormhole thus connects two places, which could be very distant in the surrounding space.
The entries into the wormhole are called mouths.

In the spacetime picture, we have to specify also the moments of time when both mouths are
identified. It seems natural to assume that they are identified at the same time, but it is not
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identified

(a)

identified

identified

(b)

Figure 1: Spatial representation of two simple wormholes. (a) A wormhole formed by identifi-
cation of two spherical holes in surrounding Euclidian space. Surfaces of both spheres are isometrically
identified. Since the external curvature of these surfaces is non-vanishing, the geometry near the glued
spherical surface is not flat. (b) A wormhole obtained by gluing two planar sections (which, could be
obtained from (a) by squeezing the spheres into very thin planes). The external curvature is vanishing
with the exception of the boundary of the planar sections and the geometry through the wormhole is
thus flat.

necessary. In the relativistic setup, it is even not clear what “at the same moment means.” Times
of identification of both mouths must be specified explicitly on both sides. Of course, we have the
restriction, that time must run continuously through the wormhole, i.e., locally, for the observer
sitting in the wormhole, clocks on both sides must tick at the same rate without any jumps.

Let us assume as an example two mouths in the Minkowski spacetime which are at rest with
respect to the same inertial frame,but they are identified with a time shift Δt equal, say, to one
hour. Time on both sides of the wormhole runs in the same rate, so going through the wormhole
does not affect an observer in any specific way. However, going through the wormhole, the observer
arrives one hour to the future (or to the past, depending on the direction) with respect to the
global inertial frame. Depending on the distance of both mouths in the surrounding space such
a configuration may form the time machine: if the observer travelling through the wormhole one
hour into the past is able to return through the surrounding space to his original position in less
than one hour, he can form CTC, i.e., he can return to his own past and meet himself.

In our work we will consider even a simpler model of a time machine. We assume only non-
relativistic situation, i.e., we assume that the speed of light is infinite and it determines a unique
notion of simultaneity and if we use it we can define a global time – at least, before introducing
a time machine. We also assume that the space is locally Euclidian.

The wormhole can be constructed in the non-relativistic spacetime in the same way as we
discussed above – only in this case, thanks to the global simultaneity, we uniquely know what
it means when both mouths of the wormhole are identified at the same time. If we identify
them with any nonvanishing time shift Δt we immediately obtain the time machine, since the
passage through the wormhole takes us to a different moment of time with respect to the global
time of the surrounding spacetime. Of course, it destroys the standard causal structure of the
non-relativistic spacetime (a clear distinction between future and past), but despite this we will
keep using and referring to the original notion of the simultaneity and to the global time of the
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Figure 2: A spacetime diagram of the conical time machine. The vertical direction is temporal,
horizontal planes correspond to the hypersurface of simultaneity of the original spacetime (the third
spatial direction is suppressed). Two half-planes on forming the boundary of the conical spacetime
represent the history of the mouths of the wormhole and they are identified with a time shift Δt.

surrounding space.
Our second simplification is that we use the wormhole with planar mouths instead of spherical

ones. Namely, we cut out from the space two planar sections which we identify as in figure 1b.
Since we use flat planar sections their identification is geometrically trivial – spacetime in them
is flat everywhere, the space is locally Euclidian, without matter. Here we ignored problematic
boundaries of our planar sections. The whole curvature of the mouths is squeezed to these borders
which can be understood as a kind of solid frames on which the traversable parts of the wormhole
are spanned.

To avoid a discussion of the wormhole boundary we assume that the planar sections are much
larger than the scales of our experiments. In this approximation we can even assume that the
planar sections are infinite. To simplify the geometry even more we consider the mouths of
our wormhole to be two half-planes with a common boundary line. These two half-planes form
an angle γ. If we identify them (first, say, at the same moment of time) the space between
them becomes a locally Euclidian space with a conical singularity localized on the axis – at the
intersection of the half-planes. Indeed, if we restrict ourselves to the two dimensional picture
and ignore the direction parallel to the axis, our space forms a cone with the angle γ around the
vertex. Since we restrict our study only to particles moving perpendicularly to the axis, it will
be sufficient to consider only this two dimensional cone.

Of course, this is over-idealized situation. We should keep in mind that the mouths of the
wormhole are large but finite, so somewhere very far from the axis the conical part of the space
ends and goes over to the full Euclidian space. But in our consideration we restrict ourselves only
to the part of the space between the mouths of the wormhole. We thus effectively work in the
conical space with angle γ around the axis.

Let us stress, that in our original construction the mouths of the wormhole are special and
privileged – given by the position of the wormhole. However, after enlarging them to the semi-
infinite size and restricting ourselves only to the conical space between mouths, we can no longer
localise the position of the mouths by local experiments. Geometry through the mouths is locally
Euclidian as everywhere else. We thus obtained a space which is axially symmetric with respect
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to the rotation around the axis (it has also translation symmetry along the axis). The position
of the wormhole can be identified only on scales larger than the wormhole, from the surrounding
globally Euclidian space – however, this region is very far and we do not consider it.

In the last three paragraphs we assumed the identification of both mouths at the same moment
of global time. Since we want to study a space with a time machine, we have to identify the
mouths of the wormhole with a time shift Δt. This can be visualized in the three-dimensional
spacetime diagram in figure 2 where we draw two important spatial directions in horizontal
directions. The vertical direction corresponds to time. Semi-planar mouths of the wormhole at
one moment are thus depicted as horizontal semi-lines, their time evolution as vertical half-planes.
The identification of such two half-planes is not on the same vertical level, but with the vertical
shift Δt. We assume that going through the wormhole in anticlockwise direction takes us time
Δt > 0 to the past, in clockwise direction to the future.

After such an identification the spacetime is still locally Euclidian, even through the wormhole,
(of course, except the axis), but endowed with a strange causal structure. Hypersurfaces of
simultaneity (originally horizontal planes) propagate through the wormhole and form “helical”
surfaces winding around the vertex. This explicitly demonstrates that the spacetime contains
CTCs.

In the just described conical spacetime with the time machine we investigate a motion of a
particle which can interact with a similar particle by elastic collisions described by the standard
non-relativistic local laws. Namely, we assume the validity of the local conservation of energy and
momentum. To study elastic collisions we consider finite solid spherical balls of radius R (this is
also the main reason for the restriction to the non-relativistic case). However, in this paper we
concentrate mainly on the simpler limit R → 0 for which the discussion simplifies considerably
since it turns out to be scale invariant. The case of finite balls will be shortly discussed at the
end and thoroughly presented elsewhere [3].

III Point particle

As we described above, we consider a point particle moving in two dimensional conical space
with a positive time shift Δt when going in the clockwise direction around the vertex of the cone.
We also assume that the angle γ around the vertex of the cone is smaller than π since only for
such angles we obtain interesting situations of self-collisions of the particle. Indeed, on the cone
with γ < π a straight line intersects itself at least once. Since a free particle is moving along the
straight line, after passing through the time machine its trajectory must intersect the trajectory
along which the same particle approached the time machine. If the trajectory crosses itself in
different times we will speak about self-intersection. If the particle intersects its trajectory exactly
at the same times, it hits itself and we speak about self-collision. In the following we will specify
the conditions for the self-collision and find consistent solutions of a particle motion with one
self-collision.

A trajectory of the particle is determined by two initial parameters: the impact parameter ρ
which gives the distance of the initial trajectory from the vertex of the cone, and the magnitude
of initial velocity u > 0, see figure 3a. We adopt the convention that the impact parameter ρ is
positive if the particle circles the cone in the counterclockwise direction and it is negative if it
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Figure 3: Geometry of self-colliding trajectory. (a) A typical self-colliding trajectory in the conical
space with a time machine. A point particle is approaching the wormhole from infinity with a velocity u,
it collides with the version of itself which already passed through the time machine, and with a velocity
v moves toward the wormhole. After passing it and self-colliding with itself, it moves with the velocity u
back to infinity. The conical space is illustrated as an angle boundary of which represent mouths of the
wormhole and should be identified. (b) The trajectory between the self-collision is a straight line, which
can be clearly demonstrated if we cut the conical space not along the wormhole but along the radial line
going through the self-collision. The wormhole is than depicted as another radial line. Since the particle
passes the wormhole freely, its trajectory must be straight across the wormhole line. It starts and ends
at the self-collision which is represented as two points on the boundary semi-lines at the distance r from
the vertex. The same geometry applies also for a segment of the collision-free trajectory between its
self-intersection. We immediately see that length between the self-intersection is 2r sin γ

2 .

circles the cone in the clockwise direction.
The parameters u and ρ do not determine the initial trajectory uniquely since these parameters

do not distinguish between trajectories which are just rotated around the vertex of the cone. We
should specify also an angle αi of the incoming trajectory with respect to some chosen “null”
direction. However, since the conical space is symmetric under rotations, the angle αi does not
affect a character of the motion and we can ignore it.

A generic physical solution to initial data is represented by a collision-free trajectory. A particle
which moves along such a trajectory intersects itself without a self-collision. The collision-free
trajectory can take the particle to the past, or to the future, according to the direction in which it
passes the wormhole. If the collision-free trajectory is determined by a negative impact parameter
ρ < 0 the time machine takes the particle to the future, if the collision-free trajectory is defined
by positive impact parameter ρ > 0 it takes the particle back in time by −Δt.

The length s of the straight trajectory between its self-intersection is given by the conical
geometry as can be seen in figure 3,

s = 2ρ tan
γ

2
. (1)

The time needed to circle the cone is thus s/u = 2ρ tan γ/2
u

.
Now, there are two ways in which the particle can travel back in time without self-collision.

(a) Either the movement around the cone takes longer time than the time thus gained, namely
Δt < s/u, in which case the older version of the particle (i.e., the one that already passed the
wormhole) gets late with respect to the younger version of the particle which moves through the
point of intersection as the first. (b) Or the orbit around the cone takes shorter time than time
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thus gained, Δt > s/u, in which case the older version of the particle moves through the point of
intersection as the first.

For a special choice of parameters ρ and u the particle self-interacts. In this case while the
older version of the particle passes through the time machine and leaves it, the younger version of
the same particle moves from a distant region toward the time machine exactly in such a way that
both versions of the particle collide. Such an initial condition is potentially dangerous since the
self-collision could prevent the particle from passing the wormhole which would be inconsistent.
However, for the same dangerous initial condition we could still find a consistent solution with a
self-collision which would be fine-tuned in such a way that the self-interacting particle consistently
moves through the time machine. To convince ourselves that it is really true we first investigate
a general particle motion with one self-collision.

Let us assume that the self-collision takes place on a radial ray at the distance r from the
vertex of the cone, see figure 3a. For a symmetry reason (justified also by a detailed study of
collision of finite balls [3]) the self-collision will be symmetric with respect to the radial line. We
will define the oriented angle ω ∈ [−π/2, π/2] between the radial ray and the outgoing trajectory
– it is thus a half of the angle between ingoing and outgoing trajectories. We will see that the
initial parameters u and ρ are uniquely related to the quantities ω and r and can be interchanged
mutually. We also denote v the magnitude of the particle velocity between the self-collision and
ρin the impact parameter of the trajectory between the self-collision.

For the collision-free trajectories we can define analogous quantities r and ω which refer to
the point of self-intersection instead of self-collision. In this case ρin = ρ and the angle ω is given
just by the conical geometry, namely

ω = ωcrit ≡ π − γ

2
. (2)

From the definition of ρ, r, and ω we immediately find that for both self-interacting and
collision-free trajectories the radial distance r is related to ρ by

ρ = r sinω , ρin = r sinωcrit = r cos
γ

2
. (3)

For a trajectory between the self-collision the “inner” velocity v is given by the condition that
the particle has to travel the distance s in time Δt, i.e.,

v =
s

Δt
=

2r sin γ
2

Δt
=

2ρ

Δt

sin γ
2

sinω
, (4)

where we expressed the length s using the radial distance r, see figure 3, which is given in terms
of ρ and ω by equation (3).

The remaining relation between parameters ρ, u, and r, ω follows from the equations for the
self-collision, namely from the momentum and energy conservation during the self-collision. A
detailed study [3] of the self-collision of a finite ball of radius R shows that the particle can self-
collide in two ways and the type of the self-collision is determined by the angle ω. For ω > ωcrit

the trajectory of the particle after the self-collision is directed to the wormhole closer to the
vertex than if it followed the collision-free trajectory. Thus the older version of the ball touches
the younger one by its rear part. Let us denote such a case as the self-collision of the type I. If
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ω < ωcrit then the trajectory of the particle is directed to the wormhole farther from the vertex
than if it moved along the collision-free trajectory and the older version touches the younger
version by its frontal part. We denote this case as the self-collision of the type II.

In the limit R → 0 of the point particle the self-collision of the first type changes continuously
into the self-collision of the second type and both types are described by the same equation.
It turns to be equivalent to the conservation of the radial momentum during the self-collision.
Comparing radial momentum of the particle between the self-collision given by v sin γ

2
and radial

momentum of the incoming trajectory u cosω we find

u cosω = v sin
γ

2
. (5)

Substituting expression (4) we obtain ω in terms of ρ and u

sin(2ω) =
4ρ sin2 γ

2

uΔt
. (6)

Finally, inserting the expression for ω into (3) we get r in terms of ρ and u.
Before a discussion of these relation let us return to the dangerous initial conditions mentioned

above. Clearly, the dangerous initial parameters would be those for which the self-intersection
becomes the self-collision. It means that ω = ωcrit and v = u. For the given initial velocity u we
denote the dangerous value of the impact parameters as ρpx. Substituting ω = ωcrit and v = u
into (4) we find

ρpx =
uΔt

2 tan γ
2

. (7)

Let us reformulate equations (6) and (3) in such a way that the radial distance and the impact
parameter are expressed as functions of the angle ω and of the velocity u

ρ(ω) =
uΔt sinω cosω

2 sin2 γ
2

, r(ω) =
uΔt cosω

2 sin2 γ
2

. (8)

Dividing these equations by uΔt we obtain relations for dimensionless quantities (distances mea-
sured in units of uΔt) which do not depend on the velocity u anymore. It means that point
particle configurations with different initial velocities u are related just by a simple rescaling.
Therefore, we will discuss only the relation between ρ, r, and ω. This dependence is depicted
in figure 4. On the left we can see the function ρ = ρ(ω), on the right the parametric curve
[ρ(ω), r(ω)] in the plane r-ρ, with ω ∈ [−π/2, π/2]. From these graphs we can easily read the
desired dependence ω(ρ) and r(ρ).

The first equation of (8) also determines the interval of the impact parameter ρ for which the
self-interaction is possible. Clearly, ρ ∈ [ρmin, ρmax] with ρmin ≡ − Δtu

4 sin2 γ/2
and ρmax ≡ Δtu

4 sin2 γ/2
.

Similarly for the radial distance of the self-collision r we find r ∈ [0, Δtu
2 sin2 γ/2

]. Trajectories outside

this region cross themselves too far from the vertex with the time shift too short to self-interact.
Inspecting figure 4a we thus see that for ρ �∈ [ρmin, ρmax] we have exactly one solution for

ω, r which corresponds to the collision-free trajectory. However, for ρ ∈ (ρmin, ρmax), ρ �= ρpx
we find three solutions for ω, r – one corresponding again to the collision-free trajectory, and
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Figure 4: Relation between ρ, r, and ω for a point particle. (a) The dependence ρ = ρ(ω) and (b)
the parametric curve [ρ(ω), r(ω)]. Relations for a self-colliding particle are given by eqs. (8). Relations
for collision-free trajectories are given by eqs. (2) and (3). The angle ω runs in the interval [−π/2, π/2].

two corresponding to trajectories with a self-collision. In the limiting cases ρ = ρmin, ρmax two
self-colliding solutions coincide.

The special case of the dangerous initial conditions ρ = ρpx seems to have only two solutions
with collision-free trajectory degenerating to the paradoxical case. The exact behavior of the
particle in this case cannot be solved on the level of a point particle model but can be found by
investigating finite balls as we will do in the next section.

IV Balls of a finite radius

In this section we would like to discuss shortly the motion of solid balls of a finite radius. We
review only the main results, technical details can be found in [3].

The discussion of this case goes along the same line as for a point particle – we can introduce
initial parameters ρ and u and parameters r and ω related to the self-collision. However, the
finite radius of balls modifies the description of the self-collision. The radius R introduces a new
scale into the theory and a dependence on the initial velocity is not so simple. Moreover, as we
discussed above, there are two types of self-collision, however, for R > 0 the equations describing
them are different.

The solutions of these equations split into two classes – we have physically realistic solutions
which resemble those discussed in the case of point particle. Additionally, we also have unphysical
solutions for which the particle during the self-collision would have exchange a negative momen-
tum. So, if we do not consider “sticky” balls we have to rule these solutions out. The relation
among ρ, r and ω with fixed u for finite balls is shown in figure 5 in a similar manner as we did for
a point particle in figure 4. Since the equation for collisions of type I and II are different we have
two curves representing dependencies ρ(ω) and r(ω) (lines I and II in the figure). However, only a
part of these curves correspond to physical solutions (thick lines). Spurious solutions are depicted
by thin lines. Similarly as for the case of point particle we also included lines for collision-free
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Figure 5: Relation between ρ, r, and ω for a particle of a finite radius R. (a) The dependence
ρ = ρ(ω) and (b) the parametric curve [ρ(ω), r(ω)] with u fixed and ω ∈ [−π

2 ,
π
2 ]. Curves corresponding

to the physical solutions are represented by thick solid (type I) and dashed (type II) lines while curves
corresponding to the spurious solutions are represented by thin lines.

trajectories given by ω = ωcrit and with ρ not corresponding to paradoxical values.
However, for a finite radius R, instead of only one paradoxical value ρpx as in the case of

a point particle we have an entire interval [ρpxI, ρpxII] of dangerous values of ρ (for fixed u) for
which a collision-free trajectory is inconsistent, see figure 5. Boundary values ρpxI and ρpxII of the
interval of dangerous values of ρ represent solutions for which both versions of the ball just touch
each other without exchanging any momentum. Thus they can be considered both collision-free
and self-interacting trajectories.

Now, let us discuss a number of consistent solutions for different initial values ρ and u. For
fixed u it can be easily read from figure 5. For a large positive or negative ρ we have again only
one collision-free trajectory. For ρ sufficiently small but out of the range of dangerous values,
ρ �∈ [ρpxI, ρpxII], we have one collision-free trajectory and two physical self-colliding trajectories.
Surprisingly, for dangerous values ρ ∈ [ρpxI , ρpxII] we also have three solutions, all of them with
a self-collision. One of them is of type II, two other solutions are of type I. An inconsistent
collision-free trajectory thus changes to a new self-colliding solution.

The geometry of all these three consistent self-colliding solutions corresponding to a dangerous
initial data is explicitly shown in figure 6.

Summary

We have discussed the motion of a point particle and of a solid ball in the non-relativistic
conical space with a time machine. The point particle model documents a non-uniqueness of the
evolutions in the presence of time machines. However, this model is not rich enough to investigate
structure of trajectories corresponding to dangerous initial values. Such a discussion can be done
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Figure 6: Solutions for ”paradoxical” initial data. Figure shows three consistent solutions 1, 2,
and 3 for “paradoxical” or “dangerous” initial data. We can identify three solutions with a self-collision,
two of them are similar to the case of generic initial data. However, for the paradoxical initial data there
is no collision-free solution. Instead, it is compensated by the third self-colliding solution.

in the case of finite balls for which we found that a number of solutions for given initial data is
the same for dangerous initial data as for generic ones. An inconsistent collision-free trajectory
is replaced by a new self-colliding solution.

Finally, let us mention that we considered only trajectories with one self-collision or no collision
at all. In principle, it can and it does happen that the particle self-collides or self-intersects more
times. Such a possibility enlarges a number of solutions for given initial data and complicates a
discussion of all possible particle motions. For a point particle such the discussion is done in [3].
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